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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Statement of Purpose 

The purpose of this thesis is to survey existing print-

ed Material concerning the teaching of a foreign language-

English dialect for the stage. This thesis adheres to the 

format of a verbal library survey, the criteria of which 

are set forth by William Sattler ass involving three basic 

questions: 

1. What special meanings do the presented facts 
suggest? 

2. What are the central tendencies, agreements, 
and disagreement® that ar© shoots? 

3. What Ideas, if any, arise that would likely be 
overlooked by an Informal reading of the same 
material?1 

This thesis undertakes its survey of material seeteing to 

answer these three questions, thus conforming to the criteria 

of a verbal library survey as outlined by Sattler, It is not 

in the scope of this thesis to evaluate; it is rather to 

locate and to report in consensus what has been written 

about one division of the study of dialect. The resulting 

report could guide any interested reader through the 

•^William M. Sattler, "The Library Survey," An Intro-
duction to Graduate Study in Speech and Theatre /"e'diied by 
Clyde' W.ToW-'CIasf LaSffngr"Mloh'l'6an7T961), p. 33. 



existing principles of teaching foreign language-Engl1ah stage 

dialect. But It Is the director In educational theatre who 

la relatively inexperienced in teaching dialect to whom this 

thesis Is oriented. 

Statement of Plan 

This thesis presents the results of a study of printed 

material concerning the us® of a foreign language-English 

dialect for the stage, gathering Its Information from print-

ed sources, old and new, that are available to help the 

director of a dialect play. Since most source® group the 

principles of learning stage dialect In categories of pro-

nunciation, stress, timbre, intonation, rhythm, and syntax, 

this thesis does the same, devoting a portion to basic 

exercises upon which the various writers agree as being 

helpful. 

The first four divisions of Chapter One serve as an 

introduction to the thesis. Their intent is to make clear 

the purpose of the thesis, the plan of organization, the 

bases of the undertaking, and the definition of atape dialect. 

The primary objectives of these divisions are to provide an 

introduction to and a foundation for the following chapters 

and divisions. The fifth division of Chapter One 1® loss 

mechanical In purpose. It serves as a mediator between the 

general purposes of the first four divisions and the more 

specific principles of Chapter Two. In order to do this, 
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this division includes justification for the choice of dialects 

surveyed, discussion of the two basic problems with which the 

director must deal *ihen directing a dialect play, and the 

agreements and disagreements of th® writers as to how one 

should go about teaching any dialect for th® stage, 

The second chaptor of this thesis is in throe divisions, 

reporting the results of the survey regarding specific prin-

ciples with which one should be familiar before attempting 

to teach any of the particular dialects* Included In the 

first division is a review of vocal elements common to all 

dialects? the second division includes basic exercises which 

should help to condition a person's receptiveness to learning 

a particular dialect. The third division of Chapter Two is 

in twelve sectional the section® represent the twelve foreign 

dialects chosen for review and include suoh notations m word 

lists, sound lists, and other principal changes In vocal 

elements for each dialect. 

Chapter Three Is an annotated bibliography of available 

printed material concerning the teaching of a foreign language-

English dialect for th® stage. Sources were chosen for 1»• 

elusion in this chapter which offer pertinent discussion, 

suggestions, analyses, and principles which the teacher should 

find helpful, Also included in this chapter are representative 

readings, plays, novels, poems, and stories that ©an be used 

either for practice or performance of any of the twelve 

dialects reviewed herein. Before a person oan study any of 



these dialects. It is necessary that lis have an understanding 

of certain words and terms; such items are included in the 

Qlosaary of Terns as a supplement to Chapter fhree. 

Bases of Study 

The student of dialect will- find that his study can be 

endless, for ther® are over four hundred recognized dialects 

in America alone.^ He can approach M s study by analysing 

any one dialect by concentrating upon any one vocal element 

at a time, or he can conduct an exhaustive study of any 

particular dialect, or he can combine these approaches. He 

can study the sounds of dialects and experiment with their 

relationship with listeners* understanding, as did Black 

and Tolhurst. 3 j|© can discover and record what sounds ar© 

peculiar to several dialects, as did Lewis and Marguerite 

Herman in Foretgn Dialects, for example.** Or he can con-

centrate upon finding what other students of dialect have 

discovered concerning the principles of training a student 

actor to speak with a stage dialect, If he uses this latter 

approach, as doe® this thesis, he will find relatively few 

sources and a number of variables to consider. The sources 

^Lewls Herman and Marguerite Shalett Herman, American 
Dialects {New York, 19U7), pp. ix-xii. 

3*r, W. Black and J. C. Tolhurst, "Relative Intelli-
gibility of Language Groups," The Quarterly Journal of 
Speech. XLI {February, 1 9 5 5 ) . ' 111 

^Lewis Herman and Marguerite Shale tt Herman. Foreign 
Dialects (New York, 191+3). — A . 



vhioh he finds are more likely to bo parts of book® primarily 

concerned with other aspects of the stag© or of language than 

they are apt to be found under the specific heading of "Dia-

lect." The variables spring essentially from the fact that 

no two people speak exactly the same dialect. fh@r© are 

dialects within dialects, there are variations of sub-

dialects, and there ar© variations of variations. However, 

this thesis limits its subject by confining its survey to 

existing printed material concerning teaching stag® dialect. 

But using this approach of a library survey is not with-

out valid bases. First of all, the necessity of an actor1® 

studying dialect seems to be established. John Gassner notes 

that dialect can be of such importance that its use can either 

"make or break a production," a point that he discusses in 

Producing: the Play.^ John Dolman points out that like many 

plays, Bird in Hand, in particular, "would lose half its 

6 
charm if played in only on© dialect." He goes on to add 

that many of "th© best American plays written In recent years 

depend so much on local color as to require oareful study of 
,7 

dialect." As far back as 1939 over twenty-five per cent of 

-\Tohn Gassner, Producing the Flay, rev, ®d, (lew fork, 
1958# # p• 29» 

^John Dolman, Jr., fhe Art of Acting (Hew York, 191*9), 
P. 232. 

^Dolman, Art of Acting, p. 2%, 
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8 
all radio drama involved the us® of dialect. Indeed, so 

long as #o®© plays from other countries are translated Into 

English and produced in Mils country there would seem to 

remain a need for an actor to study dialect, Such play® a® 

loneseo's Th® Bald Soprano. a® translated from French into 

English, would require being almost completely rewritten if 

on® were not to incorporate a British dialect in its produc-

tion. The play's stag# directions and its lines indicate 

that its character® should speak with th® dialect. And many 

of the important plays of representative historical periods 

of drama require use of dialect. 

Significantly, Gertrude Johnson notes that "authors of 

not© and authority find the use of Dialect fundamental to 

th© delineation of a character or situation,* and that n m 

should give it sow® general and serious consideration before 

we may hope to approximate the author's intention."9 

Secondly, sine® there is a necessity for an aotor to 

study dialect there obviously must be so®® way for him to 

learn to speak with a dialect. If he is in educational 

theatre he should learn under the guidance of his director. 

But in Texas educational theatre, for example, of 61̂ 1 high 

school plays in Texas Intsrscholastic League competition in 
-

Charlotte Crocker, Victor Fields, and Will Broomall. 
t.«frlng the. Stage (Hew York, 1939), p. 203. 

{Hew York*ri926)°^808' — 0 r & 1 3totarpretatloa 



1963, only 112 were directed by teachers who had had training 

primarily for dramatics work in & secondary school. Of these 

112, Hoy Brown, Director of Drama for the Interscholastic 

League, estimates that approximately $6 had college classroom 

training in dialect.*0 The obvious conclusion la that if 

dialect study ia necessary for the actor, Texas stag® direc-

tors*—case in point—are far behind in knowledge of the 

principles of teaching stage dialect# And there are personal 

variables from director to director to consider. 

If a director, whether he works with junior high, senior 

high, or college students, does not have adequate preparation 

for teaching stage dialect, where is he to find material? 

If he should go to the Horth Texas State University Library, 

for example, he will find no book specifically catalogued 

under *Dialect.w If he consults the bibliography of a text* 

book, chances are h® will not find a division labeled 

"Dialect," so that he can go directly to other, possibly 

more complete sources. Of seventeen high school and college 

dramatics and acting textbooks surveyed for this thesis, 

only two had such a divisions one division was one paragraph 

in length.11 The other division was three pages,12 if he 

"""""" """""' iimiiimmi- nnr munmiiumi iiii<iwwii»w»»âaiiiii<w>w(w ii)Ui»iunij<Mwr>-iiijM|[iiiinigiiiii 
10Letter from Roy Brown, Director of Drama. Texas 

Interscholastio League, Austin, Texas, July 9, 1961*. 

ETa Alb"rt1' ± Bwabook St Aotlng <*.» Xortc, 

1 P 
Kathorina Anna Qnsaanney, The Staae and tho Sahoni 

3rd «d. (Hew York, I960), p p . i b f ^ t r ^ — — °-' 
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already has in his possession a textbook that includes a 

chapter op section concerning "Dialect," he will not always 

to© sure to find thorough and complete information pertaining 

to the dialect he needs. 

Then again, if ha consult® Lewie and Marguerite Herman's 

couplet® handbook of foreign dialects and dialectal discus-

sions, he may find that he needs even more explanation to 

understand the nature of dialect.*^ Since the Hermans* 

excellent dic11onary-type book offers no footnotes and a 

very limited bibliography this director must begin his search 

again. Too often he must begin without knowing where to 

look. 

In summary, it is apparent that the study of dialect 

Is often needed by an actor. It is also evident that there 

are relatively few educational theatre directors who have 

thoroughly trained for teaching stage dialect* These two 

factors of need and training, when combined with the personal 

variations of individual directors* needs and abilities, 

provide a foundation for this study. Since there has been 

no comparative library study of the type whioh this thesis 

surveys, the bases of the purpose of this thesis seem to be 

valid. 

x%®wis and Marguerite Herman, Pore Ian Dialects. 



Definition of Stage Dialect 

Whichever dialect the director needs for M s play, how-

ever, it is necessary that he understand the meaning of the 

terms dialect and stage dialect. To gain such an under-

standing, the director should first familiarise himself with 

the meaning of the word dialect. The dictionary term is 

", , , a localised variation of pronunciation of a lan-

guage,"1^ Although most authorities agree with this defi-

nition, Charlotte 0rocker, with Victor Fields and Will 

Broomall, elaboratest 

Dialect, then, in its broadest application, is 
the result of speech habits peculiar to a community 
or trade or profession or as the result of a speech 
carry-over from another language, In this sens® 
foreign-English is seen as the creation of anyone 
attempting f sic 1 English while, bound by the speech 
habits of his native tongue, 

With this elaboration, the definition of dialect would 

seem to include the specialized speech of many groups? with 

this definition, the trade Jargon of such groups as the 

advertising profession and their trait of adding the suffix 

"-wise" to nouns to denote an adjective quality Is included. 

An example of such use of trade Jargon would be the coined 

word "sales-wis#11 to indicate "pertaining to the qualities 

of sales," This definition includes any variation fi-oa 

^Charles Karl® Punic, editor, Funk and Wagaall® lew 

flSS'ToSl ̂ 1*1fj^ 3fefStl00&ry ̂  the fetTIgk' i S m t i a T T 

^ W e r , Fields, and Brooaall, Talcing the Stage. 
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1 (% 

standard language, Since this thesis emphasises the latter 

part of Crocker's elaboration, it should be noted that the 

term foreiiaa language-English refers to English as spoken by 

a person with ordinary speech habits of a foreign language* 

It should also be understood that this definition of 

foreign language-Sngl1sh dialect does not necessarily carry 

with it the connotation that it is a stage dialect. Intel-

ligibility becomes a key factor when adding the word stage 

as a modifier. 

Frequently, *. • • authentic dialect may be unintelli-

gible to a specific audience,ttl7 One would hardly expect an 

Sast !S@xaa rural audience, for example, to understand an 

authentic Scottish dialect as spoken by a true Scot without 

definite adaptations made by either the speaker or the 

audience• A true Soot would probably bewilder his audience 

by saying authentically, "By yon bonnie banks and by yon 

bonnie braes"3 
[bl *en bead bin's ind bi benl bats} 

The director must make the dialect Intelligible to the 

audience. As John Dolman says, "The director should never 

suppose that a complete representation of English speech as 

actually spokeis in England is desirable before an American 

, ^formation of tho wslatleMhip of aowot, 

I n t ° r p " t * t l O D 
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audience, Even Bngllsh companies playing In America do net 

give us that."18 Indeed, the listener who Is unfamiliar 

with the dialect that h© hears from the stag® may hear 

nothing more than garbled sound. According to a compre-

hensive study comparing sound relationships with intelli-

gibility by Blaok and Tolhurst, the listener "la known to 

be particularly influenced by the listeners* familiarity 

with the words that they hear and are ©ailed upon t© identify 

from an unspecified vocabulary.**1^ In this study, it was 

found that there is a definite relationship between a 

listener's familiarity with tide sound combinations which he 

hears and his understanding of the meaning of those sounds In 

combination. In other words, if an audience hears a stage 

dialect whioh happens to be so authentic as to be unfamiliar— 

if the dialect uses word and sound combinations which tfrn* 

audience does not know—it will be certain that the actor's 

attempt to ooimsunioate his character will not readily be 

understood. On the other hand, if dlaleot is necessary for 

accurate portrayal of character, obviously some degree of 

authenticity is required, Therefore, the successful relation-

ship between the actor's use of any particular dialect and the 

audience's comprehension of this dialect lies somewhere be-

tween complete authenticity and suggestion of authenticity, 

York,1^?!),^"323.Jr*' — ^21 IISI Production (Hew 

r.«6uS 1SSE^-*S 1CT? t' lotemglbillty of 
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Combining the definition of foreign language-English 

dialect with the factor of Intelligibility, this thesis 

reaches Its definition ©f stage dialect8 the intelligible 

speech of an actor with faosimile of the English language 

as ordinarily spoken by a person bound by the speech habits 

of • foreign language. It is to this meaning that this 

thesis refers in oonneotion with the terns dialect. titage 

dialect. or foreign language-English dlaleot for the stage. 

A Review of Basle Preoepts Conoomitant 
to the Teaching of Stage Dlaleot 

Justification of Chosen Dialects 

The dialects chosen for inclusion in this survey of 

existing library materials represent, according to a consensus 

of the sources consulted, the dialects most commonly used on 

the stag®. The dialects In this list were chosen mainly be-

cause the authors Charlotte Crocker, Victor Fields, Will 

Broomall, Lewis Herman, and Marguerite Herman, who have 

written the most extensive studies of stage dialect, agree 

that these twelve are the ones most often needed. There 

are other dlaleots, and there are other souroes whloh do and 

do not include all of these listed herein. But the Hermans 

and Crocker, Fields, and Broomall are the only writers who 

claim to have discovered through research whloh dialects occur 

most often In stage plays while at the same time discussing each 

of these dialects In detail. The Hermans d© not elaborate 
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upon the extent of their research; however, they state, "the 

foreign dialects most called for in the acting profession 

have boon thoroughly discussed,"20 They go on to say that 

the dialect© they discuss In their book were chosen on the 
21 

bases of their "experience and research." Crocker, Fields, 

and Broosi&ll show evidence of their research by Including a 

bibliography of over one hundred titles and by repeated 

reference to sources from this bibliography throughout their 
. , 22 
book. 

Generally, most source© include only these dialect® 

when giving particular principles for teachingt 

1. British 

2. Cockney 

3. French 

1|. German 

5. Irish, 

6. Italian 

7. Negro 

20 

Lewis and Marguerite Herman, Foreign Dialects, p. 3. 

21Ibld. 
PP 
Crocker, Fields, and Brooraall, Taking the Stage. 
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8. Scottish 

2% 

9. Spanish J 

With the exception of the Hermans* and Crocker, Fields, and 

Brooraall'a books, aiost of the sources do not include even 

all of those dialect#; also, few books that include detailed 

principles of teaching dialect sounds of one of these dialect® 

seldom include detailed principle# for each of the other 

dialects covered therein. Therefor®, the other dialects 

included in this survey were chosen primarily on the strength 

of Crocker, Fields, and Broomall's and the Herman*' research. 

The list in this thesis closely corresponds in content with 

what the Hermans tam the most "important* dialects, as far 
2k 

as stage plays are concerned. The dialects reviewed in 

this thesis are 5 

1. British 

2. Chinese 

3« Cockney 

k* French 

5. German 

6. Irish 

^It should not be inferred that each source discusses 
specific principles for teaching each particular dialect. 
WOT example, ledde and Brigance discuss, in this order, 
Italian, Irish, Scotch, French, and Scandinavian,w while 
Johnson discusses Scotch, Italian, Negro, French, French 
Canadian, Irish, and "Scandinavian," in that order. For 
further information concerning which sources discuss which 
dialect, see Chapter Three. 

^Lewis and Marguerite Herman, Foreign Dialects, p. 3. 
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7* Italian 

8, Bussian 

9. Scottish 

10, Spanish 

XI. Swedish 

12, Yiddish 

The Two Basic Problems of Teaching Dialect 

The writers Investigated tend to agree that the us® of 

a dialect in a stage play increases the director*# duties 

enormously. It is generally agreed that there are two baaic 

tout general problems that confront the director in addition 

t© his ordinary product lots duties* authenticity and con-

sistency. 

Concerning the most immediate problem of deciding how 

authentic to atale® the dialect, John Dolman1® discussion 

oautlonsi 

The first problem is whether to atteapt a 
complete and faithful rendition of the dialect 
In all its detail, realistically satisfying to 
people familiar with it, or to attempt no more 
than a selection of outstanding characteristics 
by way of suggestion. 

This problem cannot be solved from recipes 
or lists of words in a textbook, especially if 
the director Is asking for some measure of com-
pleteness, lor can any problem of dialeot be 
solved at all in the time allotted for production 
unless the actor has one of these qualifications! 
a previous knowledge ®f the dialect concerned, an 
exceptional talent for dialects, or a considerable 
apprentice ship In the critical analysis of dialects,0 

ptf 
Dolman, Art of Acting, p. 231. 
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Most sources agree with Dolman that m outstanding problem 

that faces the director of & dialect play is the que at ion 

of bow far should the dialect conform to authenticity, aad 

they seem to agree that it is this area in which most caution 

should be exercised. Charlotte Lee, although she is one of 

the many source© who do not mention Dolman's idea of the 

actor's three prerequisites, cautions the director that "the 

audience will tire of explicitness," emphasizing that the 

primary aim of drama is "coiwainlcation of , , , ideas and 

•motions, not a display of profioienoy in dialeots,"2^ 

But Dolman continues! "Flays in local or foreign 

dialects involve serious difficulty for inexperienced play-

ers, As a rule, the less an actor knows about a dialect 

the thicker he tries to lay it on^^often with distressing 

r e s u l t s , M o s t of the sources tend to orient their writings 

toward the director or student of dialect who seldom conforms 

to either of Dolman*s three prerequisites of previous knowl» 

edge, exceptional talent, or "considerable apprenticeship 

in the critical analysis of dialects,"2® However, many of 

the writers consulted indicate agreement with Dolman's 

observation of the less experienced actor's tendency to "lay 

26 
1959) p**357tte L a e' ° r a l IfiterP*v<9ta*:l®E- Sad ed. (Boston, 

^Dolman, Art of flay Production, p. 321, 

2%olaian, Art of Acting, p. 231, 
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It on." This tendency of the actor to over-speak with hi® 

new dialect can overbalance or destroy an entire production, 

creating a oarioature instead of a character with warmth 

and depth, creating a general problem with which the director 

mast he prepared to deal, Hone of the writers investigated 

offer specific suggestions for the director1® dealing with 

this general problem, generally tending to agree that its 

solving would be determined by the director*® individual 

aesthetic values. 

But whatever degree of authenticity the director feels 

is needed, the advice of most of the writers, including the 

lensans, dassner, Crocker, Fields, Broomall, and others, ia 

in agreement with Purdomt "The main point is to get con-

„29 
sistency, One reason for the need for consistency is the 

truth in Dolman*s observation, "Audiences are ouch more apt 

30 
to notice sins of commission than sins of omission." This 

means that if an audience does not know that an actor, in 

trying to portray a character with an Italian-English dialect 

misses some of his opportunities to be precisely authentic 

with his Italian-English, it will hardly notice his ©mission®. 

But they will quickly notice his reversions to his native 

East Texas or Hew England dialect and will be less likely 

to accept the Italian characterization of the actor. Also, 

29C. B. Purdom, Producing flm& (London, 1951), p. 76. 

3°Doloan, Art of Aoting, p. 233. 
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an audience is much more likely to believe the actor1• 

characterization when it remains consistent with the char-

acter of the person portrayed. It is conceivable that an 

authentic, precise Swedish accent could inolude a lisp; 

this character could be believed by an audience touch quicker 

If the lisp were pronouncedly evident throughout than if its 

presence in the dialect were sporadic. 

It is axiomatic that a teacher cannot begin a class 

using lax discipline and then expect successfully t© add 

stricter measures later, although he can begin with strict 

discipline and later abate his methods. This traditional 

principle of beginning punctiliously and easing into a less 

rigid method later, when applied to dialeot, does not always 

seem to be desirable. If a dialect is maintained at any 

level of authenticity, most sources agree that it should vary 

as little as possible in its degree ©f authenticity; it should 

b® consistent. lesults of Black and Tolhurst's study have 

indicated that *gross differences in dialect are amenable to 

the intelligibility measure and either five minutes of 

familiarisation with a voice or an hour of familiarisation 

with a dialect--it could b# either—Improve® the speech 
31 

reception of the listeners." If consistency is maintained, 

then, comprehension and acceptance ©f character by th® 
audience is more likely. 

31Blaok and Tolhurst, "Relative Intelligibility," p. 60. 
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There are other problems that the director faces whan 

dialoct is needed for his production, but they are raoro 

particular In nature. Those problems and the authorities * 

suggestions for dealing with them pertain more specifically 

to individual dialectal in keeping with the organization of 

this thesis they are discussed as they arise, 

The Tw.® Schools of Thought in Teaching Dialect 

Regardless of the problems of dialect in a stage play, 

there are two major schools of thought concerning how one 

should go about acquiring dialect for the stag®, One domi-

nant theory is that the director should encourage his aotors 

to find a speaker of the dialect, observe tola speaker's 

speech habits closely, imitate his habits as nearly as pos-

sible, then check with the available printed material for 

working with technical accuracies. John Dolman Is an out-

spoken proponent of this approach in learning a dialect. 

He recommends: "Actual sojourn in th® region to b® repre-

sented, with intelligent observation and analysis of the 

lacal speech habits, is obviously the best method of study.1,32 

As a supplement t© this method or as an alternative to be 

used when actual observation and analysis are not possible, 

he and others—such as Cob in, for example ̂ --concede that 

32Dolman, Art of Play Production, p. 32^. 

330©bln, Theory and Techniques, pp. 213-211*. 
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the director should depend upon ike written pages "Dialect 

dictionaries sometiBses kelp, as do certain books and articles 

by trained phllogists ©r phoneticians.*^ Especially recom-

mended by Dolman aa background reading by the student of 

dialect for the stage are novels, which li® considers more 

successful la representing accurate dialect tta.au are plays. 

He suggests some specific novels, but they pertain mere 

to American dialects than to foreign language-liigllsh 

dialects, 

The Hermans are two proponents of the other major 

school ©f thought concerning learning a stag® dialect; the 

approach that they emphasize m being important advocates 

learning first from the printed page and then working while 

observing the dialect as spoken by a native* There Is an 

excellent discussion of this approach in their book, Foreign 

Dialects.Crocker, fields, and Broom&ll share this 

opinion, giving their reasons "Imitating . . . is only a 

partial solution to dialect mastery; imitating . . . is a 

helpful means but it Is incomplete."^ gut $hj.s approach 

cautions against the mechanization of learning any dialect 

by rote, by memorizing words from a list, without attuning 

the ear t® sounds and words used in m e actual speech of m e 

^Dolman, Art of Play Production, pp. 321*-325. 

3 W . and Marguerite Herman, Foreign Dialects, 
pp. lU-lo. 

-^Crocker, Fields, and Brooraallf faking the Stage, 
p. 205. "•* 
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dialeot as spoken by a psrsoo with that dialect*s speech 

habits. 

Although there are many different writers who urge that 

the student learn the sounds of a dialeot by listening to an 

actual speaker, few of the sources advocate specifically how 

this should be done. Crocker, Fields, and Breoai&ll suggest, 

in passing, the Linguaphone Institute, Hockefeller Center, 

New York, lew York, for records of unspecified dialects.^ 

Omxn&nmj agrees that records might be of help, and she says 
38 

that they "can be ordered from any record shop," it would 

seen that records would be an Ideal way to listen to a dia« 

l«ot as spoken by an authentic speaker, especially if one 

could not locate such a speaker in his area. 

However, one should not overlook the possibilities of 

finding an aotual speaker in his own area* In 1961, the 

Texas Technologies! College Speech Department produoed The 

World of Shalom Aleiohew. a play using the Yiddish dialect, 

While preparing for production, the director arranged a 

meeting between one of the local rabbis and his oast.39 The 

oast met with the rabbi and his wife not once, but six times, 

discussing Jewish literature, religion, language, and culture, 

-^Crocker, Fields, and Broomall, Taking the Stage. p. 336. 

380aaanney, Stage and School. p. 235. 

. should be noted that the director under disousslon 
° V 2 ^ f a n o ! L 1 0 W*»o**ne dramatic productions, 

directing over sixty-five three-act plays. Many of these 
plays have required the us# of dialect. 
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and moot in g other members of the Jewish community. After 

weeks of study of printed material plus conversational prac-

tice with authentic speakers of the Yiddish dialeot, almost 

«very member of the east—and many members of the crew— 

oould authentically apeak with the dialect. 

la the ease with The World of Sholem Alelchem. the 

experienced director used printed material first to familiarise 

his oast with the required dialeot, and then he located actual 

speakers of the dialeot for his actors to hear. Whether the 

director finds it more expedient to obtain records of authentic 

dialect speech ©r to observe the speech first-hand would seem 

to depend primarily on the individual directors circumstances. 

If he oannot possibly have his students observe first-hand, 

obviously he would have t® rely solely upon records for the 

spoken dialeot. Perhaps it may be possible for the director 

to obtain tape recordings through friends or colleagues of 

another area in which more convenient first-hand observation 

of authentic dialeot is possible. The ingenious director 

can locate, through one medium or another, a speaker of 

authentic dialect, no matter to which sohool of thought he 

belongs or to which he finds he prefers to adhere. 

In summary, on® school of thought emphasize® first the 

observation of the dialeot first-hand before working with 

printed materialj the other emphasizes working primarily 

with printed material and using actual observation as a 

secondary method authenticating the learned dialeot. Both 
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groups emphasize the Importance and the dangers of Imitation 

©f the dialect as used In actual speech. They both eophaslee 

familiarity with the vocal mechanism as belog prerequisite 

to any study of language for the stag®, so that the student 

can more likely understand the source and the physiology of 

the particular sounds which he hears» As Indicated previ-

ously, words and terms Identifying the various vocal mechanisms 

with which every student of dialect should be familiar are 

Included In the Glossary ©f ferns» 

The Glossary, the annotated bibliography, and the 

review of basic principles, basic exercises, and twelve stag® 

dialects In the following two chapters of this thesis serve 

to complete the survey of principles of teaching stage dla-

lect that has been begun In this chapter, The director will 

find that most souroes avoid a pedantic method of presenting 

these principles, realizing that his additional problems of 

authenticity, consistency, and time for study will vary In 

scope and will depend upon each Individual director for 

solving. It la hoped that this thesis, in presenting this 

survey, can guide the director who la relatively inexperienced 

In teaching a stags dialeot by pointing out pertinent sug-

gestions, discussions, analyses, and principles which he 

will find helpful. 



CHAPTER II 

THE PRIICIPLES OF TEACHIHG A FOBEION LANCKJAOK-

EKOLISH DIALECT FOB THE STAGE 

Speolflo Principle* Applicable to Dialect In General 

Even though there are hundreds of actual dialects, 

there are certain vocal element® present In all with which 

one should become familiar before he attempts to teach or 

learn any particular dialect* There Is a definite corre-

lation among the sources concerning these principles of the 

relationship between definition and depth of discussion. 

For instance, while the Hermans meticulously define par-

ticular words and terms in order to have bases for later 

reference, their discussion of foreign language-English 
1 

dialect encompasses an entire book. On the ether hand, 

Kahan refers to dialect only In passing and devotes little 

effort to limiting and defining the specific meaning of 
2 

key words and terms. Most generally, the writers tend to 

assume that the reader has knowledge of which term has 

which meaning. This pattern can be observed throughout 

the sources. The longer the discussion ©f specific 

Lewis and Marguerite Herman, For®lien Dialects. 
2 
Stanley Kahan, Introduction to Acting (Hew York, 1962), 

P. 9l|. """ 

2^ 
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principles of stag® dialects, tho more likely it is that 

specific, basic principles are included, However, each ©a® 

of the writers consulted makes either specific or inferred 

reference to some type of basic principles, ?h® conclusion 

of thia thesis, after & reading of the existing pertinent 

material, la that there are six basic elements of dialeot 

speech: 

Pronunciation 

Stress 

f irabre 

Intonation 

Rhythm 

Syntax 

fh® reader will recognize that these elerasnt® are also 

preaent in any speech. Indeed, so long as there is spoken 

language, there will be present these six elements. But it 

seems to be the consensus among the writers consulted that 

these six elements provide a basis of particular value when 

studying dialeot. Indeed, variation of delivery within 

these areas of pronunciation, stress, intonation, timbre, 

rhythm, and syntax is precisely the variation that makes 

"dialect11 different from ordinary speech. If the director 

approaches the teaching of dialect with these six element® 

and their importance in mind, he will come much closer to 

teaching his students effective dialect than if he treats 

them lightly. 
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At this point, one should recognize that there la little 

agreement among the writers consulted as t® what constitutes 

elements of dialect speech. There Is by fie means agreement 

as to what are separate entities, elements complete la them* 

selves. The mala cause for lack of agreement stems from a 

somatic difficulty: although the writers agree In thought, 

they d© net agree In terminology except by apparent accident. 

K® two writers necessarily agree on the same word te refer 

to t&e same tkought. 

For exaaple, whereas Sassner uses pronunciation to refer 

t© vowel, consonant, and diphthong sounds and "kinesthetic 

awareness* of an idea,3 Kahan uses the same w®rd to include 

almost every aspect of speech except stress.** Neither of 

tke a© authors offers in his discussion ®f pronunciation jus-

tification or reasons for including this @r that aspect ©f 

speeok. 0«e might conclude that there is no standard meanlog 

or accepted elements of dialect speech, judging from the 

evident disagreement or lack of speolflc discussion among 

the various writers. 

This is not so. Claude Vise's book, Applied Phonetics, 

makes no exact division at all of basic elements ®f dialect 

speech. But the fundamental bases @f his discussions emerge 

Cliffs 

%assner, froduc.lng the Play, pp. 17U-178, 

^Kahan, Introduction to Acting, pp. 93-9U. 

Claude Merton Wise, Applied Phonetics (Emelewmal 
s, lew Jersey, 19$71, 
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after a careful reading. Wis#*8 book Is on® of the wast 

thorough hooks which discuss the Cockn®y-English, Fr®noh-

English, Gorman-English, Irish-English, Italian-English, 

Russian-English, Scottish-English, Spanish-English, and 

Yiddish-English dialects. The bases of his discussions 

prove to ba dividsd into the sounds of vowols and consonants, 

en«>hasls of sounds and syllables, nasality end resonance, 

pitch of delivery, and characteristic rhythms, words, and 

phrases of the particular dialects. These bases are the 

inclusive substance around whioh he builds a thorough, 

aocurate, and scholarly dialect textbook for the actor. 

The apparent disagreement among the authorities occurs 

because of use of words, not of disagreement in thought. 

Although the writers consulted do not necessarily agree ©n 

the same words to refer to the same element, they generally 

discuss the same six eleiaents* fhes® six elements show 

themselves sooner or later to be the same in substanoe, if 

not in terminology. Since there seems to b® in existence 

no widely-accepted usage of words to denote vocal elements 

of dialect, and since there is repeated reference to such 

elements, this thesis divides its discussion of elements 

into six divisions. These six divisions correspond to the 

six elements of dialect speech! pronunciation, stress, 

timbre, intonation, rhythm, and syntax. Th® ensuing dis-

cussions of each element represent th® consensus of the 

writers* discussions unless otherwise noted. There are 
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repeated re far© noes to these six vocal elements throughout 

the sources consulted, although each writer does not necos* 

sarily discuss each ©lecnent in referencs to each dialect. 

However, Crocker, Fields, and Broomall, and Cobin agree 

that only one vocal element should be practiced at a tiros 

when studying any particular dialect, llo author suggests in 

which order the elements should be considered, but the 

Hermans discuss thoroughly the reasons for learning "all the 

elements correctly."^ In the Hermans* discussion ©aphasia 

is placed on careful study and practice of all aspeots of 

the required dialect, oven if only a light flavor of the 

dialect is to be used. The comparison Is wade between the 

painter and the actor: the painter studies "all the details 

regarding the structure of the article beneath the were 

surface he Is to paint,"7 The Hermans insist that the actor 

do the same with dialect so that he may be sure of using 

only the essential degrees of authenticity, consistency, 

and Intelligibility, and that ho discard only that which he 

then can be sure is nonessential. The Hermans and Crocker, 

Fields, and Broomall suggest that a reliable test of success 

in learning the elements successfully is the ability to ad 

lib in a particular dialect authentically. 

%@wis and Marguerite Herman, foreign Dialects, p. 1$» 

7Ibid. 
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But no matter whether the sources specifically state 

that there are certain elements of dialect speech or whether 

they simply infer that there are bases of speech in general, 

the more extensive discussions regarding dialect for the 

stage tend to agree or to infer that there are certain base® 

from which any dialect is formed. Therefore, it is no* 

necessary to discuss the authorities* observations, agree-

ments, and disagreements concerning each of these elements. 

Pronunciation 

As suggested in the preceding discussion, there is 

little actual agreement among the authorities in relation 

to vocal elements! and of all the elements, there seems to 

be most discrepancy among the writers concerning the term 

pronunciation. Other than differences specifically typified 

by 8asaner»a and Kahan*s, there occur most often in defining 

pronunciation differences in opinions concerning factors of 

pronunciation* However, occurring most often among the 

sources are the factors of vowel sounds, consonant sounds, 

and assimilated sounds, 

Lewis and Marguerite Herman, of all the writers consulted, 

offer the most thorough discussion of these three factors. In 

reference to vowel sounds, their focus of discussion is the 
8 

suggestion that "vowel changes should not be forced.® They 

expand this idea by emphasizing that any vowel change should 

%»ewis and Marguerite Herman, Foreign Dialects, p. 
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be natural, should not oall attention to itself, and should 
9 

he "as close to the American pronunciation as possible." 

In discussing consonant changes, the Hermans suggest that 
-10 

these sounds are "the easiest t© aohieve," Assimilated 

sounds are not discussed until they occur in the Hermans * 

divisions of the various dialects. In general, the Hermans 

provide for the reader a sound, specific foundation for 

specialization with the ensuing dialects. 

Crocker, Fields, and Broomall do not deal so thoroughly 

with the factors of vowel and consonant changes as do the 

Hermans, fhey concentrate instead on explaining that the 

tables of sound changes for individual dialects list primarily 
only those sounds "which offer a problem in a given dialect 

11 

speech." However, in clarifying assimilated sounds, these 

authors note four ways on which assimilation can be possible, 

and they discuss briefly these four wayst 

The effect of one sound upon another. 

The glide from sound to sound. 

Or, the glide from syllable to syllable, 
1 p 

Or, the glide from word to word in phrasing. 
Crocker, Fields, and Broomall Join several other writers in 

9Ibld. 

10Ibid. 

11Crocker, Fields, and Broomall, Taking the Stage. p. 206. 
12Ibld. 
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including the most often Additional faotor, accent. But 

sine® neither they nor the other writers who Include accent 

also include explanation of how accent may toe differentiated 

from stress or ewphasls. this thesis does not inolude accent 

as part of the authorities' agree merits concerning factor* of 

pronunciation, 

Hedde and Brig&nc® offer no general comment concerning 

pronunciation except that it "raust come through the ear,"1^ 

Although Johnson does not discuss pronunciation per so, she 

does note that there are "certain vowel sounds In every 
Ik 

language identified wry largely with that language only," 

The other writers consulted offer no further or no additional 

discussion concerning pronunciation. Therefore, there is In 

consensus an agreement of the authorities concerning the 

element of pronunciation > how a word sounds in utterance"* 

the oral result of the mechanical speech process—'involving 

the three factors of vowel, consonant, and assimilated sounds. 

Stress 

There seems to be little disagreement among the authors 

consulted concerning stress, or emphasis. Indeed, Crocker, 

Fields, and Broomall specifically state, "Stress is et^ph&sls 

In utterance," thus automatically lending agreement to those 

1%ilhelmlna G. Hedde and William Norwood Brigance, 
American Speech, rev. ed. (Chicago, 192*6), p. 370. 

^Johnson, Dialects for QriO, Interpretation, p. 21. 
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1$ 

who prefer the term ©aphasia. X»owrey end Johnson define 

as Hhe prominence gif#o to words, syllables, and 
ideas," continuing to explain that syllabic oophagia la 

16 

somttlmaa termed "aacent,* or "sense stress," Othsr 

sources tend to us# Interchangeably the two words stress and 

emphasis, using the sam meaning; therefore, the two synonymous 

words stress and emphasis would seora to oarry a common, literal 

meanings special significance of a particular word sound, 

The Hermans net® and discuss the close psychological 

relationship between eaction and stress and conclude that 

the relationship between stress and pitch is olosely Inter-
im 

related* For example, if a person becomes exalted, his 

stress pattern would tend to be more pronounced| likewise, 

if he were excited, his pitch would rise with the change in 

his stress pattern. But Crocker, Fields, and Broomall hair® 

written the most thorough discussion of stress in dialeot 

speech* fhey not® that we Americans tend t© stress first 

syllables of Anglo-Saxon words, such as "handy, breakfast. 

a n d £8&cate®»* whereas w® usually stress final syllables of 

French words adopted into English! "caprice. bouquet« and 
is 

purpose of tlwlr uslog auoh «xsaplm» it to 
15* 
0rocker. Fields, and Broomall, Taking the Stage, p. 207. 

kowrey and Gertrude Johnson, Interpretative 
Ba&dlag (»®w York, 19i*2), p. 157. r 

17 
Lewi# and Marguerite Herman, Forelfan Dialects, p. % 

18, 
Crocker, Fields, and Broomall, faking the Stage, p. 200. 
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point out that ©fchsr languages tend to havo generally a con-

distent stress pattern whereas 'English floes not. Interestingly 

enough, thsv inolude In their extensive discussion a thorough 

analysis of stress, taut thoy do not suggest how on* m y mschan-

ioally produce or achieve correct stress patterns. Omwaoney 

devotes only two relatively short paragraphs to her cora*3Rt3 

concerning atr«sa, but she apŝ cifloally {suggests threo wcys 

to achieve strass of words: "by delivering thera with greater 

foroe, by lifting or lowering pitch, or by changing their 

„19 
resonance quality." 

Because only Crocker, Fields, and Broooall have analyzed 

stress, and because even then they do not offer specific sug-

gestions a® to how it may be achieved, it would seam that there 

need® to b® a thorough study made of stress in dialect speech* 

There are specific suggestions given in discussions of specific 

principle# of various Individual dialects, but the reason for 

their inclusion or exclusion would appear to be arbitrary, 

depending on the writer. But since there is not a completely 

thorough study of stress in stag# dialect speech available, 

this thesis adheres to the tendency of the writers surveyed 

in including specific discussion of stress and its uses, im-

portance, and methods of practice within discussion of the 

individual dialects. 

19 
Qawanney, Stage and School, p. 212, 
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Timbre 

In the reference works examined , there exists only on® 

discussion of timbre in dialect speech prior t© discussion of 

specific principles of teaching stage dialect. la this 

discussion, Crocker, Fields, and Broomall make cote of "the 

flat nasality of the Chinese; the fluctuating placement 

through the owlodio lilt of the Irish) the reaonant naaality 

of the French)" and ao on, chiefly to illuatrate the meaning 
A A 

of "timbre."* The moat significant paragraph in the 

discussion ia the following! 

Timbre, of oourae, doea not exist apart from 
voice. When breath vibrates over the vocal chorda 
(thus creating voice tone) and travels above the 
larynx, it la affected by the shape and state of 
tension of the upper throat, naaal reaonatora, mouth, 
teeth, and action of the Jaw, lipa and tongue. 
Voiced breath flowing through thia mold emerges 
with a tonal quality which la called timbre. 

To be sure, there are numerous references to timbre by other 

authors, such as Dolman, the Herman®, and others, but those 

who do so confine their references within discussion of 

specific principles for teaching stage dialect. As in the 

case of stress, there would seem to be a need for a thorough 

study of timbre in stage dialect speech, as Crocker, Fields, 

and Broomall•a on#-half page preliminary dlacuaslon could 

not be termed complete and thorough in itself. And, again, 

20 

Crocker, Fields, and Broomall, Taking the Stage, p. 209. 

2 1IMd. 
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this thesis adheres to the tendency of the writers surveyed 

to include specific discussion of timbre within discussion 

of the individual dialects# 

Intonation 

All of the writers investigated who include preliminary 

discussion of intonation agree that every foreign language 

has its own pattern of intonation, Therefore, conclude 

Crocker, Fields, and Brooaall, every foreign language-

English dialect has its own intonational pattern.22 The 

Hermans agree by indication, stating that every dialect in 

their book incorporates a sort of musioal scale to illus-

trate both intonation and lilt,2-* Lowrey and Johnson discuss 

the same element that Crocker, Fields, and Brooatall ©all 

intonation, but they term it Inflection! their discussion is 

not oriented toward the actor so much as it is to the poetry 

reader and will offer the director few points h® cannot get 

from Crocker, Fields, and Broorsall.2** Crocker, Fields, and 

Broomall note that there are three "distinct features" of 

stage dialect! 

1. Each dialect tends to reveal a dominant 
Pitch (high, low, or medium). 

22Ibld.. pp. 209-210. 

23l»ewis and Marguerite Herman, Foreign Dialects, p. 31, 

^Iiowrey and Johnson, Interpretative Reading, pp. 188-189, 
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2. Bach has Its on® characteristic pitch rang© 
(the tones involved from the highest to lowest speech. 
tones)» 

3. Each dialect makes much or little employment 
of tone inflection (word and sentence patterns.that 
rise, fall, stay level or actively fluctuate).2-* 

There la little elaboration of these three features 1© their 

discussion, hut following the patters ©f discussing basic 

elements mare thoroughly as they occur la Individual dia-

lects, Croaker, Fields, and Brooiaall postpone such dis-

cussion of Intonation also. 

Rhythm 

Judging from the frequency of references, a basic 

element of dialect speech which seems to require careful 

attention is rhythm. Crocker, Fields, and Broomall provide 

two pages of analysis of rhythm, giving special attention t® 

the inherent tempo, phrasing, pausing, and measured beat ®f 

rhythm. Significantly, they note that tempo. ®r rat# of 

speaking, 1® affected primarily by vowel pronunciation and 

th*t ETOlBl i s greatly affected by consonant pronunciation.27 

Concerning the measured beat of rhythm, they point out that 

articulation of consonants Is the chief factors strong use 

of the articulators contributes to a "staccato" beat, while 

weak use contributes to a more even rhythm, 

2^Crocker, Fields, and Broomall, Taking the Stage, p. 210. 

26Ibid.. pp. 212-21]+. ^Ibld., p. 213. 
g8|bld.. p. 213. 
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Although not nearly so extensive as Crocker, FieIda, 

arid Broomall's, Oramanney*3 discussion of stag® dialect Infers 

that rhythm is on® of the first differences that a parson 

hoars when listening to dialect speech.2** Dolman suggests 

that an aotor give particular attention to tibia relationship 

of rhythm and pronunciation and to the eountareffoot eaoh has 

upon the other, Surprisingly, the Hermans offer no prelim-

inary discussion of the importance, uses, or factors of 

rhythm in dialect speech. Included in their discussion of 

characterisation is the brief suggestion that one might hear 

the dialect in order to discover its rhythm) later explained 

is the Hermans' chart, one for each dialect they discuss, 

from which one should he able to discover the rhythm of the 

Individual dialects,ledde and Brigance are as brief as 

the Hermans but are more specificj their suggestion is that 

one "must" acquire rhythm "through the ear. n^ 

Although all the sources consulted referred to rhythm 

as an element of dialect speech, only Srocker, Fields, and 

Broomall elaborate as to its factors. They then refer the 

reader to their ensuing discussions of specific dialects for 

specific examples of the use of rhythm. 

^Oaraanney, $ta^a and School. p. 235. 

3°Dolman, Art of Acting, p. 233. 

I<wis and Marguerite Herman, Foreign Dialects, p, 3. 

32s@dd® and Brigance, American Speech, p. 370. 
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M l B 

The least thoroughly discussed element of dialect speech 

among the writer® consulted is syntax. The Hermans point out 

that syntax is usually of more oonoern to the writer than to 

the director or actor. The basis for their conclusion Is that 

they consider It within the scope of the writer's duties to 

deal with syntax, and only occasionally if at all should the 

director allow his actor to change the syntax of the script,33 

The only situation wherein the Hermans feel that the dlreotor 

should allow grammatical changes of the script is if and when 

he feels tiiat the writer has not represented the dialect 

adequately.^ They do not offer reference to any specific 

instance. 

Orocker, Fields, and Brooaall are only a little more 

thorough. They define syntax with regard to dialect as 

"ungrammatloal word order or improper word substitution"; 

but they offer no suggestion as to how syntax should enter 

into the actor's study of dialect other than that he know it 

when he hears it in order to complete his knowledge of 

dialect.35 

The discussions of Orocker, Fields, and Brooaall and 

the Hermans are the only mentionIngs of dialect syntax 

3%ewls and Marguerite Herman, Foreign Dialects. ©. 6. 
3ii 

3$, 
3^xbld 

P. 
21il. °k°r' F U U * ' m 3 Taking the Stage. 
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throughout the sources consulted. But Orooker, Fields, and 

Brooraall»s definition combined with the Herman®1 suggestion 

that study of syntax can aid the actor in practicing material 

oan result In leading the actor to authentic ad libblng, the 

"supremo test" of the actor's learning.3^ Learning to ad lib 

authentically is the real purpose of studying syntax. 

If an actor learns the dialect well enough, it will be 

a w r y valuable part of his characterisation. He should 

learn as nuoh about the dialect as possible in a given period 

of time. The more that he can learn and understand about the 

dialect and its authentic speakers, the more successfully will 

he be able to ootmunlcate his knowledge and understanding to 

an audience. 

Bach dialect included in this thesis has a discussion 

of syntax. In this discussion are lists of words, phrases, 

sentences, and the like, which oan help the actor understand 

the dialect. These lists are not included so that the 

director should go through a script and make alterations and 

substitutions according to their guidance. Bather, the lists 

are included that the actor can learn to think and to ad lib 

using authentic dialect. 

Of course, it is possible for an actor to memorize all 

the necessary sound changes and lntonational patterns, to 

imitate the proper timbre and rhythm, and to stress the 

^^Lewis and Marguerite Herman, Foreign Dialects, p. 8, 
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correct sounds of a dialect# But unless he ©an adapt Ills own 

thought pattern, his own particular set of circumstances, and 

hi® own mode of behavior to an authentic dialect, h® Is lu 

danger of creating a flat* one-aided character who is ob-

viously present only part of the way. He Is in danger of 

using dialect only for dlalect*s sake, instead of using it 

as an Integral part of his characterisation. This integration 

of mechanics with good characterisation Is obvious to the 

director when his actor can ad lib in authentic dialect. 

The actor should try not to see mere words when studying 

these lists| he should try to see the meaning behind the 

words. This will help enable him to use the words as an 

authentic speaker of the dialect might use then. The actor 

should try to add more words to t&e lists. He should try, 

above all, to use these words authentically. In doing so, 

he can better understand and appreciate the motivations of 

the character he is trying to portray. Only when the actor 

begins to understand these traits of a dialect will his good, 

excellent, or perfect use of all the mechanics of dialect 

integrate to form an effective characterisation. 

Summary 

At one time or another, each of the writers consulted 

wakea referonoe to one or more of the elements of dialect 

speech: intonation, pronunciation, stress, timbre, rhythm, 

and syntax. The director, judging from the degree of 
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thoroughness to which the writers go in their discussions, 

may conclude that pronunciation is the most important element 

of dlaleet speech. That this element is the one most often 

discussed by all the writers consulted, however, does not 

mean that it is the most important. Elements of speech are 

interdependent upon one another. One cannot speak a normal 

sentence without using pronunciation, stress, timbre, Into-

nation, rhythm, and syntax. It seems that there Is more 

written discussion eoncernlng pronunciation of dlaleet in 

general than concerning the other five elements; the director 

should not conclude that pronunciation is, therefore, the 

"most important" element. He should learn how to recognize 

and to daal with each element. 

So that the director can work effectively after under-

standing the basic elements of dialect speech, he should 

familiarise himself with certain exerolses. These exercises 

help the student learn a dialect by making him more aware 

of and competent with his vocal meohanlsms. 

Exercises Helpful in Dialect Study 

Of all the writers consulted, only two Included sug-

gestions for basic exercises which the student oan use to 

lop rove his ability to speak with a dialect* Orooker, Field®, 

and Broomall^ and th® Hermans.^ Crooker, Fields, and 

rocker, Fields, and Broooali. -i'&kififf: th® Stage, 
pp. 22U-228. 

3®Lewis and Marguerite Herman, Fore lien Dialects, pp. 8-10. 
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Broomall suggest more specific exercises than do the Hermans, 

bat the two sources1 discussions overlap 1B places; there are 

no evident disagreements between the two. Although neither 

Crocker, Fields, and Broomall nor the Heramus indicate why 

they choose any particular exercise, the reader will note 

that this thesis offers a brief explanation of what the 

exercises hope to accomplish and for what purpose. But the 

director should not feel that the types of exercises listed 

herein are the only types or the only exercises, After he 

finds which vocal mechanisms are involved and to what degree 

when he studies any particular dialect, he will find related 

exercises in any standard voice and diction book. Suggestions 

of several such books are Included In Chapter Three of this 

thesis. 

In order not to repeat verbatim but in order to indicate 

those areas of agreement concerning basic exercises, this 

thesis includes a list of exercises upon which both Groeker, 

Fields, and Brooiaall and the Hermans agree as being important 

for the techniques indicated. 

Tongue Flexibility 

Say "la-la-la-la-la-la-la-la-la* rapidly. This type of 

exercise helps condition the tongue for the trilled Wr.w 

Jaw Relaxation 

Opening the jaw as widely as possible, say such words 

as "ball,* "awl," "oall," "hall," keeping the jaw muscles 
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relaxed. Yawn freely and frequently. The purpose of this 

type of exercise is to help give the Jaw a wider than usual 

range of free movement. This free Jaw movement is charac-

teristic of such dialects as the Italian and Gockney, Also, 

this exercise helps develop awareness of Jaw movement, 

Ifimla Flexibility 

Try to achieve a gargle sound without using water. 

This type of exercise help® to develop awareness of the hack 

of the tongue and soft palate, an area in frequent use in 

the Scandinavian dialects, 

glottal Stoo 

Whisper loudly a sentence such as "Oatch as catch can," 

changing the tension of the throat muscles from loose to 

tense. The German dialect, among others, utilises a deep, 

guttural action which this whispering of unvoiced fricatives 

should help develop. 

Throat Relaxation 

Take a deep, slow breath through the mouth. Yawn 

freely and frequently. The Southern American dialect, in 

particular, ia delivered with a relaxed throat area, and 

this type of exeroise helps to develop such a relaxed state. 

Further Exercises 

Since it was decided to refer the reader directly to 

the sources Instead of copying exactly what they write, the 
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following list Is included. Thia list nakes not# of whioh 

exercises are included In which source-book and whioh are 

not previously noted In this thesis. Suggestions of standard 

voice and dlotIon texts are made in Chapter Three. 

Crooker. Fields, and Broomall. —(The exerolses In this 

book include exercises to develop awareness of and ooiapa* 

tenoe in diaphragmatio control of expiration, soft palate 

action, ohest expansion and resonanoe, lip action, vocal 

formation, attack, and flexibility and breath control with 

pitch awareness* 

î wift .*nd. Maymerlt® Harafen, --The exercises Ijd this 

book include exercises to develop awareness of and con^etence 

in throat and jaw relaxation, resonance, mouth flexibility, 

throat flexibility, and the aspirate nuh.* 

After the director beoomes familiar with the exercises 

in this book and in Crocker, Fields, and Broowall's, and 

after he has provided himself with a substantial basis for 

teaching a particular dialect, he is then ready to begin work 

on the particular dialect that he needs. 

The Twelve Dialects 

Where ther® BmmB to be coiuplete agreement—either in 

actual words or by laiplloation—as to the principles of eaoh 

individual dialect, this thesis avoids footnoting In favor 

of a simpler method. This method footnotes only those spe-

cific disagreements whioh arise when one source contradicts 
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another. Where there are no specific references to the 

writers, the following data rtpitwnt a c®w®>llatl@n ©f prin-

ciples gathered from two or more of nine sources. The nine 

sources o on suited from which this consensus is determined 

include Claud© Hertou Wis®, Applied Phoneticsi Lewi* and 

Marguerite Herman, Poreism Plaleotai Charlotte Crocker, 

Victor Fields, and Will Broomall, Taking the Stage; Gertrude 

Johnson, Malects for. Oral Interpretation: Sara Lowrey and 

Oertrude Johnson, Interpretative Reading; Wilhelmina Hedde 

and William Brlganee, American Speech: John Dolman, Art of 

Aoting and Art of Flay Production: and Laura Sosstes and 

Wilhela Vie tor, Introduction to English, French, and Gorman 

•£• Where 'twere is definite disagreement among these 

thirteen writers, there is speoifio notation and disoussion. 

For each dialect herein, there is a brief description of 

national characteristics of the nationality or ethnic group 

upon which the dialect is based. These traits are conven-

tional j they are not inclusive by any standard. This thesis 

includes these brief, general descriptions 1® order to sug-

gest the "flavor® of the respective languages which is 

carried with the native speaker when he speaks English. The 

Hermans point out that "the nature of a person's speech 

habits stems from his character."39 Also, the reverse of this 

statement would seem to be trues that a person's character 

39Ibld.. p. 3, 
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is evidenced through his speech habits, partially, if not 

quite & bit. It will help the director if he knows as much 

m possible about the general and particular characteristics 

of the particular nationality or ethnic group while his actor® 

are working with its English dialect. For these reasons, the 

brief, general descriptions are given before specific dis-

cussion of each dialect. 

The comments are very general in nature and do not 

refer to any one Individual, They are intended to suggest 

to the director the very broadest type of character traits 

which convention indicates as representative of a particular 

group. The director should realize the almost Inevitable 

result in referring to generalisations of a particular 

nationality or ethnic group. Basing a characterization 

upon generalisation leads to creating a stereotype, a carl* 

aoature, Instead of one with depth, understanding, and true 

human qualities. 

The actor and director should exhaust every source of 

information that their olrcumstanoes allow In order to under-

stand the people being represented. The dlreotor may consult 

Wiae»s excellent discussion of physiological reasons for and 

methods of sound changes from nation to nation and region to 

ko 
region. The knowledge he could gain from such a well-

documented and thorough discussion could greatly benefit 

**°Wise, Applied Phonetics, pp. 11*6-168. 
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him in his search for insight into national characteristics. 

There &r® numerous other books which describe the culture, 

tradition, literature, and other facets of a nationality's 

or ethnic group's life and character. Many of thea® books 

are discussed in Chapter Three of this thesis and ©an b® 

obtained through any library. 

The reader will notice that this thesis relies heavily 

upon the use of the International Phonetic Alphabet to repre-

sent particular sounds. This may seem inoongruent with the 

methods of the writers consulted, most of whom do not use 

the IPA, However, since no two different sources use the 

sue consistent method of symbolising sound, it was decided 

that this tresis should make sonts attempt at consistency 

which is not present throughout the sources. 

This decision oonforzns with one of the oriterion of a 

library survey thesis, as set forth by SattierJ "What ideas, 

if any, arise that would likely be overlooked by an informal 

reading of the sane material?"**1 A casual reading of Dolman's 

1&8, & & °£ M M a i i example, would surely result in com-

prehension of certain sounds which ha discusses, Likewise, 

the same would probably b@ true of a casual reading of the 

Hermans' Foreign Dialects. However, whereas Dolman uses 

the IPA and representative spelling in his discussion, the 

Hermans use no IPA symbols, relying instead upon their own 

^Sattler, "The Library Survey," p. 33. 
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formulated symbols and representative spelling. The Hermans' 

spelling is usually different from Dolman's, but both by them-

selves are understandable. For example, Dolman suggests that 

the Cockney-English dialect substitutes njai] for (as in 

'piper' for 'paper').For this same sound in the Cookney-

English dialect, the Hermans us® "AT19 to represent f>], She 

Hermans note that "AY" ohanges "to long «i» This 

discrepancy of varying symbols for sounds exists between any 

two writers who do not use the IPA. Therefore, in order to 

obtain olarity when consulting and comparing several writers' 

discussions, clarity which cannot otherwise be had without 

careful and minute comparing of each sound symbol or spelling, 

this thesis uses the International Phonetic Alphabet to 

symbolise sounds. 

Where diacritical syiuLols occur in this thesis, they are 

primarily used to help pinpoint through another medium of 

standardisation which sound tibe various phonetic symbols rep-

resent. The standard American Diacritical Symbols are used. 

For further clarity, a table of International Phonetic Symbols, 

correlated with Aosrioan Diacritical Symbols and with repre-

sentative words or spelling, is included In this thesis as 

an Appendix. 

^Dolnan, Art of Acting, p. 2». 

%-swi.s &£(J Kargu*rit« Zora&n, Foreign Dialogta- p, 21, 
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In sola® foreign language-English dialects, there ape 

captain sounds which ape cot ordinarily found in American 

English. When such a sound oocwa in discussion of the 

following dialects, its oeohanics of formation and pronun-

oiation ape disousaed undep "Fronunclation" of eaoh dialect 

which uses that sound. A sound of this kind is symbolised 

by a standard phonetic symbol, which can be found in a basic 

English phonetic dictionary, such as Kenyon and Knotts' A 
!||| 

Pronouncing Dictionary of American Bngllsh. ^ If this type 

of symbol is not ordinarily included In standard phonetic 

dictionaries, this thesis uses the standard symbols for 

foreign sounds such as can be found in Mis®*a thorough and 

notated dictionary of sound.^ These symbols for foreign 

sounds are fully explained when they occur, The reader will 

also notioe in tha pronunciation charts of sound changes 

that there is a "key word" given. Beneath this word, he 

will find its phonetic transcription, first as spoken in the 

General American dialect and then in transcription as spoken 

in dialect. This method of using a key word, showing first 

its American-English pronunciation and then giving its 

dialsctally«changed pronunciation, is followed throughout 

the pronunciation charts of this thesis. To avoid needless 

^John Samuel Xenyon and Thomas Albert Knott, A Pro-
nouncing Dictionary of American English (Springfiel^-TEssa-
chuaetts, 1953). " 

*^Wlse, Applied Phonetics, pp. 5-31. 
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repetition, this thesis denotes "General American dialect" 

by "American S
R "American speech,8 or "American-English.* 

British-English 

Certainly, there are ai&ny conceptions as to the speech 

of Great Britain, from the Cockney to the most "stuffy" and 

regal. But—excluding Cockney*-the general view of a 

Britisher's speeoh is that of speech with an ingrained 

reserve, be it witty or droll. Bis speeoh is usually formal 

and crisp, probably due to his innate formality and crlspoess 

of character. There is a tendency to see the Britisher as 

maintaining a "front," to think that tradition has inpelled 

him to act a certain way regardless of how he would like to 

act. Such British habits as dressing for dinner, having 

afternoon tea, and the like, typify this impelling tradition. 

It is neoessary that the actor understand and appreciate 

British wit and be able to distinguish it from British 

drollery, so that this "front" can be maintained with effec-

tiveness. 

Pronunciation.-«gh® most outstanding characteristic of 

British-English dialect pronunciation is a orisp attack both 

on vowels and consonants, especially upon vowel ®@uods. All 

words are produced with a tenser vocal mechanism than most 

American speeoh. There is only one major sound which is 

noticeably different from sounds of American speech. 
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^he [*3«—This sound 1® [2*3 with a tongue-point trill, 

as in "Yery." This trill 1® made by tapping the tip ©f the 

tougue against the in aid a -upper teethridge whea pronouncing 

[rj. The standard symbol is [f]. 

Pronunciation chart,--"The moat generally noted sounds 

of British-English dialect as changed from American speech 

are Included in the following pronunciation chartt 

Amer. 
Sag, Sound Key Word British Use of luglish Sound 

Eel, a 

t®3, a 

E®3, ® 

fait a 

fe3* ® 

Monday 
[m&nde J 
[mcmdi j 

shaft 
[S«ft3 
CS®ft3 

land 
[land3 
[lend} 

fancy 
£f®3asi3 
Efeasij 

system 
[sist®j»3 
[sistm] 

aloe 
|>l033 
Urn) 

father 
Itft8*3 
[fa«8®3 

wet 
{wet 
fwwt 

When the C»3 is final, it changes 
to [13. 

When the C»3 occurs before nf,w It 
becomes E«3. 

When it occurs before "nd," It 
becomes [e3* 

When it occurs before nney,w it 
changes to t®3. 

When between two consonants, it is 
usually dropped. 

When it occurs as the initial sound, 
it is usually dropped. 

Ordinarily, this sound is elongated, 
sounding much like the "o" in "rod," 

In authentic British speech, this 
sound usually changes to [a]. 
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Amer, 
Bug,. Sound Key Word British Us® of English Sound 

te], 5 

£«J. 1 

to], o 

[©), o 

l®3# o 

[uj, oo 

[u], oo 

AA 
fju], yoo 

CJK y 

aesthetic 
CetQetikJ 
[iseettk] 

d lea 
[&m&] 
C<Ja|a] 

dice 
[daisj 
[deis] 

so 
[SO] 
[seouj 

©all 
[fcol] 
{k*U 

scald 
[skold 
[skDld 

wart 
[wort] 
[wort] 

box 
[buka 3 
I boks] 

good 
[gud] 
[gv*d] 

food 
[fud] 
[fxudj 

you 
Uu] 
Ut*} 

figure 
[figjerj 
tftg® 

In unstressed first syllables, It 
ordinarily changes to Jj]# 

Most often, this sound becomes C&3 
with the (i} added but unstressed. 

In "affected* British speech, it 
often becomes (e i ]. 

Usually, this sound becomes [cow]. 

This sound remains the same, except 
when followed by a final [lj# then 
it becomes [t>]. 

It also ohanges to fo] when followed 
by another [i) and a consonant. 

It also ohanges to [o] when preceded 
by a [w] and followed by [r] and a 
consonant, 

This sound usually ohanges toward 
[oj. 

This sound usually is pronounced saore 
forward in the mouth, 

fhls sound usually prefixes the fj], 
b®coming [xuj, 

fhis sound adds [j] before [u]. 

This sound is omitted in words of 
two or more syllables when proceeded 
by a vowel sound and followed bv 
[»]. 
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Amer. 
Eng. Sound Key Word British Us* of Sound 

U l . « 

im] $ <m 

Coil# ©i 

W, d 

[f], f 

CI], 1 

M , <r 

E*],* 

up 

J > P | 
[ap] 

out 
tswfcj 
[ait] 

out 
[avt] 
[eiTtj 

boy 
|b©i] 

hand 
[bsmd] 
[hen] 

duke 
[djwk] 

t$m 
physios 

[fxsxks] 
[vxcxks] 

fulfill 
[felfil] 
[fefilj 

father 
C false J 
I fa.* do J 

bring 
Chrig] 
fbfxg] 

fire 
[fair] 
[faje] 

This sound consistently changes 
to [a]. 

The preferred pronunciation of this 
sound is [at]. 

It is aocep table to pronounce this 
sound as [ev]. 

this sound changes to [oil. 

This sound remains the sans when used 
initially or finally. Bowever, it is 
often dropped after [n]# 

It is sometimes changed to [ju] or 
t J1 * 

Whan spelled as Hph," and when 
sounded as *f" in Amsrican English, 
this sound becomes [vj. 

This sound usually remains the sane; 
however, it sometimes, when unaccented 
and followed by a consonant, is 
dropped. 

When this sound is final, it usually 
becomes [©]. 

When preceded by a consonant and 
followed by a vowel, this sound 
becomes |f]. 

When it is the final soun*, it usually 
becomes [@3# 
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Bog. Sound Key Word British Use of Sound 

U3# * 

[ S 3 * s h 

worry 
twyri) 

% 3 
very 
[vert] 
C*»£i1 

ocean 
l©$®»3 
[oson] 

sensual 

[sanstrsl] 

When the "r" occurs doubly spelled 
in & word. It becomes 

Whan It occurs between two vowel 
sounds, it becomes • 

In words spelled with "c," which 
American S, 
it becomes 
American English would pronounce [$3, 

In words spelled with "s," which 
American English would pronounce [ S3» 
It becomes Is]* 

tissue 
Itilv) 
[fcjsju] 

In words spelled with "sa,* which 
American English would pronounce 
it becomes I«jj. 

There seems to be no noticeable difference between assim-

ilated American English sounds and British-English dialect 

sounds other than those mentioned above. 

Stress.—There is no definite rule, but the British 

usually stress the first syllable of a word. In sentence-* 

stress, word-emphasis usually coincides with the highest or 

lowest tone of the sentence. For example, 

OAS 
" T O 

burn§jt>'^" 
OUT i 

Timbre. —The characteristic British timbre Is achieved 

by conservative use of the upper lip plus conservative use of 

breath. The best British speech tends to a fuller resonance 

than the tendency to nasality of a lesser educated Briton. 
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Intonation.—Eh* ordinary pitoh Is high#? than that in 

'most American speech. In general, British speech raises the 

intonational level of modifying words, excluding articles* 

Most British sentences rise in pitch near the beginning of 

the sentence with a secondary rise in pitch near or at the 

end, 

Bhrthm. —Most Englishmen speak deliberately, with a 

definite "clip* to each word and very little glide from sound 

to sound. There is usually a sustained rhythm, constant, and 

one which at its slowest might be compared to the rhythm of 

a Southern American drawl. Usually, however, the rhythm of 

Brltlsh-Kngllsh dialect is relatively fast and unbroken. 

Syntax.--The grammatical phrasing of British-English 

seems to be little different from American, but Crocker, 

Fields, and Broomail offer "characteristic phrases and 

sentences®t 

1. By Jove, that's JollyI Isn't itt 

2, Hy word, what an extradin'ry attitude to assume.**6 

Such Interjections as "My word,* and "By Jove," are not to be 

over-used. The British use of such interjections is similar 

to an American's use of such interjections as "Hood heavens," 

and "Good grief;" 

P. 250. 

— 

Crooker, Fields, and Broomail, faking the Stage. 
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The Hermans offer ten sentences for dialsot practice; 

British-English words are underlinedt 

1. I saw the postaan at the cinema. 

2. After her bath, the lady used som scent. 

3. I had no petrol, so Z took a tram. 

If. The clergyman had his tie In a parcel. 

5>, He took off his waterproof and entered the jrnb. 

6. The bobby trod the pavement at fee at aside. 

?. The paretaker adjusted the blind In the first storey. 

8. I heard the varlefry star on the wireless. 

9. Stop In at the snackbar for a biscuit. 

10. I purchased boots and braces and posted them.^ 

Th® Hermans also list over fifty American-English words 

and their British-English counterparts} 

AflwrlQU-Bpglish British-English 

alcohol spirits 
apartment flat 
automobile motor ear 
baby carriage pram 
baggage luggage 
bathtub bath 
beach seaside 
bill (money) banknote 
billboard hoarding 
biscuit scone 
broiled grilled 
candy sweets 
clerk dark 
cookie bisqult 
derby bowler 
drugstore chemist's 
elevator lift 

kf L ® w l 8 Marguerite Herman, Foreign Dialects, pp. 68-69. 
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American-English 

first floor 
fruit 8tor® 
gasoline 
grade school 
guy 
highball 
intermission 
janitor 
lawyer 
lieutenant 
lunohroom 
mall 
mailman 
minister 
movie 
neoktle 
paokag® 
perfttii# 
pitcher 
pol iceman 
race track 
radio 
raincoat 
roadatar 
roomer 
saloon 
shot 
sidewalk 
streetoar 
suspenders 
swim 
vacation 
vaudeville 
vaudeville house 
window shade 

Britlah-lngllah 

first storey 
fruiterer 
petrol 
standard 
fellow 
whiskey and soda 
Interval 
oaretaker 
solicitor 
leftenant 
snaek-bar 
post 
postman 
clergyman 
olnema 
tie 
pareel 
•cent 
Jug 
bobby 
rae® course 
wireless 
waterproof 
two-seater 
lodger 
pub 
boot 
pavement 
tram 
braces 
bath 
holiday 
variety 
rauaio, hall 
blind1*® 

Ohlneae-Engllah 

The Hermans point out that there is Kno on® Chinas® dl&< 

laot, just as there la no one Chinese language used by all 

Chines®.*^ They not# that their principles of Chines© 

1*8 Ibid.» pp. 68-69. ^9Xbld.« p. 2^, 
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dialect depend upon their own judgment so far a# conventions 

for the stag® are concerned, Crocker, Fields, and Broomall 

make no such qualification {as do none of the other writers), 

inferring that there la a definite conventional Chinese* 

English stage dialect,^0 

Accordlog to the Hermans and Crocker, Field®, and 

Broomall, the Chinese are reserved and ®v®Ji»t®ap® red when 

among people other than Chinese, They are a religious and 

frugal people. Perhaps the most ceremonious of all cultures, 

the Chinese have some of the oldest traditions in the world. 

For some reason or another, their religion, frugality, 

culture, and tradition oombine to produee a spirited people 

when they are among themselves. As the Hermans say, "There 

is a proverb for every occasion and a wide grin to accompany 

them. This grin that the Hermans speak of seems to help 

in acquiring the Chinese-English dialect. 

Pronunciation."-Maintaining a slight grin is a good way 

to achieve th® necessarily limited lip and jaw action of mi® 

dialect. Also* all vowel sounds are notloeably shorter* 

There is a consistent us® of the aspirate ttuhM in this dia-

lect, This almost imperceptible puff of air ocours between 

two voiced consonants and after th® final voiced consonant 

p 30U° G r O O l W r' y l a l d*' a o d B w M a l ; L » Taking the Stage. 

^Lewls and Harguerite Herman, Foreign Dialects, p. 21*5, 
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la a word when the beginning letter of the next word is a 

consonant. There are five sound a which are ordinarily not 

found in American English. 

The [£].--This sound is very similar to [kj. However, 

in the Chinese-Eoglish dialeot, it is made by pronounoing 

the [hj with much more foroe than is used in American. 

The [d3],*-This sound is also very similar to the 

American f&$l* However, in the ChineseEnglish dialect, it 

is made by pronounoing [d^J with muoh more foroe than is 

used in American. 

The (bv].--This sound is formed by forming £b| ®hd 

sounding [v]« It is pronounced with wuch force and is repre-

sented in this thesis by the symbol f bvl. 

The [ij# —This standard symbol represents the frioative 

(lj. Its sound is approximated by forcible expulsion of 

voiceless breath at one side of the tongue near the baok 

teeth, the tongue being in oontaot near the upper inside 

teethridge. 

The [x], —This standard symbol represents a guttural 

[k] • It is made by forcing voiceless breath through contact 

of the velum (soft palate) at the same point where a rirm 

contact would stop the breath and make the fjcJ sound. 
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Pronunciation chart.—The following is a list of sound 

changes fmm Ataerio an-English to <?M®«s®-S«glishi 

A w»r, 
Sag. Sound Key Word Chinese Use ©f Bnglish Sound 

[«]# * 

t®)» a 

[a], a 

C«0, a 

£©], o 

[13, • 

Call, i 

Cow], o 

take 
[ tek] 
fiekj 

alone 
19loxm] 
[s&o-im] 

alone 
( ©loira] 
[ alo-vn] 

father 
ffa&r] 
[feds] 

past 
fpsatj 
Cpast3 

ball 
Cbcl] 
[bttxx] 

he 
[M] 
[fiai] 

dice 
[dais] 
idatsj 

woe 
[WOT7] 
[w OUJ 

This sound consistently changes 
to C©3* 

This unsocented syllabi® may take 
the preferred sound ®f C®3* 

It m&j also take the aooeptable 
C a ] . 

This sound changes to [o] an<3 *>» 
usually short sod crisp. 

This sound consistently changes 
to fa] or to [e]• 1® indication 
concerning a pattern for seleoting 
which alternatire is given in 
any of the writers* discussions. 

This sound consistently changes 
to Ca). 

This sound, in the most authentic 
dialect, changes t® |ai]. Accord-
ing to the Hermans, however, £1J 
may easily be retained in Chinese-
Snglish.52 

This sound Is separated, becoming 
two short, distinct soundss (a] 
and [i]# assimilated. 

This sound is also separated, 
becoming two short, distinct 
sounds! [o] and J>], assimilated. 

%bid.. p. 2^9. 
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Araer. 
Kng. Sound Key Word Chinese ITse of English Sound 

£u|, oo 

yoo 

[atr], ou 

[01 ], oi 

[d]» d 

ttl, f 

ng 

tooth 
[tue] 
Ittrsi3 

use 
I Ju*] 
£ jxra t ] 

oow 
Ik&o] 
U a ] 

boy 
[box] 
tboji] 

hind 
Chaiad3 
Lli&x a] 

rid 
[rid] 
[rid] 

rid 
[rid] 
irit] 

laughter 
[laftr] 
[-la,ta] 

patting 
[pat^l 
[patn] 

This sound becomes [v] • 

This sound substitutes tshe [xr] 
for the [u], becoming [jxr]• 

This sound becomes [a] • 

This sound becomes [oji]. 

Aocordlng to the Hermans, the only 
writers who discuss this consonant 
sound, this sound undergoes a 
variety of ohanges.53 Usually, It 
Is dropped when preceded by another 
eonsonant. 

When It Is final, after a vowel, 
it may be voleeless.54 

When it is final, after a vowel, 
It may also change to (t].55 

When this sound occurs before 
another consonant, It is usually 
dropped. 

This sound changes to [n3 when it 
ooeurs as the final word sound 
within a word of two or more 
syllables. 

53Ibid.. p. 251 

^Xbld. 

^Ibld, 

56 'Ibid. 
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Aa@r, 
Bag, Seund Kej Word Chinese Use of English Sound 

[la], h 

C <3.33» j 

f k l , k 

[13, 1 

IP3, p 

£*»], q 

W, r 

how 
[haw] 

3 

judge 
(65*633 
t ^ d a 3 

plclc 
[pxk] 
[pi x) 

million 
[miljenj 
[mi j aa l 

s a i l 
[ko l j 
£katr] 

stop 
[s top] 
U t o ^ j 

qu i t 
£kwxt] 
Cxwitj 

rat® 
[ r e t 3 
ttm 

M , r never 
[new 3 
fngbval 

This sound becomes £&3» 

Thia sound becomes fdal 

For complete authenticity, t h i s 
sound becomes [x]. 

Unless t h i s sound i s absolute ly 
o@<i#aaary t® the i n t e l l i g i b i l i t y 
of the word, i t should be dropped 
entirely. 

When i t i s the f i n a l sound of a 
word, OJ should be subs t i t u t ed . 
Ho whiter suggests the subs t i t u t ion 
of M f o r EXT. 

This sound becomes voiceless when 
I t occurs as the f i n a l sound of a 
word, 

This sound becomes £x*3* 

The educated Chinese usual ly p ro -
nounce the 0 3 cons i s t en t ly , but 
the l e s s well-educated usual ly 
pronounce £13. The Hermans suggest 
t h a t all sounds with the £ r | be 
changed to "synonyms with l e s s r ad -
i c a l l y changed consonant sounds.*57 

This unaccented sound I s changed to 
fa3 when i t occurs a t the end of a 
word. 

5? Ibid.. p . 251 . 
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Amer. 
Bug, Sowed Key Word 

la}0 s 

(v], ¥ 

UJ, a 

C i 3» sii 

tt|}# 

£83, «k 

[©J, th 

f t« 3 f ts 

Stop 
[stapj 
[sjtof 

vie 
(VAI | 

[ toy ai 1 

M s 
f fix S5 1 
iais« J 

show 
f S<«r3 
C so, J 

watch 
fw»t$] 
fw«sj 3 

the 
C5iJ 
lda.i J 

tooth 
I tu6 J 
C txra 13 

rates 
[rets] 
[res83 

Chinese TTse of English Sound 

This sound should beoonte & definite 
is i j • 

Ini?i!kUlld' *?,•»tt»atio Chinese. 
English, usually becomes 

This sound beoones [fl|j 

This sound beoomes [ggj^ 

This sound usually beeomes £sf 

This voiced sound usually beoomes 

S m m T " , 1 ' " * o u n d u a u a l ly 

I M s sound usually b.ooa»a [3tj_ 

l D ™°*t ° f th<! 0htn®«« languages and 

"oh .yllabl. haa a ™.ollIg. i h 8 „ f o „ < Ohln...-Sngll,h 

o 7 » l y T ° W l y " , U' 1 " t M " 0 0 " e h " » « * • . * ~r<. 

aa one syllable, stress is almost always on the 

«*st syllable. 

one - a l a n d t M n , a b < m t 
®otave above American-English. 
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Intonation. —Although each syllable receives generally 

the same stress, each, syllabi* does not necessarily receive 

the same intonation. There are only four tonal ranges to 

this dlaleott 

1. Even 

2. Rising 

3. Falling-Rising 

l|* Falling 

The pitch is generally high, usually reaching its peak near 

or at the next to last sound of the sentence, leaving the last 

syllable to return to the general pitch at which the sentence 

was begun. For example! 

I E 
rioMke'io " r. 

As the graph Indicates, the dialect tends to be monotonal. 

It is ordinarily about one octave above most American speech. 

flhythia. --Because of the tendency to give attention to 

each syllable, Chinese-English possesses a definite, monotonous 

pattern. Variety is achieved through use of stress and In-

tonation more often than through rhythm. 

Syntax. —One should remember that in this dlaleot the 

simplest verb form and short words are preferred. Unnecessary 

words should be eliminated; Chinese-English has few expletives. 
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The Hermans include particular practice words and phrases 1b 

their discussion of this dialectJ 

1, Me go see boss. 

2, Why you do all work yourself? 

3, Hi do all soon. 

k, Other man pay bill. 

$. You like aee how I make money? 

6. Ho make plenty money this place. 

7. Maybe note go back China after war. 

8. Chinese people old people, 

9. You like hear song? 

58 
10. Me got wife, five children, make money for. 

CookneyEngllsh 

In their introductory discussion of Cookney-Bnglish, 

the Hermans stress that "Only Londoners of the lower, and 
£9 

middle-classes speak with a Cockney dialect." Stage con-

vention pictures the typical Cockney as a brash, independent, 

and optimistic character, lis speech is usually delivered in 

a whin© and is usually nasal, perhaps because of the Mist 

British climate, lis indifferent attitude toward his dress 

is reflected in his speech. Be enjoys talking and usually 

is loquatious and vociferous about any subject. 

£8;
 11 ""i-Ibid., p. 2$B. 

%bid.. p. 19. 
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Pronunciation. — f haw li practically no such thing as a 

"pur® vowel sound" in Cookney-Bngllah. Almost all Cookney 

vowels are stretched into diphthongs and triphthongs. There 

is a distlnot Cookney trait of pronunoing tha last oonsonant 

sound of a ward as if it were the first sound of tha following 

word in a sentence. As a rasuit of this trait, th® Cockney 

tands to omit initial oonsonant sounds of words. Thara ara 

two sounds in tha Cooknay-Engllsh dialaot whioh ara not 

ordinarily prasant la Aioarican English. 

Tha (x].--This standard symbol is ordinarily usad to 

represent a guttural (k) of both tha forward and back varieties. 

In Oooknay it almost always is a sound whioh is made far baek 

in tha throat, rathar than forward in tha throat. It is Made 

by forcing voiceless breath through a loose oontaot of tha 

baok of tha tongue with tha velua (soft palata) at tha same 

point whara a firm oontaot would stop the braath and ordi-

narily make tha [k] sound. 

Th® [»].--This standard symbol is ordinarily usad to 

represent tha glottal atop. It is not usad as m intalligibla 

sound in Amarloan English bacausa it navar distingulshas 

words otherwise allka. nevertheless, it is an important 

characteristic of tha Cookney dialect and should ba used 

bafora initial vowel sounds. It also should ba substituted 

for final ft) or for ft] whan it is both preceded and 
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followed by a vowel sound. It is formed by closing til© 

glottis as in holding the breath with an open mouth. There-

fore, the vowel sound whioh follows the [»] becomes a 

"glottal plosive." 

Pronunciation chart.—The following list illustrates 

Cockney-English sound changes from Amerioao-Snglish: 

Amer, 
lug. Sound Key Word Cookney Use of English Sound 

a 

[13, e 

[e], • 

Cai|, i 

CO, i 

* _ mm 

[ouj, o 

[u3# oo 

Ejm], yoo 

M , u 

GSlC 
[®sk] 
[*orsx] 

tea 
Itl] 
[tei ] 

steady 
Cstedi] 
Csttdij 

right 
{raitl 
[roitj 

it 
[it J 
Citj 
go 

CgotrJ 
Cgsw>tr3 

food 
[fud3 
[fiud] 

unit 
(Jumt] 
[*tJiunit} 

up 
U p ] 
l**Pl 

Many times, an [r3 i s added after 
the [«]. 

Usuallyj, this sound changes to 
C «x 3. 

Sometimes, this sound becomes 
t«J. 

This sound consistently beoomes 
[®i3. 

This sound occasionally becomes 
C 1 3 . 

This sound becomes |;»©ir3. 

This sound adds an unstressed r•] 
becoming £iu], * 

This sound adds two [ 11*s, 
becoming [ijtu}. 

This sound changes to . 
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Aner. 
Eng. Sound Key Word Gookney Use of English Sound 

[»]» » 

C«rJ# <r 

[a3# a 

[axrj t ou 

Cox], o i 

[ d ] , d 

U3» m 

m t h 

ourb 
[ksfbj 
£ksb3 

f a t h e r 
[fa6»3 
if0603 
f a tha 3? 

[faftarj 
[f©8®3. 

cow 
[kair 
[Icwia 

boy 
[boi 3 
[blot 13 

hideous 
[hxdxos3 
t ' id3»s3 

doing 
[du ig j 
(dxutnj 

thing 
[6xgJ 
[e inxj 

hat 
[tosafcj 
[•o*3 

inhabit 
I inhabit3 
[*mobi*3 

This aound i s formed the sam® as in 
Aaarloan speech, bat tha [ r ] sound 
la not pronounced. Hanoa, i t ba-
oowaa [33. 

Vhan used f i n a l l y , t h i s sound 
becomes [ 0 ] 4 

This sound oonsls tant ly becomes 
M. 

This sound bocom©s [®u]. 

This diphthong elongates and eapha* 
sixes i t s f i r s t sound 1 [toix 3. 

Whan followed by JJ3 or (1 J t t h i s 
sound ohangas to [63 J , and tha [ j J 
or [x3 i s dropped* 

This sound, whan p a r t of a p a r t i -
o i p i a l , f i n a l spe l l ing , always 
ohangas to ( n J . 

Whan th i s sound ooeure as tha f i n a l 
sound of words othar than p a r t i c i p l e s , 
i t often ohangas t® [ u x j . 

Always drop th i s sound whan i t i s 
tha f i r s t l a t t a r of a words raplaoa 
i t with [*] . 

Always drop t h i s sound whan i t i s in 
tha raiddl® of a word and i s preceded 
by a consonant and i s followed by a 
vowel. 

This sound i s always addad to tha 
f i r s t word of a santanoa i f i t baglns 
with a vowel. For aacaraplat "Apple® 

frow on t r e e s . " 
nier# Bfig. s "{aspsla ] « Cook. Eng.1 «(hopalsJ 
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Ames?. 
lug. Sound Key Word Cockney Use of English Sound 

lb.], n 

[k], k 

[11, 1 

lr], r 

CtJf t 

took 
CtTJTk] 
CtTOE] 

This sound is always added to a 
word that ia preceded by *• word 
that ends with a vowel. For 
example t "Grow apples in . . 
Amer. Eng.i *[grotr apsis in] • , 
Cook. Eng.: ^Cgraotr hop@lz in] , 

Used modially or finally, this 
sound becomes t*3* 

m 

maker, t»®kr3S [m&ix®] 

kite 
[kait] 
[x*i*3 

fellow 
[ftlotrj 
[fiui©3 

formal 
fform®!] 
|form*3 

build 
[bild] 
fbiud] 

tar 
[tar] 
[t»®] 

idea 
[aidl#] 
I•oidior] 

children 
ttjildren] 
[t$iudUra] 

bottle 
Cbatl] 
[bo*|3 

When used initially, it occasionally 
becomes [x]. 

When this sound is preceded by a 
vowel and is followed by a consonant, 
the [u] is prefixed to it. 

This sound change8 to {*3 when it 
is the final sound in a word and 
when the word following it begins 
with a consonant. 

When this sound is followed by a 
consonant and is preceded by a vowel, 
it is dropped, and [u] is substituted, 

This sound is always dropped unless 
it is followed by a voiced vowel 
sound, changing to [e]. 

Generally, the [r] is inserted after 
a vowel sound, rather than after ® 
consonant. As in the case of the 
t*3» insertion of the [r] should be 
only occasional. 

Occasionally, this sound is trans-
posed with the 0 3 or [ x 3 nearest 
it. There seems to be no definite 
rule for this transposition. 

This sound is replaced by [*] only 
when the [t] is final or when it is 
final and followed by [1J. 
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Amer. 
Eng. Sound ley Word Cockney Wse of English Sound 

i t J 0 t 

C*3, w 

C®3» ® 

[•] 

C©3, a 

pot 
[ pat; 3 
CP®*3 

past 
[post] 
[pas] 

crept 
fkrent] 
[krip*] 

striot 
[strikt3 
[strxx] 

always 
C«lwi»3 
{olis] 

Henry 
[henri3 
[9inert] 

him 
[iiim] 
C*iml 

can 
item] 
[xon»] 

bottle 
[batl] 
Cbo*{} 

krept 
[krept] 
[krxp+] 

take 
[tek] 
I tax 8x] 

Final [t] Is always dropped after 
l»3« 

tTsed finally and after an unvoiced 
consonant sound or [n], this sound 
becomes [9]. 

Final £ t} is always dropped after 
{k]| [k] then becomes [xj» 

Occasionally, if this sound follows 
a consonant and precedes a vowel, 
it may be dropped. 

fh© [©} la inserted in various words. 
So pattern ©f suoh Insertion emerges 
from reading the various writer®* 
discussion, and no suggestion of a 
pattern is given. 

This sound is usually inserted before 
initial vowel sounds, for final [t] 
after an unvoioed oonsonant sound 
or [v], or ft] when it is spelled "tt." 

This sound consistently changes to 
[axi]. 
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Stress. —Moat emphasis in Cockney Is upon the d iphthongs 

and triphthongs. Few consonant sounds are stressed mora than 

the vowel sounds. 

Timbre.—What resonance there is in Cockney is produced 

in the head cavities, not in the cheat. Cookney, like British** 

English, io produced forward in the mouth, giving a thin tone. 

Also, Cookney tends to be mora nasal than most American apeeoh. 

But thia nasality should not be overdone. The director should 

be oareful not to allov the student to ruin an otherwise good 

Cookney•English dialeot by being "too" nasal. 

Intonation.—Cookney pitoh, although not as high as 

Chinese, is relatively high; it fluctuates a great deal. 

Cookney intonation la seldom separata from Cookney stress. 

When a vowel sound is stressed, it usually changes pitoh. 

Avoid a level pitoh when reproducing Cockney Intonation, and 

try to achieve as rauoh fluctuation aa possible. The following 

is an illustrated example of Cockney intonation: 

•E, 
ftti"1' ~a"' 

a - — y P Z .fa+o-lg W 
mM 

Khythms—The general teir$>o of Cockney-English is rel-

atively slow. Because of the presence of glottal stops and 

elongated stressed vowels, this dialect has an erratic but 

definite rhythm. 
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Syntax, —The Gookney la notorious for his bad grammar. 

This trait carries with it a flavor that Cockney cannot do 

without# The Hermans cover Cockney syntax with an extensive 

word and sentence list; the following Is representative of 

their lists. 

Sentenoes.--Here are representative Cockney phrases with 

their American "translations* In parenthesess 

1. I don't know nothing about that, 
(X don*t know anything about that.) 

2. He was hone real quick, 
(He was home very qulokly.) 

3. He ain't done hlaself no harm. 
(He hasn't done himself any harm.) 

i|. This her# bloke Is fair balmy, 
(This fellow is absolutely crazy.) 

5. He were a bloomln * toff, 
(He was a real gentleman,) 

6. lira what works, he eats. 
(Be who works, eats.) 

7. I sees him. 
(I see him.) 

8* But we already knowed. 
(But we already knew.) 

9, They hasn't a chance. 
(They haven't a chanoe.) 

10. I seed her twlot. 
(I saw her twice.) 

Slang expressions.—Like Amerloan, Cockney has its own 

particular slang expressions, some of which are given here 

with their meaning In parentheses: 
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1, How*a yer tired old feet? 
(A greeting such as, "How*!?® you doing?*) 

2, See any green in me eye? 
(To a rude starer) 

3, Hop it, now! 
(To hurry a guest's departure) 

k• Wus yer father a glazier? 
(To ask someone to stop aside) 

5 . Cat's tails, hot} 
(A contemptuous reply when asked, "What?") 

Words.—The Hermans also list Cockney slang words, their 

definition, and the American counterpart. A saaipllng of 

their list is represented here: 

.SftfijB Bf.tlftl.ti0P American Equivalent 

acid 
bftono 
cole 
dekko 
ferb 
faggot 
gorblimey 
hog 
josser 
lay en to be 
lalny 
aapper 
old China 
peeper 
ruok m 
snitoh 
trotters 
wallop 

inpudenoe 
happiness 
money 
a glanoe 
a funny man 
a fool 
an expletive 
two shillings 
a fellow 
pre tend 
a marvel 
head 
old dear 
an eye 
betray 
nose 
feet 
beer 

guts 
Slaphappy 
dough 
a gander 
0l@W® 
a sap 
dammit 
two bits 
guy 
play •poggtua 
hot stuff 
beezer 
old boy 
eyeball 
squeal 
schnozzlo 
dogs 
suds 60 

I&&L" PP. 36-50. 
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French-English 

The Frenchman Is usually piotured as a very gallant 

gentleman, the Frenchwoman Is seen as being very sensuous, 

and they both a m thought ©f as being very cosmopolitan and 

sophisticated. However, upon closer Investigation, the 

French are seen as a very frugal people, completely rational 

unless emotionally insulted, and very argumentativet The 

French are more frank and sandId than they ar® "sophisti-

cated, * As a whole, they are an inquisitive people, curious 

about everything. This curiosity, combined with their frank-

ness, leads them into all types of experimentation. They 

experiment with saucy spioes for cooking, piquant spices for 

literature, and refinements in the art of living in general. 

The French are full of surprise®, in their language, 

it might be surprising to an American to see that there are 

no *curse" wordsj almost every language except French has a 

liberal vocabulary of "four-letter words.* The Frenchman 

depends upon his intelligence to express disdain, damnation, 

or frustration. Relying upon his imagination for inveotives 

is common throughout the Frenchman's language or dialect. 

Pronunciation.—As a result of French imagination, intel-

ligence, rationality, frugality, and delight in the undis-

covered, the French-Bnglish dialect becomes very interesting. 

Since French is a feminine language (or, in other words, 

since vowel sounds predominate at the ends of words), and 
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sis©# it la a Romance language , the lips become ?«py imp ox** 

taut to pronunciation. Most Frenoh vowels are monophthongs, 

requiring particular attention to the back and blade of the 

tongue. There are eight symbols which are used to denote 

particular French sounds not ordinarily occurring in Asosrloan-

Engllsh. 

The [ "j .--This Is the standard phonetic notation to 

indicate the nasality of a particular sound. It is plaoed 

over the sound which is to be nasalised. For example, if 

[o] t0 toeoowe nasalised, it would be represented by [5], 

To practice the nasal sound, one can sing an open-mouthed, 

monotonal [0]# raising the baok of the tongue until it closes 

the air passage through the mouth. The sound will then be 

forced out through the nose. Crocker, Fields, and Broomall 

and the Hermans are in full agreement as to these three 

situations when there is nasalization in the French-English 

dlaleoti 

1. When the vowel sound is nasalised, the r-i f_i 
O & U 1 ? df0ppf{3 ®^l«fely. For axampfe,' laJ' 
m©Mt" in American-English is rma1mti If 
it is said in the Freach-Kngliafc JSJfeot, 
it becomes 

2. Vowel sounds are nasalised only when before 
[»] °f [nj Pittg another consonant sound. For 
?? ft ti °?J°r *2 A«*yiow-English is lantul 
If It is said in French-English, it becAXfs J' 
City], 

3# wlfch fn] and following 
vow®i» [n] is retained. 

The vowel preceding [nj is not nasalised. 
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For exaisple, the phrase, "union office" 
would be In French-English. 

[jinjen oft si] 
Crooker, Fields, and Brooraall offor one additional suggestion: 

61 
that "-tion" spellings be pronounced [sijft]. 

The [y]^.'his is the standard symbol for a certain 

French vowel sound. It may be approximated by trying to 

pronounce [ i] or C D with lips rounded as for [o]. 

The [ce] . —This is the standard symbol for the low-front 

vowel common to the French language. It may be approximated 

by trying to pronounoe { e] or (»] with lips rounded as for 

Co], 

The jjj. --This thesis uses this symbol to represent a 
\ 

sound made by saying (i] with the lips stretched into a 

slight grin. 

The [rj. —This standard phonetic symbol represents the 

voiceless (rj. The articulators form the [ r] # but no voiced 

sound is added. The resulting [rj is very characteristic of 

French speech and should be mastered, 

The |<|j, —fhls tresis uses this symbol to represent a 

dentaliaed [d]. To approximate this sound, [a] is voiced 

while th© tip of the tongue is touching the upper inside 

teethridge. 
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The ££].—This thesis uses this sound to represent the 

wnliar trill given to the [r] in the Frenoh-Bnglish dialect. 

This trill is achieved with a vibration ©f the uvula against 

the back of the tongue. The resulting {ft] is more guttural 

than the f>]. 

Pronunciation ohart. —Listed here are Frenoh-Bnglish 

sound changes from Am© r loan-Engl iah i 

Asaer. 
log. Sound Key Word French Wse of English Sound 

C®3* • ate 
tm 

When this sound is the initial sound 
of a word, it becomes [»]• 

f©3» © 

W , a 

E®3» o 

Uh • 

[®3* § 

take 
[tek] 
ftskj 

alone 
loloxm] 
[self] 

captain 
Ikaptoa] 
[kapt§] 

am 
[am] 
[am] 

awl 
l® 13 
C®|3 

he 
EM] 
111 

wet 
[wet] 
[yw»t] 

When this sound occurs medially or 
finally, it usually becomas [e]. 

This sound, when used initially, 
usually changes to [a]. 

When used medially, thia sound 
usually changes to « 

This sound changes to [a]. 

This sound becomes [o]. 

This sound is much, wore pronounced 
than in American speech, achieved 
by pulling the lips back in a 
tight, thin grin. 

This sound often changes to £»], 
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Am®?. 
Bog, Sound K«y Word French Use of English Sound 

f a i l , T 

I t } , I 

[otr], (0 

[u|, oo 

1>3, oo 

[Jul, yoo 

M , VL 

M g 9 

[at?3f ou 

dice 
[daio] 
Cfatal] 

It 
[it] 
at J 

bona 
[toomj 
[ten] 

tooth 
[ tu8 J 
I tys 3 

good 
Cgw33 
[gC0g3 

unit 
[junxt] 
fjxnit] 

up 
Up] 
' op] 

wonder 
[wAndrJ 
{w0«||3 

matter 
[usstr] 
[mat j j 

over 
fowy} 

CotoPJ 

oou 
[katrj 
Cka] 

This sound changes to the two 
sounds f&i]. 

fhis sound is always prenounoed 
111. 

this sound changes to [®l# The 
|®| Is formsd by sounding r»1 
while rounding the lips for [@3. 

fhis sound occasionally becomes 
fy], The ( y] is formsd by trying 
to say [i] while rounding the lips 
for [03. 

this sound beooaes (cej. It is made 
by proneunoing £e| or [»J with the 
lips rounded for {©). 

this sound boo mass tji}. 

This sound usually becomes £®3. 

When this sound precedes an fan] 
or [n3 that is followed by another 
©onsonant. it becones £dj, and the 
pa] or (nj is dropped. 

& m m f t l m l » u some-
^ \ b s ! o m s ? [f). This sound is 
jade by forming the mouth for fr] 

^ t h ' T 6 to b* 

bST ""'If"I"'3important, "it 
becomes ff], 

This sound becomes [aj. 
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Amer. 
Sag. Sound Key Word French Use of English Sound 

EwJ, ou 

[ox], 01 

fd], d 

in, t 

CiiJ# & 

£<*3], J 

[*], 3? 

C U . l 

. mount, 
[maxmt] 
[atft] 

„ boy, 
[bo* 
Cbol 

dartc, 
[dark 
[fafk 

[koff1 

[lcovj 

he 
hi] 
11 

[ i ^ p 3 
[samp] 

, rate 
[ret] 
[fist] 

rate 
[ret] 
[r»t] 

[&pl«] 

tfciiif 
najii 

rli l ! sound ©ccjayp# before an [»3 
r!fi r V fe®e©ra®® 1*3, and the 
M or [nj is dropped. 

fhis sound beeoa^s £®IJ. 

This sound is formed by placing 
the tongue against the lower teeth, 
iuatead Against tfee mpp#r teeth 
a® In American-English* 

Ifhen this sound occurs finally sua 
i® followed by an initial Towel 
ffff* o f &»®ther word, it becomes 

Th» Frenchman sel#©m pronouncei 
this sound. 

g f . consistently becomes 

S M s sound beooraes either [*3 or 

sis'tent?* ° f # l t h # * ah®«ld *• oon» 

When this sound is final a^a i s 
s n s & s & F - » *» ^ . p o L a , 

When this Bound Is madial or final 
(ana not pr.o.d.d i t bi-
oom«a volo>l.*«( ft)* Th. Herman. 
*"££•" that an ordinary Pi] b. 

H M * » p. 158, 
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AxMVt 
Sag# Sound Key Word French Use of English Sound 

M , 9 

It]. t 

Cw), V 

I t l ) , cH 

tsu 3b 

£©), th 

C © 3 » 

£5], «h 

Ciq], Tng 

Icy 
£&fsi] 
CJMJ 

lilt 
[Hat] 
UAs:t] 

tact 
[takt] 
[tak] 

wew 
t w ] 
|yw»] 

©harm 
It Sara] 

ambitious 
(w»bf$®s] 
£ ambits i es 3 

tooth 
[ tu0 ] 
ttys] 

father 
£fa6r] 
[faser] 

vision 
[vx3®nJ 
tv£ex5] 

running 
[rAnig] 
£#«&q] 

running 
{»um a] 
£Pox&n] 

This sound b&eoraes [z] whew between 
two VOWel sounds, 

This sound becomes [all when not 
between two vowel sounds. 

Occasionally. this sound is dropped 
when it is final and is preoeded by 
a vowel sound, 

Usually, this sound becomes £yw], 

This sound changes to [$J. 

When used Medially and followed by 
[•}t this sound changes to [si and 
adds [i]s [as]• 

This voiceless sound changes to 

This voiced sound becomes £s]. 

This sound usually beeoaies Is] and 
adds [i]t becoming [ z i ] . 

This assimilated sound, when found 
in participial endings, usually 
becomes fj^]# 

Oooasionally, the [ m a y become 
[In]. 
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Stress. —Perhaps th® most characteristic emphasis ©f 

this dialect is the stress of almost all lsst syllables. 

"Really1* becomes "Really" i "Hlaing" becomes "Rising" t and 

so forth. However, word stress in sentences is almost lion-

existent. If the Frenchman wishes to stress a word, lie 

simply places it at the very beginning of a sentence. For 

example, an American might say, "But 1 want to go to the 

show?" He would emphasize the word "show" by giving it 

stronger volume, fhe Frenchman, however, would likely em-

phasise the same word by saying, "fhe show, it is where I 

want to go." 

Timbre.—This dialect is nasal, but not extremely high-

pitched. Therefore, the characteristic timbre is rich, full, 

and resonant, fhe resonance comes from both the head and 

chest cavities. 

Intonation.—Crocker. Fields, and Broomall quotet 

"The Frenchman begins with a low tone, the pitch 
ascending gradually and uniformly till th# last syllable, 
but once it is reached, men there is a sudden rise 
for the syllable, the pitch of this final syllable 
p s i n f 6 r h higher than the pitch for the initial tone." 

French seems to have the lowest pitch of any Romance language, 

generally, but that pitch is relatively high in comparison 

with American-English. 

6^ 
,x. Crocker, Fields, and Broomall, Taking the Stage. o. 272. 

?t m if ̂ nSka
T
r
r
dt-Fourmestraux, French X^naTOnTxercises. 

translated by M. L. Parker (Cambridge, 1953), n. g. 
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Rhythm.—Vietor and Soames note that in French "the 

syllables should be all perfectly clear and distinct, like 

a row of pearls on a string, not woak and confused, with a 

few syllablea coming Into prominence hare and there.^ 

Indeed, m a t vowels become monophthongs, and syllabic stress 

combine with the habit of breaking words into small groups. 

This breaking up, oombined with a fmt prominent syllables 

here and there, makes for a kind of staooato rhythm. Hew-

over, this staooato is not clipped and abrupt| the effect 

might be compared to a muffled baas drum more than to a 

brassy snare drum. 

Syntax. — A s suggested in the discussion of Stress, the 

French-English syntax can be entirely different from American. 

This difference results from the French habit of word place-

ment in a sentence to emphasises a particular word, rathar 

than giving it vocal inflection as Americans do. Ordinarily, 

French-Inglish follows Aaeriean-English syntax closely, 

There are certain words and phrases which distinguish 

French-English from any other dialect. This dialect also 

includes the article, "the," in many unexpected places. The 

following lists show characteristic words and phrases, as 

well as how is extraneously used. 

^Laura Soanes and Wilhelra Vietor. Introduction to 
SWflJjfet ££2£2k> Jfoenetlog (London, 1913)/"p. 11*1. 
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Words and phrases,—This list shows 

Planch word® and phrases, their phonetic 

their Meaningt 

Phonetic Transorlotlon 

C«e| 

Word jjg Phrase 

ehl 

eh bien 

xutj 

ouil 

ami 

n'eit-ee-paa 

oheri 

eherie 

ohlo 

o'est la vie 

blen 

C« bl'Jenl 

£ «*ytj 

Crwl'3 

C in5] 

Ci»,a^ipG3 

[»Se^l3 

tSsifil 

C U M 

[ ,sele»vjj 

Cbi»i 

oharaoterlstic 

transcription, and 

Meaning 

You will go, won't 

you? 

low about it? 

Darnel 11 

You like mo, yes? 

You like m , no? 

Beautiful day. Isn't 

it? 

You, jig, are great! 

You, madame. are 

great! 

How atyllah you areI 

That's life| 

Qood? That's itl 

Use of "the,*--The French almost always insert "the11 

before nouns: 

1. The paper is ready for the editing. 

2. He is in the Canada. 

3. The Asia is big. 
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Gaman-Bn&llBh. 

A national trait of the German language la it® methodi-

cal attention to detail. This preciaenes® ia also evident 

in German speech, German language exhibit# a perfectionist's 

concern %*i1& detail, and every sound is precise and ©leap. 

Organisation of syntax is of prime Inyortanoe to a German, 

so when he begins to apeak English—whose syntax ia neither 

disciplined nor similar to his—he undoubtedly feels some 

amount of frustration. However, Oerman English usually i« 

very precise, 

Precision and attention to detail do not often suggest 

humor; the Herman® are not generally thought of as being a 

very "humorous9 people. However, when a German la amused, 

it ia very likely that he will laugh uproariously, loud, and 

long. What would seem funny t© an Amorlean would probably 

"fall flat" for a German. Likewise, the revere* la true? 

what would be hllarioua to a German would be apt to be very 

unfunny to an American, There aeema to be beneath the outer 

layer of the German'a stiff formality a deep vein of sentl-

mental last that when touohed erupts into uncontrollable 

laughter ©r tears, 

Pronunciation.--The factors of formality and sentimen-

tal lam ahow themselves in the German-English dlaleot. In 

general, the striotness shows through precise consonant for-

mation and elongated—but definite—vowel sounds. Careful 
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articulation ia a trait of German-English pronunciation. 

There are ten sound* used in the Oerman-Btaglish dialect 

which are not ordinarily present in American-English. 

The This thesis uses the symbol [j£J to repre-

sent the sound of the German's [v]. Of the two combined 

sounds of £v] and [f ], fee fv] is the more stressed. In 

approximating this sound, 0 3 is formed and voiced, following 

a quick, unstressed [f J. There is no Intrusive [•] In this 

sound* 

5fh® ffv1.-«Thls thesis uses the symbol ffvl to repre-

sent the sound ©f the Qerwn's If ] • Of the two combined 

sounds of [t] and [v], the voiceless [f) is the asre stressed. 

In approximating this sound# {f] is formed and followed by a 

quick, unstressed {v]. There is no intrusive [©] in this 

sound. 

The [ x ] T h i s standard symbol represents the guttural 

consonant sound of the German's pronunciation of "aoh.* It 

is an open [k| sound made by forcing voiceless breath through 

a loose contact of the back of the tongue with the velum 

(•oft palate) at the same point where a firm contaot would 

stop the breath and make the [k] sound. This sound is very 

characteristic of the German-English dialect, and every 

effort should be made to sound it correctly. 
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The [0] Thie standard ayabol rep̂ e»®rits tin# mid«*front 

rounded vowel common to the German language and carried Into 

German-English. It can be approximated by trying to Bound 

C*3 with lips rounded as for [o]. It is used of tan in German-

English with the uvular-trill |>], beooaing [ m } Q V 

T h e .—ffhis thesis uses this symbol to represent 

the German*s pronunciation of [d]. It U approximated by 

separating (<2J into its pre-plosive and plosive components, 

whleh sound much like "d-uh.» In plaoe of the plosive 00m-

ponent of {©) ooraea the plosive [t]. The resulting t<a&] 

should allow no intrusive [©]. 

fiEl.-TWa the a la use* this symbol to represent 

the sound of the German •« [t>]. it u approximated by sepa-

rating [bj loto Ito pre-plosive and plea IT* oo^ooents, 

which sound «ueh like "b-uh." In plaoe of the plosive'Com-

P ° M n t ° f £ s ] 0 0 r M' «» tpj. The resulting 

should allow no intrusive [a]# 

The fffl] .--this standard symbol represent, a low-front 

vowel ommon to Oe man-English. It may be approximated by 

trying to pronounce [ej or [»], ,rtlcula«ng f o r „j. 

The t«].--*hls standard symbol represents the fricative 

which Is common in Serman-Engllsh. It 1, pronounced the 

same m £9J except with voioed brsath. 
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The This standard symbol la used in the Gorman-

English section ©f this thesis to represent the uvular*trill 

This sound is approximated by pronouncing |rj while 

vibrating the uvula against the back of the tongue, 

Th® [>].--This thesis uses this symbol to represent the 

tongue-point trill of [rJ which is present la so many dia-

lects. It is aade by sounding [ P] while adding a slight 

vibration of the tip of the tongue against the inside upper 

teethridge. 

Pronunciation chart.—Listed here are German «<EngHsh 

sound changes from American-English* 

Amar. 
log. Sound Key Word German Us® of English Sound 

M , I 

U3, 1 

(a], a 

C®3, a 

take 
t©k| 
tetk] 

alone 
I oloun] 
Coloin] 

father 
Cfa,6®»3 

father 
ifa6r| 

bad 
Ibs®d] 

There Is a definite elongation of 

tma:ri:r
a and 00 dlpthongi-

unaeoentad U K M U n d b " ° » " 8 0 

°®J*;^onr
ally' «ound is elon-

gated I la;}. 

this sound Is changed 
n L rL'i ^ »««*•»*« when to 
use Cat) rather than f@1 or vice 
vgraa. 1 J' « » 

m ' p t h ? ! f o r s l/'i t n ]< c°i, « « 
l * y ***» «*"><* changes to fel 
Before these consonants, it is 
pronounced [»]. * 
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k m r. 
Bog, Sound Key Word German Us® of English Sound 

Co], © 

til, a 

C*i], 1 

Cow], o 

[u]» 00 

Ctrj, ob 

* 

I Jul, yoo 

UJ. u 

9* 

awful 
fofsl] 
fatfroll 

he 
[hi] 
CMlJ 

dice 
[dais] 
f<itasi;asz1 

bone 
[bounj 
fbpoivml 

tooth 
[tuej 
[tujdt] 

good 
[gvd] 
£g*«J&3 

unit 
U u m t ] 
LJuinit] 

up 
Up] 

[©spj 

curb 
LX0Rbr>1 

curb 
IterbJ 
1.3E£8bp1 

father 
[fadrj 
££iafd©£3 

This sound becomes (aj j, 

This sound becomes [It] and Is pro* 
Bounced with tensed lips far toward 
the front of the mouth. 

This sound becomes two, both elongated} 
[all!J. 

This sound also becoaies two, both 
elongated* [osui3# 

This sound becomes [ufjf 

This sound becomes [u«J, 

This sound becomes {Jul}, 

This sound becomes [oil. 

This sound becomes ts&3. 

It is acceptable, according to the 
Hermans,,to pronounce this sound 
as [ce] . ®> 

This sound, when used finally, sepa. 
F a i n t o [of]# 

PP. 132-133! a D d Mftr8U*rlte B®raa«# Forelaa Dialects. 
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Amer. 
Bug. Sound Key Word Gorman TJae of Engllak Sound 

[at?], ou 

Coil, o l 

m, * 

m, a 

££], £ 

U h g 

C&33, J 

£k], k 

(p3 $ p 

Ckw3# q 

cow 
[ka.tr] 
[katui 3 

toy 
[ t o i l 
f d t o i i t l 

bad 

j>3d] 

disk 
Ui$3 
[£ti$3 

f u l l 
IftfL] 
f f v u t l l 

gale 
Cs®i3, 
u * u 3 

jump 
Cds&iQp] 
[tjjojiap} 

rack 
[r»k3 
[?ex] 

rack 
Cr»k3 
[aei<|3 

rack 
£rak3 
[ r e i - k j 

t r i p 
[ t r i p ] 

qui t 
tkwjt] 
[gkvidfc] 

f i l l s sound becomes £&fut]« 

This sound becomes [ o t i t ] . 

Tkls sound becomes fbi?l. Tkere can-
not be [e] 1b tkls sound. 

Skis la sounded f d t l . Tkere cannot 
be f©J 1b tk l s sound. 

Tkia sound becomes f f v l . Tkere can-
not be [«] In t k l s sound. 

Tkls sousd beoones ($ ) . Tkere can-
not ba [e] In t k l s sound. 

Tkls sound occasionally becomes 

im. 
Tkls sound i s always s t ressed! 

M. 
For a more autkentio dialeot , [k} I s 
ckanged to 

If tlis aotor cannot sound [g] a very 
strong, voiceless[k] ©an be s ubs t i -
tuted. 

Tkls sound I s always s t ressed , occa-
s ional ly being followed by a s l lgkt 
t®3* 

Tkls sound becomes a skarp, quick 
tgkv]. 
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4m® r. 
Sag, Sound Key Word German Use of English Sound 

t*l. * 

fsj* a 

[t], t 

M , v 

£w]# w 

[«3» ^ 

E8], «n 

t®3, th. 

rate 
[ret] 
C#@tfc3 

rat® 
C*®fc3 
CK®i%3 

so 
[sov] 
[StOJTTJ ] 

rates 
[ret®] 
fEettstjs] 

try 
[trai 3 
f dtgati;3 

V9VJ 
[vw 13 
[vfcjfu] 

witoh 
[wxt$] 
to **$3 

aither 
ftsndterl 
[&is6<rT 

reason 
[rizen] 
fBitsen] 

eaves 
fkevs] 
ixeJl£s*3 

Tathe 2* 
Efa5r] 
CHatfliirfJ 

tooth 
[tu63 
[dtuidtl 

This sound ooeasionally becomes 
m . 

At other times, this sound usually 
becomes [a]. 

Initial [a] becomes [st) • 

Pinal [s] becomes [sts3• 

This sound becomes fdtl ooeasionally. 

This sound beoowtes |>f J with a 
strongly stressed and no [©]. 

This sound becomes ffy! with a 
strongly stressed [Vj and no [ 0], 

This sound becomes ftsl when used 
Initially, 

When it is spelled as r«i r>i 
becomes [ S ],

 J* t a j 

When used finally, this sound always 
becomes |>i3, 

This voiced sound almost always 
changes to[&t3, with emphasis on 
[dj and no addition of [©). 

This voiceless sound changes to [dt], 
wit& enphasls on the [t] and no 
addition of[©3. 
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Amer. 
Bog. Sound Key Word German tfs® of English Sound 

Csl* sh fusion This sound almost always changes to 
tfjusoa] t S1 * 
C£ljut$©n3 

Stress, —Generally, German-Knglish stress pat teres 

follow the African's. The major exception to this rule 

seems to be that this dialect stresses the noun In ad jeotlve« 

noun combination, rather than doing as the American would do 

and stressing both noun and adjective. For instance, an 

American might say, "Fine day. Jjp't it," stressing both 

"Pine" and "day." But a German speaker would stress only 

"Pine1*j "Pine day, isn't it?" 

Timbre. —Masculine Germanic speech is typically resonant, 

being resonated chiefly in the chest cavities. There are few 

nasal sounds, and th® guttural qtiality of the dialeot aids 

this rich resonance. 

Intonation.—There is definite disagreement among the 

authorities as to the pitch of German <»Bngllsh. The Hermans 

disagree with Crocker, Fields, and Broomall, stating that 

"German pitch is somewhat below that of normal American. 

Crocker, Fields, and Broomall say that the "dominant pitch 

of the German voice tends to be a little higher than the 

66Lewis and Marguerite Herman, Foreign Dialects, p. 121. 
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American,"^ This disagreement could be due to the fact that 

the respective authors had observed speakers of different 

German sub-dialects. Hedde and Briganoe, however, Infer 

agreement with Crocker, Fields, and Broomall by saying that 

"Scandinavian* speech has "a peculiar rising inflection from 

a high to a higher pitoh."^® When one considers the predom-

inance of guttural sounds in German-Bnglish, the presence of 

a typical German formality, and the presence of a typical 

German desire for order and preciseness, one might suppose 

that German-English pitch would ordinarily be lower than 

American. But the authorities tend to agree that German-

English pitch is ordinarily higher than American. Johnson 

infers concurrence with Crocker, Fields, and Broomall, saying 

that "In the Scandinavian dialect, for example, the pitch 

tends to be comparatively high # . • It might be inter-

esting for an actor to give his German-English dialect a 

notioeably lower-than-American pitchj perhaps the pitch change 

would greatly alter his characterisation. 

At any rate, the writers consulted are in agreement that 

inflection in this dialect falls at the end of a declarative 

sentence and rises at the end of an Interrogative sentence. 

£m 

'Crocker, Fields, and Broomall, Taking the Stage, p. 285. 

68Hedde and Briganoe, American Speech, p. 377, 

^Johnson, Dialects for Oral Interoretatlon. p. 19. 
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Per examples 

statements 

Questions 

tot,i iiiyy i 'flogg" •" i 

fs-
mT 

The sources consulted are also in agreement that German-

Knglish follows a general rising-falling pitch pattern. It 

seems also feat the German seldom deviates frem this pattern 

onoe he has established It for himself. The actor should 

seldom deviate from this high-limit and low-limit onoe he 

has created his character to suit the purposes of the play. 

Bfrythm.—The sustained vowel sounds and the concise 

consonantal attacks, combined with methodical phrasing, con-

tribute to the slow and steady rhythm of German-English. 

There seems to be a tendency toward repetitious grouping of 

sounds, beginning and ending with stressed vowels at the 

end of words. This grouping also helps give this dialect 

a slow, steady rhythm. 

Syntax.—In connected speech, there is usually apeolal 

prominence given to vowel sounds. Also, since American-

English syntax is very different from German, German-English 

tends to conform more to the standards of German. The fol-

lowing lists include characteristic word orders in sentences, 

typical German-English words and phrases, and American 

"translations" of these words and phrases. 
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Word order.--The following sentences, representative 

of m e Hermans* list, Illustrates typical German-English 

word order; corresponding American word orders are la 

parenthesesi 

1, Where the boy 1st 
(Where Is the boy?) 

2, He Mas by the house upstairs. 
(He was upstairs in the house,) 

3, In the house, the inasraa. Is. 
(Manna Is in the house.) 

k» The job was good did. 
(The Job was done well.) 

He be soon out, 
(He will be out soon.) 

6, The uncle, by the train Is. 
(Uncle Is at the train.) 

7. She was by the maating, jq 
(She was at the meeting.) 

Words and phrases.—fhe following list is of typical 

German-English words and phrases and their American-English 

counterparts: 

German-Engl1sh ' American-English 

auf wledersehen good-bye 
bitte please 
danke thank you 
sehr gut very good 
wsrum why? 
setsen Si© sieh sit down 
wie gehts hello 

70 
Lewis and Marguerite Herman, For a Irk Dialects. 

pp. 125-128. ir. n_ 
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German-Sncllsh Atae rje an -English 

wis geht ®a Ihnen how- do you do 
ya, mein Herr yes, sir 
ya, madan yes, madam 
noin, Praulein no, mis* 
was sagen Sie what do you say? 
was what? 

Irlsh-gngllsh 

Through the years, the Irish have consistently demon-

strated an aptitude In politics and business. Also, most 

Irishmen possess an innate love for lyrio song, rather than 

for orchestral music. These three inherent oharaoteristios 

of the Irishman help to give his speech a melodious lilt and 

a precise delivery. Because of the historio rivalry between 

Ireland and Great Britain, there is in almost every Irishman 

a deep love for his country. Many times, there is also 

evidence of a wide range of senfcimentaliam, with emotions 

running from wildest Joy to deepest sorrow. Not only are 

the Irish deeply religious, but they also are extremely 

imaginative. These two traits are evidenced by their devotion 

to the Roman and Anglican Catholic Churches and by the abun-

dance of Irish faeries, elves, and leprechauns. 

Food and drink are traditional at an Irish funeral, 

giving evidence of the fact that the typical Irishman la 

a very convivial person. Added to this conviviality is that 

generally Irishmen are extremely volatile. An Irishman can 

b® vindictive, surly, insulting, or cool at the slightest 
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provocation. The Hermans conclude their discussion of the 

traits of the Irishman by saying: 

He Is not a black-and-white personality as 
h® has so often been portrayed, Bather, h@ i®, 
at the same tin®, merourial, vitriolic, truculent, 
lovable, sentimental, foolish, witty, stupid, 
prodigal, thoughtless, irresponsible, and poet l e -
an entirely engaging fellow In his good moments 
but capable of reprehensible thuggery at his 
worst.71 

Pronunciation,--In many respects, Irish-English is the 

richest foreign language-English dialect of than all. The 

Irish have retained many of the Old English pronunciations, 

have retained many of the old Gaelic words and pronunciations, 

and have acquired much from the heavy infiltration of Scots 

72 

that once took place.' The Irish languages are filled with 

sounds foreign to American-English speakers, but there are 

only three sounds In the Irish-English dialect which ordi-

narily do not occur in Axnerioan-English. 

The [ r ]. —This standard symbol indicates that the 

tongue is pushed farther forward than ordinarily. This 

vowel change is typical in Irish-English. When this symbol 

is used, for example, becomes {er]. 

71Ibld.. p. ?8» 

72, 
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The 1*3.--This thesis use a this symbol to represent the 

tongue-point trill given to many [r] sounds ill Irlsh-Knglish. 

It is approximated toy pronouncing f>3 while adding a short 

vibration of the tip of the tongue against the upper inside 

teethridge. 

The [•ej.—flhis combination of standard symbol® represents 

a sound common in Irish-English dialect. It is voiceless and 

is formed by first ©losing the glottis then opening it while 

forming [a]. This sound is, of necessity, very quick and 

must not be elongated. Usually, [*©) occurs after an elon-

gated vowel sound. 

Pronunciation chart.--The following pronunciation chart 

illustrates typical Irish sounds that are different from 

American-English: 

Amer. 
Eng. Sound Key Word Irish Us© of English Sound 

[©J- a nam® This sound changes to [el. 
fnem] 
[neia] 

[a], a father This sound changes to [®t], 
IfaftrJ 
|fa;6AfJ 

[a], a ask This sound is always elongated: 
OakJ £®s]. 
I®ssk] 

[o), o awful This sound changes to {»»]. 
[of©l] 
[i§i*0f©l3 
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Awer, 
Bug, Sound Key Word Irish Use of English Sound 

[1], « 

£•]. 5 

Cat], T 

til* i 

Co], o 

hero 
[Mr] 
[hslf] 

deceit 
[disit] 
[disei^fi] 

r bean 
[bin] 
[be in] 

retail 
[ritel] 
[*x*etl] 

speed 
[spid] 
[spud] 

devil 
[dtTrJJ 
iAivl) 

pen 
Cpen] 
[pin] 

emblem 
[emblem] 
[ irablemj 

dice 
[dais] 
[dais] 

ait 
[sit] 
lSA*&] 

bone 
[boa] 
[boxmt ] 

This sound changes . 
followed by *i, "a, 
in spoiling. 

to £©8 1 
» mm " 

when 
or "re, 

l'his sound is ohanged to [ i] when 
used in a prefix or unaoeented 
syllable• 

When [I] Is neither followed by 
"i," "a," or "re" in spelling nor 
used as a prefix nor used in an 
unaccented syllable, it becomes 
lit]* 

Whan this souod is followed by 
"a," "n," or "vn in spelling, it 
1» changed to [ i ]. 

This sound beoontes [ai]. 

This sound changes to [A] , when used 
in accented syllables. 

This sound beoonxea [ oxr]. 
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Arm% 
Eng. Sound Koy Word Irish tJse of English Sound 

M, oo 

do 

CJu], yoo 

fA]» 5 

' au] 

C@i], oi 

m t d 

tooth. 
[ tuGj 
[ tuG] 

good 
CffQd] 
(g&t?6d) 

redbook 
{redbtxk) 
C^edbesk] 

unit 
[junit] 
£ ijunizt] 

up 
EapJ 
L^p] 

earn 
Cm] 
Ufa} 

cow 
[kau 
[kou 

boy 
[boij 
[bei] 

C$J» ng 

C»3, a 

duke 
ftjuk] 
[ ijukj 

drop 
[drap] 
idQvmp] 

taking 
I telogj 
[tekmj 

emu 
[keen] 
fksini J 

fhin sound be cone n £tr]« 

fhis sound becomes either f&i] or 
[®«3# depending on Mhere syllabic 
stress is desired. 

fhis sound beeoc»e [ijuj 

$his found becomes [u] # 

This sound becomes [a?], 

fills sound becomes C®u]» 

This sound becomes £®i3. 

somid is sometimes dropped 
™ ° £ V ^ l i f a a n . ™ 

Irish-English dialect is desired, 

Jd®]5 °^^eri* souod becomes 

This sound always change® to 
when found in a participial 
ei3dlt5g# 

2his sound always become® [n,j# 
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Ainar. 
Sng. Sound Key Word I r i s h Usq of Eng l i sh Sound 

> J » r 

[ * L t 

( * ] , vh 

Cft], %h 

are 
f a r j 
[ o f ] 

there 
£$er j 
[ d e j e * ] 

cure 
[ k j u r ] 
[k juwof ] 

s l e p t 
£ s l e p t ] 
Eslep} 

matter 
[mat#*] 
fi&ase *©«£] 

why 
l * a i 3 
[ h a a i ] 

thwart 
tSwart3 

This sound always beeoraas the 
on©-tap r . " Th is i s the tongue-

p o i n t t r i l l where there I s on* 
v i b r a t i o n of the tongue aga inst 
the upper t e e t h r i d g e . 

When there i a a vowel sound before 
[ r j , I t beeosaes [ J e f ] . 

^ S J i 3 ) [ » e f ] T s e d e d b y U u ) ' " 

When t h i s sound fo l lows another 
consonant sound, i t i s u s u a l l y 
dropped, * 

Almost always, i f i t doe® not 
ro l low another oonsonant sound, 
t h i s sound beoones [ 9 S | . 

This sound beoomes £h*J only when 
i t I 0 l^ollowdd by [ ] 0 

1 J ? ? 0 r l y J * ? u o a d I^i®hman u s u a l l y 
ahangea t h i s sound to f t j . 

Stress.—Booause of the t y p i c a l I r i s h f irmness of oon-

v i o t i o n , t h a w U aooantuatad s y l l a b i c a t r a s a . Whara t h a w 

1 . h ighar p i t c h , t h a « i „ a t w „ . Oanara l l y , thara i a 

« . « a ^ p t a a i . near tha ana of word, than a t tha b a g l n n i n g . 

I n thought p a t t e r n s , both v o l u * . and i n f l a t i o n , tand to ba 

g rea tes t a t the beginning. 

2 A a S ! » . « A . i n Cootcnay-Engllsh, I n ah d lph thongUat lon 

— tpiphthODglzat ion a m eta t iafcra. Bao.ua. o f a l . n g < l t . d 
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sounds, causing formation of sound to move from the b&ok of 

tli® throat to th« front of the mouth and back again, there 

is a broad rang® of timbre. Irish-English is at tim»u deeply 

resonous, and at times it i® markedly n&gal. 

Intonation.—Irish-English is extremely melodious. The 

dominant pitch is slightly higher than American's, but because 

of great fluctuation is hard to recognise. The following 

intonation illustration is typicalt 

"""11""" lefl """"* 
""art Managua"." 11 " 

Rhythm. —Irish-English is relatively fast* Its smooth-

flowing sentences make it seem faster than it really is. 

Many of the characteristics of Irish-English are due to the 

dialect's change of Intonation and stress of vowel sounds, 

creating a gently swinging rhythm. 

Syntax.--Ho other dialect uses the peculiar word order 

or the same interjections of Irish-English. Conjunctions 

are used as adverbs, pronouns are used as prepositions, there 

is confusion of verb tense, and there are many other peculi-

arities, The following lists illustrate typloal Irish-English 

interjections, phrases, and sentences. 

Intersections. —tfhe actor should take care not to over-

use "sure," or "begorra," as repeated use of these stereotyped 

interjections tend to stale the dialect. The Irish have a 
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wide range of Interjections and invectivesj the following list 

is & sampling of Irish interjection© and their use in typical 

Irish sentences! 

Inter .lection ffse in Typical Irish Sentence 

sure Sure, and that'<3 be the ©nef 
well Well, it'd be hard to say. 
now low, there's a show for yeI 
see here See here, sm fine lad! 
then Now, then, out with It! 
roan Man, there's a fine looker! 
boy Bey* she's fit to be tied! 
begorra Begorra, but there they be! 

Sentences. —The Hermans include typical Irish-English 

sentences in their discussion. Here are a few suoh sentences, 

with comparative American-English sentences in parentheses! 

1. The to that works, eats. 
(They who work, eat.) 

2. Isn't she ooaa in yet? 
(Hasn't she cow© in yet?) 

3. It was herself that went. 
(It was she who went.} 

If. Touse never saw it. 
(You never saw it.) 

$» Ho*, what does he be calling for? 
(How, why is he calling?)" 

ItalIan-English 

Italian language stems from one of the oldest cultures 

on ©arthi the Roman Empire. Italian, therefore, is a Latin 

language, and like French and Spanish it is a feminine 

7^Lewis and Marguerite Herman, Foreign Dialects, pp. 95.97. 
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language. Possibly b@oa.us® of thousands of years of us®, 

the Italian language Is tha most feminine of all Latin, or 

Romanes, languages. The Hermans estimate that about ninety 

nine per oent of Italian words and with a vowel sound,^ 

This almost exclusive us© of vowels as final sounds 

Mikes for a beautiful language, and the Italians love beauty. 

Many of the great artists of the world were Italians* 

Mlchaelangelo, Verdi, Dante, and many other great artists 

have served to personify Italy's passionate love for beauty. 

The Italians are also a very religious people. They 

have a fondness for ceremonies, festivals, and pageants, 

where they oan enjoy their religion together with beautiful 

sights and sounds, Their tradition, supsrstitiousness, and 

love of beauty combine with Italian facts of everyday living 

to create a warm, melodious language. 

Italian children mature early. Perhaps this is due to 

the warm climate, or perhaps It is du® to a tradition of a 

close-knit family life. At any rate, this early maturity 

later becomes the characteristic Italian trait of sensuous-

ness. The Italians are conventionally thought of as being 

sensuous people, both in their actions and in their speech. 

However,, they are also a teaipsraaontal people. There 

Is a vividness about thera that is evident whether they are 

passionate or lethargic. When Italian speech is fast, it 

74bld.. p. 70. 
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is very fast, reflecting an overflow of emotion. When it is 

slow® it is very slow, possibly suggesting deep thoughtful-

ness. There is seldom any middle ground in an Italian's 

temperament, and his speech reflects this* 

In general, Italian spoeoh is rich, resonant, and 

melodic, filled with a predominant® of opes sounds. This 

richness is carried over into the Itallan-English dialect. 

gronunclatlon«. —Itallan-English pronunciation is almost 

entirely composed of elongated monophthongs and dental lzed 

consonant sounds. The actor should be careful not to include 

diphthongs or triphthongs in this dialect. He should also 

learn how to pronounce the many different sounds of this 

dialect which do not ordinarily appear in Amorlean-EnglIsh. 

The [$3. --ffhis sound Is the (t] with a dentalised 

pronunciation, symbolised by addition of the f 1. This 
#8 * 

sound is made by placing the tip of the tongue against the 

upper inside teethridge while trying to sound (t]. 

Th@ [£]. —This sound is the [d] with a dentalized 

pronunciation, also symbolised by addition of the standard 

syxabol for den tali sat ion, [J. The [$} Is aad® by placing 

the tip of the tongue against the upper inside teethridge 

while trying to sound [d]. 
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The [\]. —^Thls standard symbol represents the palatal 

lateral [1]. It can be approximated by pressing the tongue 

against the backs of the lower teeth while trying to sound 

[XI. 

The ( 3 . —This sound Is [i] which is pronounced with 

more closed and tense lips, the tongue being closer to the 

upper teeth, than it is in American-English* The standard 

symbol, [}], represents this change. Also, the standard sym-

bol, t? 1 # signifies that the sound is elongated. 

The [!»). —This standard symbol represents the tongue-

point [r], which Is also present in other dlaleots. This is 

a trilled sound, made by vibrating the tip of the tongue 

against the upper inside teethridge while pronouncing » 

The [ji]. —This standard symbol represents the palatal 

£nl|. It can be approximated by pressing the tongue against 

the backs of the lower teeth while trying to sound jn]# 

Pronunciation chart.—The following pronunciation chart 

illustrates the Italian-English sounds which are different 

from Americans 

Aiaer. 
Eng. Sound Key Word Italian Use of English Sound 

f>3» a take This sound becomes [et]. 
1 talc j 
C|efg®3 
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Amer. 
Eng. Sound Key Word Italian Use of English Sound 

l@1, u alone 
[ oioxm] 
[loin] 

lapel 
[l@pe|3 
fXotpanl] 

sofa 
[sof©3 
[sosfaj 

unhappy 
[©nhaepj ] 
[onatpj.* 3 

rate 
[ret] 
C®£ef$3 

wet 
twetl 
[®wa§3 

friend 
(frend] 
ff®£»8ja$3 

U l , a father 
[fftSf] 
£ fat <$©3* 3 

Used Initially, this sound la usually 
dropped. 

Used medially, this sound becomes 
[®0. 

Used finally, this sound becomes 
M. 

When spelled "un-w and used initially, 
this sound becomea [©|, 

This sound is added before an Initial m. 
This sound is added before an initial 
[w3. 

This sound is sometimes added between 
two consonant sound® within a word. 

In connected speech, this sound 
usually is added after all consonant 
sounds except £$3 when the consonant 
sound is final in a word and when it 
is followed by an initial consonant 
sound. Also* this sound is added to 
the last sound of every sentence or 
complete thought phrase. For examples 
Cut the tree," becomes d© 

Also, "I have no place to 
sit,* becojses, **[sajj cnr© jiot p^eis© 
|© sj.tfc©3 .* 

This sound becomes £a:J. 
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kmr. 
Eng. Sound Key Word Italian Us© of English Sound 

(•)» a 

t#i. 5 

UJ, • 

1*1# • 

c«tii# r 

CO# f 

|@v3# d 

Cm|# ©@ 

Cv!# ©i 

C1»I. 7*o 

hat 
J»fc] 

*f|J 

hat 
[b-et] 
Ci«|l 

awful 

„ 
awful 
Ifli] 
©iftilj 

traat 
[trltl 
t m » n 

w@t 
fwttj 
[•mil wmsf J 

dio© 
dais] 
|»ft«SS#3 

it 
.« 
t»|j 
so 

[cotrl 
t«@»l 

food 
Jtaft] 
fmi|3 

good 

unit 

this sound usually becomes J«»$3, 

Occasionally, this sound becomes 
CtO-

This sound usually becomes fei3» 

This sound occasionally becorns a 
1**3. 

This sound becomes t *0« 

This sound beoosses l»0. 

This diphthong stresses its first 
sound and weakens Its second sound, 
bacoming («nt). 

This sound becomes £$«!• 

This sound becomes the elongated 
monophthong, [0|]# 

This sound b®o©]®9s |ui3» 

This sound becomes 1 * 0 . 

This sound b@com®s (Jut3. 
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Eng. Sound Key Word Italian Us® of English Sound 
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{a], U 

t^3# * 

taw], ou 

[ox], ol 

[d], d 

[hj» h 

Ck]# k 

[11, 1 

wp 
[ap] 
[aipl 

curb 

[ka.?©b3 

COM 
[ka-ff] 
[katvt] 

boy 
[box ] 
[bo»x|3 

dent 
[dent3 
C^asmfj 

njodern 
[macUnnJ 

| 
friend 
[frend3 
[fef ajn«3 

hat 
[h»t3 
C»s|3 

unhappy 
C ©sihapx 3 
[ anas p|s3 

apple 
t»P|3 
[hatpolj 

oliok 
[kltk] 

low 
[lotr3 
[xo«3 

This sound becomes [at3• 

This sound becomes [a£©3» 

Shis diphthong becomes two elongated 
monophthongs s [aivt]. 

This diphthong also becomes two 
elongated monophthongs; tosIf 3. 

This sound, whan pronounced, beoomes 
(#]. 

This sound, whan pronounced medially, 
is often changed to [|]. 

This sound la usually dropped when 
used finally after [n)# and [»] is 
used in It® place. 

When used as the initial sound of a 
sentence, this sound is always 
dropped. 

When used medially, this sound is 
usually dropped. 

Occasionally, this sound is prefixed 
to a word which begins with a vowel 
sound. 

In authentic Italian-English, this 
sound becomes [g©3. 

fhis sound becomes [A3, unless part 
of [©13 or H U 
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Aa»r. 
Eng. Sound Key Word Italian TJse of English Sound 

113, 1 

£13, 1 

In), a 

(*3, r 

[@•3, c 

[a], s 

Jt]# t 

building 
fbxldg] 
[b$sX$$fJ33 

all right 
[ol rait] 

[o: fatis|8] 

mettle 
Cmetl] 
la»f |X®3 

know 
[now] 
[jioi J 

red 
trm] (©?»«§] 

water 
[watrj 
[®wa*|©?3 

basin 
[beam] 
{bejz|m®3 

rates 
Crets 3 [§?«»£*•] 

possible 
CpasibJJ 
[paisJsA©] 

to 
ftuj 
£|ut3 

best 
[best] 
[bass] 

When used medially and followed by 
another consonant sound, it becomes 
[X] , sometimes [Xe3 • 

When used In a connected phrase of 
two or more words, and when it comes 
both as a final sound of one of the 
words and prededing an [P], the [ x 3 
is dropped entirely. 

When used finally, this sound always 
changes to (X©3. 

When this sound occurs initially, it 
becomes [ji] • 

This sound always becomes [f]. 

When used finally, this sound often 
becomes (©£], 

When preceded and followed by a vowel 
sound, this sound often becomes 
U3. 

Occasionally, when used finally, tails 
sound becomes f>®3. 

Occasionally, when used medially, 
this sound will become [«]. 

fhis sound is always pronounced 
l%h 

When used finally and preceded by a 
consonant sound, this sound is 
usually omitted. 
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Amer. 
Eng. Sound Key Word Italian Use of English Sound 

[i&3# wh 

[63, th 

[S3, %* 

wheel 
[mi;3 
[©1I©W|.iX#] 

tooth 
i. tuo 3 

father 
[faSe] 
[faJ^ef] 

When used In contractions and fol-
lowed by other words, this sound Is 
usually omitted. For example, "It's 
okay,® is pronounced In American-
English as, its oke].« In Italian-
English, It would he pronounced, 
«l%tz otkc«).« 

fhere Is no [wj in th® Italian 
language, so [*] beootaes [hs| plus 
£w]i [hew]. 

fhls sound becomes [|J. 

This sound becomes [£] 

Stress. --f here Is obvious emphasis given to certain 

troras ana phraaaa. She extent of this stress depends upon a 

given emotion of the speaker rather than upon any prescribed 

method. 

Tirabr®,-Italian-English is rich and resonant, being 

spoken with an open throat. There Is never any metallic or 

nasal tone. 

Intonation.—It la ohange of pltoh Hhloh most affects 

the Intonation of this dialect. On the average, pltoh tends 

to be slightly higher than an American is, In ordinary con-

nected speech, high tones are higher, and Ion tones are lower 

than In American-English. Crocker, Fields, and Broomall quote 

Mamraen and San ke n I 
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"In three and four syllabi© phrases the first 
stressed syllable Is sounded on th« highest pitch, 
others show falling Intonation unstressed, 

*Stress syllables which have secondary stress 
or unstressed monosyllables are kept on a high 
level pltoh.*«5 

Rhythm.--Italian-English speech Is usually relatively 

fast and becomes even faster when the speaker becomes emo-

tionally exalted. Because of tee addition of l#l to many 

words, the overall effect is on© of unbroken sound* 

Syntax.—A major distinction of Italian-English syntax 

is th® use of personal pronouns. In Italian-English, in-

animate objects are referred to by "you," *she," or Khewj 

these pronouns are used in all their cases. The third 

major distinction of Italian-English is its tendency to 

confuse agreement of parts of speech in gender and in num-

ber* The following sentences, with their meaning in 

parentheses, are illustrative of these thre® major distinc-

tions t 

1. le is very suspish. 
(1© is very suspicious.) 

2. She happen two year ago, 
(That happened two years ago.) 

3. Tony, he a nice wan. 
(Tony is a nice man.) 

The Hermans list these "typical expressions and inter-

jections* and their meaning} 

7$gdward W. Mammen and Robert Sonkin, "Study of Italian 
Accent, Tga 8p®fch (February, 1936), 

p 266 * Fields, and Broomall, Taking the 
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Bjcpression 

Cor® sta? How do you do? 
grass 1© thank you 
si yaa 
seooisi @mu00 m. 
Bast*I Stop lt|76 

Bussian^Engllsh 

3?here are two types of "typical" Russians* those before 

Coiosunism, and those after, This former type of Russian was 

either & lower class peasant or higher class professional. 

fhls lower class, pr@"Goi®iaaist Russian I© usually thought 

of a® an oaf, boorish In character, sluggish in thought, 

and awkward in movement. As a result, hi® speech 1© usually 

thought to he composed mainly of guttural grunts and strong 

oonsonants, fht other type of pre-Communist Russian, the 

higher-olass professional, is often thought of as being 

woody, usually sad or pessimistic, and quite philosophic. 

Therefore, hi® speech is generally thought to b© delivered 

in an emotional and extremely thoughtful manner. 

fhe latter type of Russian is usually seen as a different 

type of person. Because the Soviet Union is generally seen 

as being a suspicious nation, her people are generally 

thought of as being naturally suspicious. Because of Com* 

munlsra, they are also generally pictured as people with a 

rigidly regulated and inhibited life when not among people 

whoa they know they can trust. When they are with their 

76 
Lewis and Marguerite Herman, Foreign Dialects, p. 191. 
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closest friends they are generally seen as having "lowered 

their guard,B becoming vibrant Individuals, ready at a moment's 

notice to resume their taoiturn existence, Of late this 

conception seems to be changing, the modern Russians appear 

eager to learn about life and conditions outside the Soviet 

Union and her satellites. They are generally seen as a 

people who are becoming vitally interested in personal free-

doms, Also, they are beginning to appear less resigned to 

a depressing state and seem to exhibit a more positive 

attitude, 

The Soviet Union has historically been an isolated 

nation, and the speech of her people reflects this traditional 

isolation. The direct result of this isolation upon Russian 

speech is, as Wise notes, an almost couplete lack of words 

which are derivatives of Latin, Indo-European, or Slavic,^ 

This lack of words which are familiar to an American oauses 

difficulty in learning the Russian language. The actor who 

uses the Russian-English dialect will probably not face this 

difficulty. 

Pronunciation.—Although the actor need not learn the 

Russian vocabulary, he will encounter difficulty in pronouncing 

many vowel and consonant sounds correctly. The more general 

characteristics of Russian-English ar© accentuated lip aotion 

and depression of the back of the tongue to deepen sounds, 

77Wise, Applied Phonetics, p. 
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Vowels which are ordinarily short lis African-English 

generally become long In Russian-English. The reverse Is 

also true} long vowels generally become short. The following 

ten subdivisions explain eleven sounds to which the director 

and actor should give particular attention and sounds of 

this dialect which correspond to sounds of Armrlean-English. 

The £|f3• —This sound is the dentallzed [t]. It is 

represented by the standard symbol for dentallsation, [ „]. 

To form this sound, place the tip of the tongue against the 

inside upper teethridge while sounding [t]# 

The [$].—This sound is th® dentallzed |d3„ It I® 

represented by the standard syntool for dentallsation, [ J . 

To form this sound, place the tip of the tongue against the 

inside upper teethridge while sounding [d]. 

The [x]. —This standard symbol represents the open [k] 

simnd. It la raade by forcing voiceless breath through a 

loose contact of the back of the tongue with the soft palate 

(velum) at the same point where a firm contact would stop 

th® breath and make the [k] sound. The [x] is the same sound 

found in the German word, wAch,n 

The Cut].—This standard symbol represents [u] that is 

sounded with the tongue more forward, closer to the teeth. 
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The [JE£,3. —This sound ia produced by forming the mouth 

for [ v) and sounding [k]. It is usually a vary quick sound, 

allowing no intrusive [9}. This sound is represented in this 

thesis by 

The [1]#-«tfhia standard symbol represents the uvular 

trill of the [r]. This sound may be approximated by sounding 

j>3 while vibrating the uvula against the baok of the tongue• 

The [tail•This sound is produeed by forming £ 13 and 

sounding a hissed [»]. It is represented in this thesis by 

ftsil. 

The [afe].—This sound is a oombination of [n] and (k). 

The [n] is pronounced as in "thin," and the [k] is pronounced 

as in "oat." Both sounds are given equal value# and there 

is no intrusive [©], 

The [1-1J.-"This standard symbol represents the "heavy" 

[1] • ™ 7 approximated by prolonging preliminary sound 

before forming the plosive [1]. 

The ^This sound is [ij produoed with more tense 

articulators, with the tongue being closer to the front 

teeth. It is represented by the fti], having the standard 

additions of [J to represent this added tenseness and the 

standard symbol, [*] to represent elongation. 
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Pronunciation chart,--The following pronunciation chart 

indicates common sound changes from American-English to 

Russian-Engliaht 

Amer. 
Eng# Sound Key Word Busslan Use of Bnglish Sound 

[e], a take This sound always becomes [e]. 
[tek] 
[|6Xj 

£®3, u anew This sound beeoats [a]. 
[onju} 
[anjwj 

[a]t a father This sound becomes [at], 
[fa6@-J 
[fat^QAi] 

[®3» a ask This sound becomes [al. 
[atskl 
Catik] 

113, e bee This sound becomes fj], 
CM3 
rbij 

Eel, e bet This sound becomes fol. 
[bet] 1 J 

[ba|3 

C13 # i lit This sound becomes f11, 
Clit3 
[l-ljifc3 

Cai3# 1 die® This sound remains a diphthong, but 
[dais3 there is more stress on f 13. becoming 
t$aiis«3 [a«i3. * 

fotr}# o bone This sound becomes f o3 • 
[boxxn] 1 1 

[bonj 

[u3* 00 food This sound becomes fwl. 
[fudj 1 J# 

[f^3 

good 
tĝ d3 
[«wt§3 

£̂ 3» 00 good This sound becomes rur] 
tĝ d3 
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Am© *». 
Eng. Sound Key Word Russian Us® of English Sound 

£jul» yoo 

M, * 

[*]* 31 

[axr], ou 

[si3, ©i 

[b], b 

m t d 

unit 
[Junttl 
I 

up 
Upl 
[op] 

curb 
{totol 
[xosp] 

cow 
[k&tr] 
Ua] 

toy 
[toi] 

sob 
[sab 3 
[statp] 

do 
[du3 
[§tr] 

son bad 
[bead SAn] 
[ba| 8son] 

bad pop 
[bad pap3 
[ba.$ pasp] 

bad fish 
[tend fi$3 
[ba| fjtsf] 

M s sound beoones [ Jw} 

This found becomes [©] 

This sound becomes [os]. 

This sound becomes [a3. 

This sound becomes [o|s|. 

tfsually, when used finally, this 
sound ©hang#® to [pj. 

The exception to this rule is that 
when a word following begins with a 
voiced consonant, [b| is not dropped. 
For example, "crab dinner" in 
American-English would be «fkr®b din®»3.w 

In Buasian-Engliah, "orab" would 
retain the [b], and toe phrase would 
become w[k*ab $$fm3.w 

This sound always becomes [$]. 

When used finally and preceding a 
word which begins with a voiceless 
consonant, it becomes [|]. 
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Aaxer. 
Sag. Sound Key Word Russian WB@ of English Sound 

bad show 
£bs»d JoisrJ 
[ba$ S«] 

bad cow 
[b®& kati] 
£ba| xai 3 

bad toe. 
[bead totr] 
[ba$ | o j 

s t a f f boy If t h i s sound i s used f ina l ly and 
(stcsf bo i j precedes a word which begins with 
| s8 |av bo |s] a voiced consonant, i t changes to 

M. 

s ta f f duty 
[staff djuti] 
[sifcav §jtr$$s3 

If], t 

Eg3, 8 

£h], h 

[13, 1 

s t a f f problem 
[stfflf prablomj 
[ s f | a v psaibl-lamj 

t S | ] 
[box] 

big deal 
[big <M43 
tHig ftjil) 

house 
[hauaj 
[xass] 

house 
[hausJ 
£«has 8 J 

l ive 
£!!• ] 
[ 1 - l i t v ] 

Vihen used f ina l ly , this sound 
sometimes becomes £x3• If there 
i s a following word which begins 
with a voiced consonant, th i s 
sound does not change. 

There i s no [h] in Russian; this 
sound becomes £x3. 

If the actor cannot sound [xj , 
a very strong £hj ©an be sub-
stituted , 

This sound becomes [1-13. 
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Amer» 
Eng. Sound Key Word ftuasi&o XTso of English. Sound 

[tor), q 

[ t ] , r 

1*1, s 

ft), t 

quit 
[kwit) 
Uai«t3 

rata 
[ret] 
[&s|3 

sit 
[sit] 

sit 
laxtj 

gas burner 
(gM tour) 
[gas hsjtim) 

to 
[tu] 
Ctir] 

1st gO 
[let govt] 
tl-l*$ go) 

[v], v live puppy 
[laxv p&pi ] 
[1-latjf pop^j) 

{w)# w 

U3, 2 

(S3* ah 

work 
[wsk} 
[vosk) 

goes 
[gOTJa] 
Cgost] 

national 
[M$in®l3 
[nast|f ®»al' 

fhis sound becomes fkvl. 

this sound becomes [&) 

fhis sound is always elongated 
into a hissi [si3. 

Soto times, this sound becomes [tssl 

If this sound is used finally and 
if the following word begins with 
a voiced consonant, it becomes 
W . 

This sound becomes C|h 

When usod finally and followed by 
a word which begins with a voiced 
consonant sound, this sound changes 
to [£}• 

When this sound is used finally 
and is followed by a word which 
hegius with a voiced consonant 
sound, it becomes [f J. 

fhis sound ordinarily changes to 
U3. 

When this sound is spelled with 
any spelling other than "z,n it 
becomes [si). 

Occasionally, this sound becomes 
Us3. 
-13 
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Arae-p. 
Eng» Sounc Key Word Russian Use of English Sound 

[ft], m 

m, th 

ftfd, nk 

[rj, v 

£33. 7 

father 
[fa5«p] 
[£fAS(j5AB J 

tooth 
£tu0] 
[|u|e] 

bank 
[besgk] 

per cent 
[per sent] 
fpE* ta sa»i| 1 

water 
Cwatr] 
[•asjjt] 

leak 
[lik] 
El~lj|sk] 

This voiced sound prefixes {$] 
and becomes [$8]. 

this sounc prefixes [t] and be* 
comes [ $0]. 

This assimilated sowed become® 
tmj. 

fliis sound, when used medially, 
sometimes becomes [»©J. 

Usually, this sound becomes [a] . 

fh&s sound is suffixed to 113 
when llj is followed by Ci|, [x], 
t$3# or E©j. The [j] is never 
added as a final sound. 

live 
Clnr] 

let 
Cist) 
Cl-lj®|3 

thin 
feinj 
ttnoaj 

dim 
[dim] 
Cf Jl-sm] 

tin 
[tin] 
C|J|sn] 

men the consonantal sounds of 
[a], [tj, [6], or [9) are followed 
by UJ or [i], [J] is suffixed to 
the consonant sound. The [j] is 
never added as a final sound. 
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Afls©i% 
Eng. Sound Key Woru Bussl&a Use of* English Sound 

til© 
[81] 
[j3t] 

LiiJ i t 
Jnit] 
[aj|s|] 

niece 
tai a] 
[nji3:] 

amm 
[nam] 
[njcaO 

fiiis sound is added to £n] when 
this consonant is follows by 
[13, [i], or [«3. 

Stress. —4'he Russian language ordinarily has a strong 

78 

syllable ©aphasia on only one syllabi® In a word. There-

fore, in Russian-English the stress in multi-syllabled words 

tends to be on one syllabi®, placing loss emphasis on all 

other syllables. For exaople, ,,ii®»0hanisation,J would be 

stressed, "«ech*a-ni-za»tion,n in American-English and 

"raech-a-ni-ssa* tion," in Russian-English. 

Timbre.—Russian-English tends to be rioh and axtreraely 

resonant. A definite broadness of tone is characteristic of 

this dialeot. Cfrocker, Fields, and Broo®all note that for 

men actors this broadness "may be aided by drawing the 

corners of the mouth down."*^ 

, V. Trofimov and Daniel Jones, 5?h© Pronunciation of 
Rtas.flaa (Cambridge, 1923), P* kh. — — 

79Crocker, Fields, and Broomall, faking the Stage, p. 292, 
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jiitlon. —Generally, the pitch of this dialect is 

lower than Araerioan. Trofiraov and Jones point out that, 

whereas Americans tend to drop inflection at the end ©f words 

Aft 

in connected speech, the Russian tends to raise inflection. 

Therefore, the intooational pattern of Russian-English would 

he similar to this* 

"%Iia WWi 

Rhythm —The tenpo of Russian-English is generally 

neither fast nor slow, with emotional variations causing 

either extreme of tempo. Although more steady in rhythm than 

Italian-English, this dialect can "be as fast or slow as any 

Latin dialect. Because of the stress habit of one syllable 

per word, the overall rhythm is often similar to that of 

German-English* plodding and methodical. 

Syntax.—There is no rigid order for words in a Russian 

81 

sentence. Therefore, words In Russian-English sentences 

are likely to be in any order. Neither are there articles, 

prepositions, or "be" verbs in Russian.82 Because of this 

fact, Russian-English is spoken with fev articles, few "be* 

verbs, and seldom with any prepositions. 

8%rofimov and Jones, Pronunciation of Russian, p. 194. 

8lIbid., p. 38. 82Ibid.. pp. 28-49. 
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Here are typical Rasalan-English sentences, with 

American wording in parenthesesx 

1. I not so good feeling. 
(I am not feeling so well.) 

2. You want drink? 
(Do you want a drink?) 

3. I go town, shall buy olothes. 

(I am going to town to buy clothes.) 

fhe He mans list several words whioh in Rus s ian -Engl 1 ah. 

are usually pronounced as in Russian. The following list is 

representative of the Hermans1, although the Russian-Ingliah 

pronunciations are transcribed in phoneticsi 
English Husslan-Eagllah 

good-bye («$o stiv$.i§ i§5aia,j©3 

excuse me tit ,vin I $ i | ,$8etJ 

thank you |sip& »#s|i ,bot] 

yes C »fa«3 

no {injaj] 

it doesnjt 
matter0-5 

[(njz »|$8iv ,oi] 

Scottish-English 

Because of long association, both historically and tra-

ditionally, with Great Britain, the typical Soot possesses 

many British characteristics. Generally, the Soot is seen as 

being "dour, uncommunicative, and reserved."®** This typical 

83Lewis and Marguerite Herman, Foreign Dialects, p. 3^0. 

^Ibld.. p. 103. 
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reticence to communicate has a definite effect upon his 

speech. He seldom speaks unless he specifically lias some-

thing to say, unless his message is of practical value, The 

Scottish poet Robert Burns gives evidence of this in hi® 

frank and oandid poetry. It seems as if the "typical" Scot 

is thrifty with everything, from money to use of language. 

Pronunciation.—Scotland is a very small land, but it 

has many dialects, for stag® purposes, however, on© general 

dialect will he sufficient in most instances* This genera-

lisation in order to he understood as definitely Scottish 

oonfonus with th® practice of many Scottish writers, Robert 

Louis Stevenson in particular. As Wis® says, "This com-

posite or synthetic dialect will, however, answer the purposes 

of actors, interpretative readers, stage directors, and others 

who wish to use a Scots suggestive of the reality but not 

to© detailed or «thick* to he unintelligible to a non-Scots 
. . -66 

audience." 

However, there are certain sounds in this "composite" 

dialect which are not ordinarily used in American speech* 

fhe following four subdivisions explain these sounds. Then, 

there is the pronunciation chart to Indicate standard sound 

changes from Awerioan-English to Scottish-English. 

3oot»8<%ndiy" 1921),"p? fST" H a l" D 1 X° n' & SSSSSB, 

^Wlse, Applied Phonetics, p. 2$7, 
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The [£].••/This standard syiibol rspr aeents the tonga#* 

point trill given to [r). This sound Is made by vibrating 

the tip of the tongue against the inside upper teethridge 

while sounding [r}. 

Th» [*],-«•This standard symbol represents th# glottal 

stop. It Is formed by ©losing th® glottis as if holding the 

breath -with, open mouth, 

Th© [x J .--This standard symbol represents fee opto [k] 

sound. It is made by forcing voiceless breath through a 

loose oontact of the back of the tongue with the soft palate 

(velum) at the same point where a firm contact would stop 

th® breath and make the [k] sound. The is the same sound 

found in the German word, nAoh.rt 

The [<&*]--This standard symbol represents [u] that Is 

sounded with the tongue more forward, closer to the teeth. 

Pronunciation chart.--The following list represents 

common sound changes from Amerioan-English to Scottish-

English: 

A»©r. 
Eng. Sound Key Word Scottish Use of English Sound 

le], a 

Col, u 

take 
£ tek] 
[tsix] 

This sound becomes [et] 

alone This sound, when used initially, 
Colotm] becomes [•]. 
[ U-lon) 
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&«©!% 
lug, Sound Key Word Scottish fa® of English Sound 

U J , a 

C«*3# 9 

M» 3-

C«l. • 

Cai|, 1 

cii, r 

father 
Cfa5rJ 
CfASef] 

father 
[f&dr] 
[fAS©*] 

curb 
[teb] 
CxAfto| 

tell 
tel] 
till] 

bend 
(bend] 
[blind] 

beg 
[beg] 
[bug] 

hem 
[hem] 
[hi in] 

devil 
[devei] 
[ditvel] 

dloe 
[data] 
[dais:] 

It 
[it] 
!***] 

Instant 
[ instent] 
[Anatent] 

fhls sound becomes [a]. 

Shis sound becomes [of]. 

fhls sound beoomea [a?]. 

If this sound is followed by [mi 
[1]| [n], £g]f @i» [v], it becomes 
11' J • 

fhis sound becomes [ai|. 

When this sound is followed by a 
single consonant sound plus a vowel 

o o ~ 

;;uDd is tolloma by two 

n M D , o o a D t 
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Sag. Sound Key Word Scottish Use of English Sound 

12? 

totr), o 

[ u j , oo 

[tr], @© 

tJml# yoo 

[ a ] , up 

[atr}# ou 

[ o i ] , o l 

M> k 

CI], 1 

W , r 

which 
U x t J ] 
[tarotSJ 

bono 
[bora] 
[toon] 

court 
Ckowt] 
[xtrt] 

tooth 
[tu8] 
[tv8] 

good 
fgtrdl 
tgUTd] 

uni t 
( j u n i t ] 
(Jxmji*] 

upton 
{AptdllJ 
[ufp^en] 

COM 
Ckatrj 
[xauj 

boy 
[boi 3 
CbalJ 

can 
[team] 
[xau] 

l e t 
[ l e t ] 
tl-las* 

rata 
f r e t ] 
[Hit*] 

This sound besom®a [o] . 

When th i s sound precedes the 
sound. I t changes to ftx]. 

This sound changes to [tr]. 

This sound changes to [u t J , 

This sound changes to [JwJ. 

This sound changes to [ u t ] . 

This sound becomes [au] 

This sound becomes [&1] 

This sound usually becomes U K 

This sound becomes or [J.]. 

This sound always becomes J I1]. 
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Araer. 
Sag. Sound Key Word S c o t t i s h Use of Engl i sh Sound 

M* % 

U}« 

« 

b o t t l e 

g r e a t 

l8#i 
t h i r t y 

C®rfc*J 

what 
[ * a t ] 
[bM*] 

see 
r U U , 
{ • i l l 

When t h i s sound occurs medial ly and 
£» spe l led as B t t , w I t becomes [ • ] . 

When t h i s sound occurs medial ly or 
f i n a l l y and I s not followed In 
spelling by "f," "k," "1," "n," w p " 
or B s , w I t becomes J # ] , 

This sound always becomes [tosr]. 

This sound always becomes £ » i | # 

jS t re jM,- -Sco t t i sh-Engl i sh s t r e s s p a t t e r n s tend to be the 

mtm m those of B r i t i s h - E n g l i s h . 8 7 That is, there is no 

d e f i n i t e r u l e , but emphasis u s u a l l y i s placed on the f i r s t 

s y l l a b l e of a word. In s e n t e n c e - s t r e s s , word-emphasis gener -

a l l y co inc ides with the h i g h e s t or lowest tone of the sen-

tence . As a genera l rale, t h i s d i a l e c t achieves emphasis 

c h i e f l y through use of volume. 

Ttitibre.--There i s only one f a c t o r of Scottish-English 

timbre upon which a l l of the p e r t i n e n t sources consul ted 

agree as being c h a r a c t e r i s t i c ! a s l i g h t l y hoarse tone, due 

to cl ipped consonant sounds. For some unexplained reason , 

8?Wise, Applied Phonetics, p. 261. 
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the writer® consulted exhibit no agreement while, at the same 

time, they exhibit DO definite disagreement. This situation 

does not ooour with any of the other eleven dlaleots. 
88 

Crocker, Fields, and Broomall imply a lack of vowel glides, 

Grant and Dixon suggest a shrill quality in some Soots* dia-
89 00 

leots, the Hermans speak of no particular quality, ledde 

91 
and Briganoe suggest a guttural quality, Dolman implies a 

92 
nasal quality; this lack of agreement—except on one point-* 

exists throughout the writers* discussions. 

It would seem, then, that there is no particular char-

acteristic timbre for Scottish-English. 3inoe there is a 

wide range of stress and vowel sound formation, however, the 

director would be reasonably accurate if he chose to use 

Cockney-English as a guide for determining timbre. In Cockney-

English there Is a wide range, from the guttural to the shrill. 

Judging from the diverse opinions of the writers investigated, 

Scottish-English also has a very wide range of voice timbre. 

Intonation. —There Is more agreement among the sources 

as to the element of intonation for this dialect. The dom-

inant pitch seems to be similar to American-English, except 

ag 
Crocker, Fields, and Broomall, Taking the Stage, p. 251*. 

Aq 
Grant and D 1x015, Mmmal» p# 80 # 

90 
pp 103-1198 *°d M* r« u e r i t e Herman, Foreign Dlaleots. 

"̂̂ Sedde and Briganee, American Speech, p. 373. 

92Dolman, Art of Acting, p. 234. 
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that Inflections usually sons chiefly within words, Fop 

example, whereas an American might say, "I couldn't do that." 

raising his pltoh and volume fop the "that." a Soot would 

likely say, "X could«na do that." to Infer tha same moaning. 

In Soottlsh-Engllsh, "that" would undergo several plteh 

changes, not neoessarlly with corresponding change In volume. 

Bhjtem. —Beoause of tha dipped conaonant sounds of 

Scottish-English, the rhythm tends to be staccato. And 

beoause of tha traditional Scottish trait of frugality in 

speech, the tempo tends to be moderate. This dialect should 

never be spoken either extremely fast or extremely slow. 

Siatgg. --Generally, the word order is the same as in 

American-English. However, certain Scottish-English can be 

made nor. authentic by tha addition of various Scot words. 

Wise mentions many of these word., some of which are the 

followingt 

I&2£ English 

warsl® wrestle 
g«*sy grassy 
• k i w i shamble 
SOOUl aMiifi 

smw® ®jjoW93 

iSiiSSa. by Jamea J m l , i. an excellent dictionary of ,Uoh 

words. It Is a compilation of Scottish words and their 

English meaning, arranged in alphabetical order. Ihe director 

^3wiae, Applied Phonetics, pp. 262-263. 

Janes Hlool Jarvie, Lallans (London, 191,7). 
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should exercise caution Id allowing the use of these words; 

because of many sounds which are foreign to most American 

audiences, these additions endanger intelligibility. 

Spanish-Snfellsh 

Perhaps the most outstanding conventional oharaoteristios 

©f the Spaniard are his extreme emotional reaotlons. These 

characteristics are mentioned by each of the writers con-

sulted who dlsouss the Spanlsh-Sngllsh dialeet. It is this 

emotional approaoh which oauses the Spaniard to illustrate 

his speech with constant gestures, The emotionally extreme 

nature of the Spanish, however, should not give the actor 

license to become an arm-waving, loud-mouthed wild man. Th® 

Spaniards are a dignified, sensitive, and intense people. 

The Spanish Inquisition clearly illustrates the combination 

of extreme emotional reactions with the character traits of 

dignity, sensitivity, and a deadly serious intensity. 

Pronunciation.—The Spanish-English dialect seldom 

uses diphthongs. Almost all of its vowel sounds are or 

become monophthongs. This dialect Is spoken with more tense 

articulators than American* the articulators are used force-

fully and are, as It might seem to a speaker of Southern 

American, exaggerated. The first eight of the following 

nine subdivisions are used to explain the eight sounds and 

phonetic symbol® not normally found in American-English and 

the total absence of one common American sound. The ninth 
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subdivision Is & pronunciation chart listing sound otaaagas 

from Atoeriofca"English to Spanish-Sngllifh. 

The ||8l#-"fhia sound Is [I] produced with a»ra fens® 

articulators, with the tongue being closer to the front 

teeth. It is mpvsttatad by th® t|tl# toviug th* ®twdm*3 

[ #) to represent the addê  and the standard [ t J 

to reproaenv elongation. 

The syaUol represents the dantallsed [a], 

Zt U eoundod by placing the tip of the tongue against the 

upper is®id® teethridge while trying to aouod [d], The 

standard [ 1 haa been added to denote dentallsatloo. 
H 

The f|]#»-fhls symbol represents the dentallsed (t]. 

Zt la sounded by placing the tip of the tongue againat th» 

upper inside teethridge while trying to sound Ct]. fha 

atandard |a| has been addad to denote dentallsation. 

The {jcj.-HThia standard synbol i**pr«sents the open |jt} 

sound, Zt is made by forelng voiceless breath through a 

Xooae oontaot of the baok of the tongue with the soft palate 

(velua) at the aaae point where a flm contact would stop 

the breath and make Ihm [k] sound. The (*] is the aano 

aotmd found in the Qmjuwstn word, "Aoh, ** 

The £f]#—flfhls standard symbol represents tibia tongue* 

point trill given to j>]. This sound is made by vlbratiag 
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the tip of the tonguo aga ins t tho Inside upper teethridge 

while sound log [r J. 

The [p].—this standard symbol represent® the voiced 

bilabial fricative. It sounds, and is made, somewhat like 

[vj, but in (£] the upper lip replaces the upper teeth. The 

voiced breath then passes out with friction between the 

slightly separated lips. 

The [9}••-This is [e] made with the articulators more 

closed and with the lips wore tense. It is represented by 

addition of the standard symbol [ #}, becoming 

The ft3.••The [*j Is the standard phonetic symbol to 

represent the glottal stop, a closing of the glottis while 

holding the mouth open. There should never be this sound 

in Spanish-English. In Aroerlcan-Engl1 sh, it occurs before 

clearly and emphatically pronounced vowel sounds In connected 

speech. For Instance, an American might pronounce "forever 

gone over" as 

[for i*ev©r igon i*ov©r] 

But the actor would never use the glottal stop under any 

circumstances when speaking the Spanish-English dialect. 

Pronunciation chart.--The following chart illustrates 

the sound changes from American-English to Spanlsh-Bngllsht 
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Ataer, 
lug. Sound Key Word Spanish. Use of English Sound 

£e], a 

t©3# * 

to], o 

[®3» ® 

Cat], T 

lil. 1 

loir], o 

tu], oo 

**0 

[v], oo 

[Ju], yoo 

tftko 
[ tak] 
f|fk] 

alone 
[©lorn] 
[Ion] 

final 
[fainol] 
ffainalj 

awful 
fofol] 
[ofal] 

wet 
fwsfc] 
£ot»$3 

dice 
[dais] 
Cflaisi] 

it 
lit] 
U«|J 

bone 
[botm] 
t^on] 

food 
[fud] 
[f^3 

good 
[gw*3 
Cgu$3 

unit 
[J unit] 
Uim|t|3 

Although this sound undergoes no 
aotual change, care should be taken 
always to pronounce it as a crisp, 
clean monophthong! 

When used initially, this sound is 
usually dropped. 

This sound, when used medially, 
becomes [a]. 

This sound becomes (a]. 

This sound becomes {•]. 

This sound beoomes £al]. 

This sound changes to {|j]# 

This sound changes to £o]. 

This sound becomes [xr]. 

This sound becomes £UJ. 

This sound becomes [jvJ 
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Amr, 
Eng, Sound Key Word Spanish Us© of English Sound 

U3, v-

t®h & 

[auj, on 

[oih °1 

m , b 

Id], d 

U3» ag 

up 
U P ] 
[op] 

lab©i* 
[l®b@*3 
ti §m 

stir 
[sts*] 
U.-Jjlf'l 

fur 
[f*J 
[fu*3 

worth 
twej 
[w»96] 

cow 
[kav] 
[katxrj] 

b®y 
tbsi] 
[poiii3 

boy 
[boi ] 
[poiit] 

die 
[dai| 
[$©*i»3 

friend 
[Trend3 
Ittmn] 

dad time 
[and taim] 
[si© |aim| 

bring 
CbriQ] 
IpJjin] 

This sound becomes [o] 

When spelled wor,w this sound 
becomes [*3. 

When spelled Blr,tt tMs sound 
becomes [1?3• 

When spelled *ur," this sound 
becomes [u*]. 

When spelled "or," this sound 
becomes |®f3* 

This diphthong Is pronounced as 
two distinct monophthongs: 
[ a m 3. 

This diphthong changes slightly 
and becomes two distinct monoph* 
thongsi [otlt]• 

This sound becomes [£} „ 

This sound always becomes [$] 

When It occurs finally and is pre-
ceded by a consonant, this sound 
Is usually dropped. 

When it ooours finally and when the 
following word begins with a vowel 
sound, this sound is usually dropped. 

This sound usually becomes [nj. 
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Awmr* 
Eng. Sound Key Word Spanish Use of English Sound 

£1*3 # ix 

[<*33, $ 

£3w]» q 

Er]# r 

M t S 

It], t 

M * v 

[wj, w 

Ck®3, ks 

U3, '& 

home 
Interna ] 
Com] 

mishap 
[mishap] 
[mlssixsep] 

juiap 
CdgAiap] 
[sompj 

quit 
[kwit] 
[lC9W|8|3 

rat# 
[ r e t ] 

C*tfJ 

sit 
[ s i t ] 

tooth 
[tu9] 
C|U63 

vory 
[ v e r x ] 
[0afr$t] 

wot 
[wet 3 {©»|] 

a xousa 
I ekskjuz 3 
[£Jatkjust] 

lassy 
Ilez13 
[lfss|s] 

When used In i t i a l l y , th is sound Is 
usually draped . 

When used medially, this sound 
should become [x] . 

This sound usually becomes [3] 

When used i n i t i a l l y , th is sound 
becomes [kow]. 

This sound always beeorass [ f J . 

f h i s sound 1b always notloeably 
hlssad and elongatedt ( a t ] . 

f h l s sound always becomes [ | ] 

f h l s sound beeoiaas [p] . 

This sound proflxsa [©], baooalng 
[e»3. 

When this sound preoedes a oon< 
sonant, I t besomes [ s : ] . 

f h l s sound always becomes [si 3. 
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Stress.«*-The Spanish language has strict stress rules, 

and some of these rules are applied to the Spanish-English 

9$ 
dialect. Because of this, possessing previous knowledge 

Of Spanish grammar would be especially helpful both to the 

director and to the actor. However, generalizations can be 

aade. As a rule, final syllables ending in a consonant 

sound are stressed. For example, "ra«di-antn would be com® 

Bra-di-ant«.w Two major exceptions to this rule are the 

final spellings, "n" and "a.® Either of these two letters' 

being final in spelling indicates that eophasis is placed 

on the next-to-last syllabi#. Therefore, "eel »e-brates" 

would become "cel-e•brates," and "tao«i-turn" would become 

"tac-i'tum. * Emphasis is also placed on the next-to-last 

syllable If the word ends in a vowel sound. This would mean 

that "com's-dy," for example, would become tteoa-@*dy.B 

The Spaniard does not stress words in connected speech 

to indicate change of meaning; he uses other words.96 This 

lack of word stress is also evident in Spanish-English, al-

though some amount of word stress becomes necessary for the 

sake of intelligibility. The Bemans point out that the 

first word ©f a sentence is generally stressed, and that the 

last word is ordinarily stressed also.97 

95 "1 " 11 J 

Crocker, Fields, and Broomall, Talgin^ the Stage, p. 279. 
9 6IMd. 

9? 
Lewis and Marguerite Herman, Foreign Dialects, p. 197. 
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Timbre.—^Chere are no guttural sounds in Spanish-English, 

and the vowel sounds ax*# formed with precisian. The combi-

nation of these two factors causes the nasal cavities and the 

aouth to b© the chief source of a rich, sometimes twangy, 

resonance. 

Intonation.—Generally, the pitch of this dialect Is 

higher than that of Amerioan-English. The highest pitch 

ordinarily concurs with stressed syllables, The American 

would say, "We have already done it twiceI* with stress and 

rising pitch and volume on "done* and "twice." Taking into 

consideration general rules for emphasis in this dialect, the 

Spanish-English speaker would say, "We have already done it 

twiceI" Therefore, Spanish-English intonation of this sen-

tence would bet 

4'%|l 
"a 4 4* * • W have al*'96^ a"4Jl 

JgS£tto.-^he general tempo of Spanish-English is rela-

tively fast, becoming even faster when the speaker becomes 

emotionally aroused. Because of the absence of the glottal 

stop, there ia an unbroken flow of sound in connected speech, 

adding to the impression of speech. However, because of 

distinctness of vowel formation, generally short sounds, and 

precise articulation, the beat becomes almost "staccato."98 

"ibid. 
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Because of the Spanish habit of using different words to 

achieve desired emphasis, there are often additional words 

Added to a phrass or a sentence. For exanple, an Arsarloan 

would say, wjC plan to go,w and ra®an that he would g© whether 

anyone else went or not. He could say the same sentence to 

mean that he had been toying with the idea of goingt "I 

P|1<*P to go," In Spaniah-Bngliah the former meaning would 

be expressed by, *X am planning, no matter, to go," with no 

special meaning inferred with emphasis, He would also add 

and change words to express the latter ideas "I had been 

thinking to go.* 

Syntaa.—Essentially, there is no one major deviation 

of Spanish-English syntax fro.* American. There is a typically 

Latin confusion when dealing with English verb taijsoa, how-

ever. Speakers of this dialect alaoat consistently use the 

present form for any verb tense. Also, English terms of 

negation are used improperly in this dialect. The following 

sentences illustrate Span ish-Engliah use of verb tense and 

negative words with their Aiaerlc&n meanings in parentheses? 

1. I have make the mistake. 
{I have made a mistake.) 

2. I no go home yesterday, 
(I did not go home yesterday.) 

3. You don *t can be there by tomorrow. 
f If Hit c&nnot be thd**# by tomo^oWo) 

She leave her® long ago. 
(She left her® long ago.) 
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The Heraffifls Hat several "Spanish Language CarryoversK 

which are found in this dialect. The following u®t of 

the®® "Carryovers," with their English meanings, is repre-

sentative of the Hermans'! 

Spanish-Elijah English 

* Z n r L i i m g 0 O d a a ^ h e l l Q 
faV0J? please 

af 0 8 good-bj® 
ya®9 

Swe d iah-Sngllsh 

Perhaps the first picture ©f a "typioal" Suede which 

coraeB to m i a S iB W W * , ^Iky, and smiling natron who 

tend® t© domestic chores with unsurpassed tenderness and 

tenacity. This stereotyped picture is partially correct. 

The Swedes are a convivial people, seldom interested in 

solitary contemplation. The traditional Swedish smorgasbord 

gives credence to the popular idea that these people i m 9 

f o o a b o t h in *«•»*** quality. In general, Swedes tend 

to be «asy-golng, congenial, and good-natured. 

Pronunciation.—The good-naturedness of the Swedes is 

evidenced in delivery of the Swedish-English dialect. There 

are few short, dipped consonants, few monophthongs which 

are not elongated, and a predominance of rhythmic delivery 

of connected speech. There are seven sounds in this dialect 

which are not ordinarily found in American-English. 

P. 211*. 
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The l0),mmThis standard symbol represents the sound 

produced by trying to sound [e] while forming [o]. 

The [y] ,—This standard symbol represents the sound 

produced by trying to sound [i] with the lips rounded as 

for [UJ. 

The {£].-«•This symbol represents the dentalised m . 

It is sounded by placing the tip of the tongue against the 

upper Inside teethridge while trying to sound [d]. The 

standard [ M s been added to denote dentallsaiion. 

The I|]«—•This symbol represents the dentalised [tJ. 

It is sounded by placing the tip of the tongue against the 

upper inside teethridge while trying to sound ft]. The 

standard [ h a s been added to denote dentaliaation. 

The [9].—This standard symbol represents the tongue-

point trill given to [rj. This sound is made by vibrating 

the tip of the tongue against the upper inside teethridge 

while sounding f>]. 

The "pre-* and "pro». "••When "pre«-* or "pro-* is 

spelled as the first three letters of a word, a change occurs. 

The [pr] becomes fpyf], For example, the American word, 

"print," would become [pyfimjj]. The "pro-" undergoes the 

same change; thus, the American word, "prod," would beoome 
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S h a { 2 E £ ] . « T h i a s o u n d i s p r o d u o a d b y f o r m i n g t h a m o u t h 
f o r [ » ) » d s o u n d i n g [ I t ] . I t i s u s u a l l y a Tory q u i o k s o u n d , 

a l l o w i n g n o I n t r u s i v e [ , ) . T h i s s o u n d i s r a p r a s a n t a d i n 
t h i s thesis by f kv 1, 

P r o n u n o i a t i o n o h a r t . - ^ h a f o l l o w i n g o h a r t r a p r a s a n t s 
t h a s o u n d o h a n g e s o f A „ r i o . n - E n g l i s h t o S w a d i s h ^ n g l i s h , 

tear. 
E n g . S o u n d Kay w o r d S w e d i s h Us. o f E n g l i s h S o u n d 

[«)• a 

[•I, u 

M , u 

Ult a 

w , s 

(»}# © 

£13, 0 

rej, ; 

t&ka 
[tekj 
fftik] 

aloo® 
[ • l o t m ] 
£a3#n3. 

u p 
Ĉ pJ 
Cj«pJ 

to^eff10*3 18 elon®at#d and ehanged 

bSSJTt,^ 1"'"'' 0118 e w n d 

t o 1 t , y | f l , f U n d i 8 e l < M ) S * t e d "f id c h a n g e d 

[taSfi* Thl* •ound b0od«®« [at] 

bad 
Ctod] 
C t o e i | ] 
awful 

lot91} 
[aef®i| 

ho 

Chef) 

bat 
f bet] 
[b®?|3 

T h i s s o u n d b®e@ra®a [ e ? 3 . 

This sound b®oo®es [as]. 

This sotiad bacon®s £®«3„ 

This sound becomas C®l3» 
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Asaer, 
Sng. Sound ifey Word Swedish Us® of English Sound 

t«], i 

t o , i 

[oxr], o 

[u], oo 

fxr}# dS 

[Ju], yoo 

l>3» 9 

M , r 

dice 
Cdais) 
C^allis] 

I 
tax] 
Ceil 

it 
Cst] 
u*V 

bone 
fbom] 
[tarn] 

SO 
[ SOT/] 

[aostrt] 

bona 
[bmm3 
[botn} 
food 
itm 
im* 

good 
Cgtrdl 
Cgyf J 

unit 
ClunitJ 
E jy«m «$] 

curb 
Ctob] 
[kyib] 

water 
[water1 ] 
C^a|®3 

This diphthong is changed and becomes 
two distinct, elongated monophthongsI 
faslt3. 

The single exception to this change 
is that the personal pronoun WI" 
changes either to [el] or felt]. 

This sound becomes til]. 

When used initially or medially, 
this sound is pronounced [0]. 

When used finally, this sound usually 
beoones an elongated £ov]t £otut]. 

The Hermans state that it is 
aooejj^bl® to substitute [©$} for 

This sound becomes [y]. 

This sound becomes [y]# 

This sound is pronounced the same as 
the |>3 plus CJ3 and is elongated? 
[Jy«3. 

This sound is pronounced the same 
as [tr] and is elongateds [ytj. 

When used finally, this sound be-
oones [0]. 

100Lewis and Marguerite Herman, Foreign Dlaleots. p. 30^, 
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Araer. 
Bog. Sound Key Word Swedish Use of English Sound 

Cat*!, ou 

Coi], ol 

U3, d 

C«s3, J 

[kwl# q 

U U 1 

EH, r 

f t ) , t 

eow 
Ikaiy] 
tka*u*] 

boy 
[box 3 
[bO«i»3 

dene 
Cd&ii) 
[fym] 

sad 
[said] 
[o«»|3 

Jump 
[d3&mp] 
[ jyimp] 

garbage 
Cgorbidgl 

danger1 

[$08118© 3 

quit 
[kwit] 
US**fc3 

require 
[rikwazr] 
fffitkrantel 

label 
|[3.®b|3 
[leibolj 

pat® 
[ret3 
Cft»|3 

rate 
[ r e t 3 

This diphthong it oh&nged and be-
comes two elongated monophthongs: 
|a8u£3» 

This diphthong is also ©hanged and 
becomes two elongated monophthongs! 
C osls 3 • 

This sound becomes [<J]. 

When used finally, this sound often 
becomes [|3, 

When used initially, this sound be-
oomes £33, 

When used finally, this sound becomes 
ItU 

When used medially, this sound be-
comes {3]. 

When used initially or medially, 
this sound becomes [Jsv], 

When used finally, this sound beoomes 
[ol3. 

This sound beoomes {?). 

Th is sound becomes f | j . 
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Amr, 
Eng. Sound Key Word Swedish Use of English Sound 

[w3, w 

U1» » 

I Si# 8k 

[tSJ, oil 

£63 # %*. 

[ 0 ] t tii 

we 
W 3 
[vei] 

laasy 
[le*i3 
iletstxt] 

show 
C So-al 
|aotyi*3 

lunoh 
[l&iit$3 
[lyinS] 

father 

[f»s$a3 

This sound becomes (v3 • 

This sound always becomes [s*3. 

This sound Is occasionally ©hanged 
t© [s3. 

This sound usually becomes C$1* 

This voiced sound usually becomes 

141. 

baths When this sound Is final and pre-
that cedes a word which begins with [t J, 

[dj, or [8], it Is dropped. 
[bed 6»fc3» E^e* 

lathe tool 
C1®0 tul3 
[let ty»ol3 

breathe deeply 
[brig dlpli] 
[bfet f e i p l n 3 

Cslf zh 

tooth 
[tue3 
[Jy'tJ 

vision 
£vi3®n3 
[7i isttnj 

This voiceless sound beoomes [|] 

This sound becomes [as3, 

Stress.--There are few unstressed vowel sounds or words 

in the Swedish-English dialect. In connected speech, every 

word receives stressed emphasis generally on It® first 
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syllable. When there ooours a need for additional eophaala 

of a word or vowel sound beoauae of a desired change of 

meaning, the word or vowel sound la over-stressed. However, 

moat of the inflection of thla dialect ia achieved not by 

stress, but by Intonation. 

Timbre.—The pitoh of this dialect la limited in range, 

and unless the apeaker la unusually exoitsd it ia seldom either 

very high or very low. The ton®, because of the elongated 

diphthongs and triphthongs, tends to be bland and resonant. 

Intonation.—This dlaleet relies almost exclusively upon 

intonation in order to convey meaning, Therefore, it is very 

important that the director understand the use of this lilt, 

or melody. He should realise that there are only two char-

acteristic pitch-changes in Swedish-English, one of whloh 

occurs in every word spokes.101 These two pitch-changes 

are the low and the falling tones. 

The low tone is described by Wises 

The pitch begins at a low level on the stressed 
ayllable and rlaes as much as six or seven tones 
before the next stress or at the end of the utterance. 
All monosyllables have simple Intonations.!^ 

For further clarification of terms, Vise explains that the term 

"low tone11 ia more often labeled "simple" intonation.10^ 
/ " • 

101 

Viae, Applied Phonetics. p. i+20. 

1Q2Ibld. 

Haugen 
1 0 % » . AepU ed Phonetics, o. L20, ©Itlnir Einar I 
D> Begjanlngfirwegian t»ew fork, 1937), p. 19. 
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Wise also explains that the tern "falling tone" la more 

frequently called "compound" intonation.10** He describes 

this compound Intonation as beginning with a higher pitch 

before the stress, falling on the stress, and then rising 
j 

to the end of utterance. * This combination of simple and 

compound intonation of Swedish-English oausas the dialect*s 
m «!1»06 

melodic, "sing-song" lntonatlonal pattern. Were it not 

for subtle alterations in the length of these two pitch-

changes, this dialeet oould become monotonous. However, 

the over-stressed sounds of key words combine with further 

vowel elongation of these words. This combination ©an pro-

vide a subtle alteration which creates not an unpleasant 

monotony, but an interesting, lyrical, and sing-song effect. 

Rhythm. —The tempo of this dialect is relatively slow, 

because of th® prolonged vowel sounds between stressed 

syllables. The beat of the dialect is also slowed by these 

prolonged sounds, and the resulting rhythm is steady and 
methodical. 

Syntax.—The Swedish-English dialect exhibits little 

deviation in word order from American patterns. There seem 

also to be few grammar changes. As in Spanish-English, 

1 (%bld. 

10^Wlse, Applied Phonetics, p. i±20. 

106Lewls and Marguerite Herman, Foreign Dialects, p. 298, 
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however, there i® a tendency to use present tens® verbs for 

every English verb tense, and there is a particular misuse 

of the verb "to be.1* There is also a tendency to omit 

articles. The following is a list of typical Swedish-

English sentences illustrating omission of articles and im-

proper verb usage| the meanings of the sentences are in 

parentheses* 

1. They was going. 
(They were going.) 

2. We is buying new oar. 
(We are buying a new oar.) 

3. I go to shop and worked. 
(I went to the shop and worked.) 

il. 1 tell you twice. 

(I told you twice.) 

The Hermans note several words and phrases that are 

"carryovers" from Swedish into Swedish-English. The following 

list is representative of these wordsj th® phonetic tran-

scription has bseia added to aid in pronunciation t 

I S i l M 

hello 

good-by© 

excuse ma 

yes 

no 

how do you do 

Swed ish-lngllsh 

god dag 

ad jo 

ursakta 

tack 

107 

Pronunciation 

Cgyif gaigl 

UfytJ 

[yt?setk£at] 

(nyat 3 

CfcAk] 

hur star dot till [h*S sfa? §e|,lJ3 

107 Ibid.. p. 313. 
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Y lddl ah-Engl 1 ah 

Yiddish ci#ans "JaiwS.ah." Among Yiddish, traits is an 

adroitness at salesmanship, the art of successful persuasion. 

There is usually a sense of oamaradsrle among aerobe rs of a 

Yiddish eomuolty, and family ties are very strong and close. 

Until recently, there has been no geographical area to 

which one could refer in describing oharaeteristios of the 

Yiddish people. This faot helps explain the conventional 

idea that the Jew is not "out of place" in any surroundings. 

Yiddish culture is older even than the Italian, and from its 

nebulous beginnings before Abraham and Isaac through the , 

present tine, the Yiddish have been a transient people. 

Perhaps it ia this geographically unstable factor in Yiddish 

history which has contributed raost to the generally accepted 

idea that Yiddish people have a remarkable personal confidence. 

At any rate, when the actor begins to investigate these 

people in order to create a store sensitive and empathetlc 

character, he should keep in mind the diversity of Yiddish 

traits. He will find that emphasis on Yiddish literature, 

history, and religion is more desirable than emphasis on 

Yiddish terrestrial details. He will find many varied out-

ward characteristics among the groups of Yiddish people who 

live in many different countries; but he will find that all 

of these groups are bound together by a shared literature, 

history, and religion. 
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PronunclatIon.*«fh» aotor who Investigates the Yiddish 

people In order to learn more thoroughly the Yldd ish-lnglish 

dialect will find numerous pronunciations of the same sound. 

However, according to Arlt, the dentallsed "d* and "t" are 

common throughout the Yiddish-English dialect,10® fhe dif-

ferences in pronunciation of the various sub-dialects of 

Yiddish are too numerous to Include for the purpose ©f this 

thesis, for most Yiddish is heavily influenced by the native 

land where it is spoken. Rather, this section of this thesis 

follows the preoedent of Crocker, Fields, and Broomall and 

"represents the dialect at its broadest, since that is the 
109 

type in greatest demand." Major differences among the 

authorities concerning this "broadest11 Yiddish-English are 

noted as they occur in the following pronunciation chart. 

However, there are five basic sounds of Yiddish-lngllsh 

which do not commonly occur In American-English. These and 

their phonetic symbols are explained in m e following five 

subdivisions* 

l*3«-^bi» standard symbol represents the uvular 

trill of the fr]. This sound may be approximated by sounding 

CrJ w&lle vibrating the uvula against the back of the tongue. 

- topological Study ©f the 
fSflJi 2 ?®plc City Jews,™ unpublished master's 
thesis, Cornell University, Ithaca, Few York, 1939, p. 32. 

109 
296 °*00k*r» yi®ld®# *n<3 Broom&ll, faking the Stage. 



The [*].—5!hl» standard symbol represents the ©pen [k] 

sound. It is made by forcing voiceless breath through a 

loose contact of the back of the tongue with the soft palate 

(velum) at the same point where a firm contact would stop 

the breath and make the [k] sound. The [xj is the same 

sound found in the German word, "Aoh," 

The [9] .--This standard symbol represents the frioative 

tgj. It is pronounced in the same manner as {x] except that 

it is voiced, 

^he Eny - 4 M s sound is a combination of [n] and [k]. 

The [n.] is pronounced as is "thin,1* and the [k] is pronounced 

as in "cat." Both sounds are given equal value, and there 

is no intrusive [© J # 

figj.—This sound is very similar to the regular 

[33]. However, the [g] quality of this sound is very strong, 

being pronounced somewhat like the (gj in "finger." 

Pronunciation chart.—The following chart illustrates 

the sound changes from American English to Yiddlsh-Bnglishf 

Amor. 
Bng. Sound Key Word Yiddish Use of English Sound 

£•3# & take This sound becomes fail. 
(tek3 
[teixj 

alon< 
{©lotn 
[Ion] 

[©3, u alone Initially, this sound is often 
Colotm] dropped. 
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Araer 
Eng. 

t 
Sound Key Word Yiddish Use of English Saund 

%* u final 
[f&xnol] 
ffaliml] 

Medially, this sound becomes [&]» 

w t 

*-* 

a bad 
[tmd} 
{bet) 

This sound becomes |e]# 

[©3* 
A 
0 awful 

[ofel] 
[jufal] 

This sound becomes [&s]« 

111* ¥ baa 
£ M ] 
1132} 

This sound becomes [i], 

fe], 
«*> 

e bat 
£ bet 1 
[bet] 

This sound becomes [®], 

C ax 31 T t x diS« 
£dai»3 
[dais3 

This sound remains a diphthong but 
changes to [all• 

1 It 
[it] 
fit] 

This sound becomes [i]. 

£ot!J . o bona 
[bom] 
{bonj 

This sound becomes [o|. 

oo do 
[flu] 
[d-of] 

This sound becomes [tt] . 

CxrJ, oo good 
£grr&3 
[«ud] 

This sound usually remains the same. 
However, the Hermans suggest that It 
somatimes changes to [u]• 

CJ»1. yoo unit 
[Junzt] 
Cjmit] 

This sound becomes [jtrj. 

110Lewis and Marguerite Herman, Foreign Dl*l«ota. p. ^00, 
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Asaer. 
Bug, Sound Key Word Yiddish Use of English Sound 

f>], u 

M, » 

W , » 

{air], TO 

(to], b 

CsU g 

up 
U p ] 
U ? J 

curb 
[ksb] 
[koib] 

person 
[person] 
[p&sien] 

dirty 
[cfrtx] 
[d&dlj 

curt 
[kj'fc 3 
Ck&t] 

perv#rt 
£prv*t} 
[plOYAt] 

per coot 
[per sent] 
[ps© slant] 

COH 
[icasr] 
[ka: j 

This sougd b«ooraes U l . 

'i'his sound some* times becomes [01]. 

When this sound is used medially 
and i® spoiled as "er,M "ir#" or 
w«r#

tt it is oft®m pronounced [*]. 

Wh«n used medially or finally, this 
sound occasionally becomes £t@Jf 

boy 
[bo i 
[poi 

bad 
[beet] 
[bet] 

go 
[got? 
[90U 

This diphthong becomaa an elongated 
monophthongs [aj|. 

fhli sound usually i® not changed. 
However, the Heroans suggest that 
for a thicker dialoet this sound 
bo changed to [p], 1 

When used finally after a vowel 
sound, this consonant sound incon-
»latently changes to [tj. 

tfaod Initially or finally, and whati 
It la not part of an »-ing« spelling, 
this sound becomes [9]. 

Ill JMjda, p. 1*02. 
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km&r, 
Eng, Sound Key Word Yiddish Use of English Sound 

!>,}]* ng 

I&3, ̂  

[*$)> 5 

[k], k 

[1], 1 

[ah a 

* 

running 
f riling] 
[ aaixl̂ kl 

slog 
[siq] 
[a:1*3 

over 
'owr] 
[hofe'3 

j«ily 
fd5eli3 
[t $eeli 3 

laic® 
|lak] 
[lesx-3 

backer 

[t>etxr3 

all right 
»>1 rait J 
[A rait] 

knit 
[nit] 
[njltj 

0l®©9 
[nia 3 
fajia?3 

warn® 
[naia] 
[njet»3 

dire 
[dair] 
[£lal©j 

When port of an "-ing" spelling, 
this sound becomes [jg|g3. 

Occasionally, this sound, when used 
finally, can beeone tl3* 

fills consonant sound is soraetimas 
prefixed to an Initial vowel sound, 

This sound usually becomes [t$3• 

When used finally 01? mad tally, this 
sound usually becomes £x3 • 

Whan not used initially la part of 
a two-word or raor® phrase which Is 
connected In meaning, this sound 
is sums times dropped. 

For a w r y thick dialect, the Hermans 
suggest that this sound be chanced to 
[nj] before (tj, [13, or [e3.112 

When this sound follows [ai 3, It 
becomes [a]* 

X12lbid., pp. 4 0 3 - W . 
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Ataer. 
Eng. Sound Key Word Yiddish Vsi of English Sound 

>3, * 

1 3 t 3 

ft], t 

M # v 

|wj» w 

[eks], x 

[®3f z 

Eft), fth 

re], th 

perk 
[park] 
lp^3 

rate 
[rot] 
liiCSt] 

cit 
•"sit] 

m« ttle 
[met J. ] 
[E3SQl|, ] 

fact 
f ftakt ] 
[fsx] 

ait 
toitj 
[a??.] 

seven 
[&ev©n] 
[g isfon] 

wet 
Ewet] 
[ Vcfit ] 

expect 
EekspektJ 
Esspm] 
go#® 
CgOTO] 
[qousi] 

the 
[81] 
fdr| 

tooth 
rtu0] 
[tut] 

When this sound la medial and is 
spelled "ar," it usually becomes 
[•J. 
Usee! initially, this sound become* 
M . 

This eound is elongated, becoming 
hissed: [st], 

tJsed medially, this sound becomes 
w . 

When used finally and preceded toy 
another eonsonant sound, this sound 
usually Ib dropped# 

When ussd finally and preceded by 
» vowel sound, this sound occasionally 
is dipped. 

When used medially, this sound 
occasionally becomes (f]. 

fhlb sound usually becomes [•]. 

When unaccented and used initially, 
this sound becomes [st]. 

This sound is extended} («»]• 

This sound changes t© fd]. 

This sound change© to [t]. 
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A mttr* 
Eng. Sound Key Word Yiddish Us® of English Sound 

!$]» £& vision This sound becomes f JJ# 
irt&n] 

Stress.—On the whole, sentence-stress In Yiddish-English 

differs little from that In Am r lean -En gl 1 sh. However, th# 

first and th# last words of a thought phrase usually aro 

stres«ed, For example, "I went to th® store and bought a 

pair of shoes." Th© underlined words would normally receive 

greatest stress. 

Syllable stress should conform to American-English 

standards unless the a®tor wishes his character to be a Jew 

from a particular foreign country. If this Is the ease, he 

should adopt the stress patterns of th® related foreign lan-

guage -English dialect. 

Timbre.—Crocker. Fields, and Broomall suggest that there 

tends to be a slight nasal quality to this dialect, as well 

as an emotional Intensity,113 On the other hand, Wise states 

that there is a guttural quality.111* This difference of 

opinion is undoubtedly due to the fact that different groups 

of Yiddish people live in many and diverse countries* Since 

timbre is a voice quality greatly Influenced by national 

n3cro©fcer, Fields, and Broomall, Taking the Stage, p. 297. 

11^Wlse, Applied Phonetics, p. I4.13, 
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locale, the director should determine the appropriate country 

and adopt the characteristic timbre of the related foreign 

language-English dialect. 

Intonation.—The pitch of Yiddish-English tends to be 

slightly higher than Arse r loan-English and to have a very wide 

range. The dominant pitch pattern is a lengthy, upward glide 

upon stress of a vowel sound. The Hermans suggests 

Zn general it is best, when simulating the Yiddish 
dialeot, to sound the keynote of the sentence about 
three or four notes above the American and sing the 
first few syllables on the mm note. Then, on the 
stressed keynote words, make a sudden rising inflection 
on the syllable, This will endow your dialect with 
the Yiddish lilt.115 

It is most important that the dialect have this lilt, since 

intonation of Yiddish-English Is its strongest identifying 

oharao terls tie. 

Rhythm.—In general, this dialeot is spoken relatively 

slow. However, Its tempo speeds with emotional excitement. 

Because of the presence of several guttural sounds, the beat 

becones somewhat staccato. 

Syntax.—Of the six elements of dialeot speech, Yiddish-

English word order is the one most dependent upon the locale 

of the Yiddish speaker. If he lives in Brooklyn, for example, 

he will likely phrase his sentences as do most Brooklyn1test 

l l f W s and Marguerite Herman, Foreign Dialects, p. 39£. 
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*S® t r y I t a l r e a d y . " 1 1 6 If he l i v e s In Germany, the sum® 

sentence would l i k e l y bo s a i d , "Will you t r y i t ye t?" 1 1 7 

The Hermans l i s t s eve ra l sentences whioh they f e e l are 

" t y p i c a l * and which i l l u s t r a t e the p e c u l i a r i t i e s of the 

Yiddish language, as well a s "al l the n a t i o n a l i t i e s that 

con t r ibu t e to i t s makeup."11® The fol lowing a re r e p r e s e n -

t a t i v e of the Hermans* l i s t } American meanings a re in pa ren -

t h e s e s ! 

1 . Didn*t you had no t i c k e t ? v 

(Didn ' t you have a t i c k e t ? ) 

2. So, what he say? 
(So, what did he say?) 

3. Then runs out three k ids . 
(Then three k i d s ran o u t . ) 

1*. I s a boy he wants a barga in , 
(He i s a boy who wants a bargain.) 

5. They want they shal l have everything 
(They want to have a l l the news.)11™ 

l l 6I»ewis and Marguerite Herman, American D i a l e c t s , p . 27S. 
117I»ewis and Marguerite Herman, Foreign D i a l e c t s , p . lj.08. 
l l 8 I b l d . , p . 1*07. 
1 1 9 X b l d . . pp. 407-411. 



CHAPTER III 

CONCLUSION 

Annotated Bibliography 

The Inclusion of an annotated bibliography In this 

thesis conforms to the criteria of a verbal library survey. 

As pointed out in the Introduction, one of these criteria 

Involves discovering "oentral tendencies" evident in the 

survey. These diverse tendencies are reported and dis-

cussed throughout the preceding chapters, but the Importance 

of one basic suggestion has not been emphasized sufficiently! 

the sources are unanimous in either their inference or in-

sistence that the actor read further. 

According t© the authors surveyed , this supplementary 

reading should help create an enpathetlo, sensitive, and 

complete characterisation through correct use of dialect, 

fhe reasons for this aid have been explained in preliminary 

discussion of the twelve dialects, but specific suggestions 

have not yet been given. The sources vary as to type of 

suggestions. For example, Lowrey and Johnson refer the 

reader to Crocker, Fields, and Broomallj they also Include 

one poem using Megro-American, one poem and a scene from 

David Copperfleld illustrating CookneyBngllsh, and one 

"'"Sattler, "Library Survey," p. 33, 

159 
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poem using Scottish-English. The Hermans, on the other 

hand, end each discussion with their original transoriptlon 

©f sample dialect readings.3 Wise use® still anofeer method 

of suggestion; he includes only those excerpts and references 

which are documented as a secondary source,^ In general, 

the writers Investigated tend to assume the secondary source 

©r original interpretative readings will give the director 

that information which h© needs. 

However, this is not necessarily to* Ho two directors 

will require exactly the tame additional information in order 

to deal with problems of authenticity, intelligibility, 

available time for study, and ability of east Members. 

Therefore, this thesis presents its annotated bibliography 

to convey a brief, concise, and valid notation of the con-

tents of helpful secondary sources. 

The standard criteria of form and substance of anno* 

tatlona is followed, using the method of readers* notes. 

As Haines points out, 

A readers1 note is intended to impart infor-
mation to the reader and at the same time awaken 
a desire to read the book, A satisfactory readers* 
note should make dear the subject of the book, 
Its authority or special value, its treatment, and 
its literary quality or flavorj special features, 
such as important appendixes or unusual illustrations, 

^Lowrey and Johnson, Interpretative Reading, pp. 12^-133. 

%»ewis and Marguerite He man, Foreign Dialects. 

^Wise, Applied Phonetics. 
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may be noted. Such a not# does not, as a rule, 
mention weaknesses or defects, because it assumes 
to treat only books that are worth reading; and 
It seeks to put Its information lot® attractive 
and interesting phrasing,-3 

Haines also points out the standard use of sentence 

6 

fragments ana word omission in readers' notes, The subject 

is omitted when it refers to the material under annotation. 

Also, prepositions and articles are generally omitted. 

Commas are used to represent omitted words? and one word 

may be used as a sentence, provided that it is precise, 

definitive, and both attractive and interesting in conno-

tation. 

The reader Mill note the omission of complete biblio-

graphical information for the sources. Ordinarily, such 

material is not given with a readers* annotation, but it is 

listed in the standard bibliography of this thesis. 

Sources iter® chosen for this bibliography on the basis 

of their value to the student of one of the twelve dialects, 

fhls value is rated in two general areass materials pri-

marily dealing with mechanics of the pertinent language or 

oral speech, and those which describe or Illustrate national 

characteristics, fhe heading "Interpretation* denotes 

material of value in understanding the people? this includes 

poems, plays, novels, and the like. ^Mechanics* denotes 

%elen E. Haines, Living with Books. 2nd ed. flew York. 
1950), p. 138. * 

6Ibld.. p. 146. 
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helpful material containing pertinent grammatical or physlo-

loglcal Information, fit® following list is by no moans 

©outlet©, but it indicates with specific suggestions types 

of helpful material. 

The Twelve Dialects 

Each of the following annotations contains information 

pertinent only to tine dlaleot under which it is classified. 

Lewis and Marguerite Herman, Crook©r, Fields, and Broomall, 

and Claude Wise are the writers who include discussion of 

each of the twelve? they are Included only in the following 

subdivision, 

Basic Texts. 

Albert!t M. Eva, A Handbook of Acting. 
Peculiarly interesting phraseology accompanies brief, 
general discussion of dlaleot and, more Iqportantly, 
body and voice Interaction, affecting vocal interpre-
tation. 

Baker, William, editor, Collection of Twenty Dialect Mono-
jysysmeii, ' ",:r J""'JJ: "**" J1 i""uj'l:i' 11 JJllL'inLlt"1 

Primarily for oral interpretation, readings Include 
representative exawples for various dialects. Aetors 
could practice effective dlaleot by reading the mono-
logues aloud, 

Cobin, Martin, Theory and Techniquea of Interpretation. 
Preliminary eapiaiils on theory provide® broad background 
for later discussion of problems of the director, actor. 
Specific discussion points out problem of authenticity. 

Cor, L. William, ^Phonic Aspects of Language in the Theatre," 
A well-known linguist discusses philosophy of language, 
relating to theatre, Sisphasls is on theoretical 
approaches to relationship of vocal speeoh with drama. 
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Choicer, Charlotte, Victor Fields, and Will A, Broomall, 
Taking the Stage. 
slightly" 'more scholarly, less ex tensive than the Hermans, 
thorough discussion of basic dialect principles provides 
strong foundation for further study. 

Curry, S. S., Imagination agd Dramatic Instinct. 
Although relatively flaied, discussionsare precise, 
clear, and explanatory. Hhythm emerges as one impor* 
tant dialect element and is discussed in detail. 

Dolman, John, Jr., S?he Art of Acting. 
Importance of I^enEiflty, intelligibility is discussed 
thoroughly. Approach of learning dialect first by ear 
is explained and Justified. 

LiMltod in «p.ot?it§7 f f l f ^ i d f l f S ? a t t a r 
sketches of most conventional general characteristics, 
pinpointed* v^«villiaa« and good British are 

Gas an or, John, Producing .the Flay, rev. ed. 
Thoroughlydiscusses speechelements from actor's view-
point. Dialect-dialogue relationship is discussed 
SSJiiflS T«£!P dJf®otors, explaining the need of 
correctly written dialogue, 

Hedde,^Wilh«lmina ®., and William Norwood Brigance. American 
speech, rev, ed, 

b? i d f di«oussions give 
specific details. Of primary importance is represen-
tative practice material. F 

Herman, Lewis and Marguerite Shalett, 
Of particular surveyed in thesis 

noo-technical. Perfect souroe for beginner. 

J o t o"H»«ouio^ dniJ if^lLrTT gql 
Jn 0^uTnF3«tii «ai« Mtkorlty to ttw 

w S S g S ' C rt"'' M d «*"*•«• XnoXudad ar* 

Kahan 

f or vocal control with effective 
1« h 3 laolc ° f "paoiflo diftlao tal 

ir, 8 m su8f*"t:lon» to achl.v, control 
are clearly stated, easy to follow. 
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Lowrey, Sara, and Gertrude Johnson, Interpretative Beading. 
Particular emphasis Is placed on rhythmically slow 
dialeots, Involving brief discussion explaining how 
students may "sense11 rhythm. 

Qwmnmy, Katharine Anne, The Stage and the School. 3rd ed. 
Extensive discussion ©#'vocal speech principles, in 
language readily understood by inexperienced dramatics 
students* In a text intended for beginning students, 
specific dialectal discussion is brief, 

Purdom, 0. B., Producing: Flays, 
Treatment of basic dialect principles, director's 
problems, and dlaleot Intelligibility Is handled both 
theoretically and specifically, 

Soaaes, Laura, and Wllhelra Vie tor, Introduction to Bngllsh. 
~ *" "" ~ >notloi 

toes' of sounds follow pattern of 
beginning simply, ending less so. Baslo sounds are 
easplained phonetically. 

Wise, Claude Merton, Applied Phoneties. 
Scholarly, specific throughout,' discussions are directed 
to dialect students who have working knowledge of pho-
ne tlos. Technical in nature, chapters consistently 
fowi complete divisions within a whole. 

Brltlsh-Sngllshi Mechanics. 

Brooks, George Leslie, English Dialects. 
Valid, meticulous discussion of various sub-dialects 
of Inglish. Technical In nature, information Is well-
organised, concise, requiring some previous knowledge 
In phonetics. 

Brltlsk-lftgllshi Interpretation. 

Austen, Jane, Mansfield Park. 
Heroine Fanny Price~reveals wide social perspectives 
In middle-class, Victorian era. Bright, coi^lex comedy 
of manners Illustrates subtle British wit. 

Bronte, Charlotte, Jane Eyre. 
Light, easy-to-read, quick comprehension of traditional 
British moral standards is conveyed in completely 
unoffensive phraseology. 
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Chine as® -English 8 Mechanics. 

Aldrioh, Hffry, Ifrfftlogl 4 

Possible dIfficulty in obtaining can provide an even 
mors rewarding experience when finally located. An 
expert grammarian has created a truly basic textbook, 
covering grammar, vocabulary, and intonation. 

Tsu, 

Chine so "Bnglish: Interpretation* 

Lao, Wav of Life. 
Twenty^mree hundred years have not dulled Chinese 
Interest in founder of Taoism. Traditional contem-
plative characteristic of Chinese Is evidenced in 
mystical, paradoxical explanation of the universe. 

Po, Li, Poems of Ll Po. 
Famous lyr?o port provides witty, lusty, and mystical 
insight into life's ordinary pleasures. Flavor could 
be compared to the gusto of England's fom Jones. by 
lenry Fielding. 

Cocknev-Bngl 1 sh I Mechanics. 

Jones, Daniel, Outline of English Phonetics. 
Directors looking forutmost authenticity will find 
almost every sound, plus valuable bibliography. Pho-
netics are used extensively* 

Matthews, William, Cockneys Past and Present. 
Hoted linguist traces dlaleo tHFrom sixteentk to 
twentieth century, including an absorbing chapter 
concerning Cockney influence on English. Rather 
specialised Information. 

Ward, Ida C., The Phonetics of English. 
Aptly titled.Competent phonetician combines thorough 
explanation with piquant literary merit. Extensive 
sound lists include stress characteristics. 

Zachrlsson, R« E., "Jfotes on the Essex Dialect and the Origin 
of Vulgar London Speech." 
Brief but vivid discussion of interrelationship of 
dialect with standard British speech. Also provides 
through phrasing a quick glimpse of the country's 
class distinctions. 
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Cockney-EnglishI Interpretation. 

Barrle, James M., fhe Admirable Crlohton. 
Characteristic wit, Ingenuity accentuated "by ohronlo 
melancholia of an upper-class character. Result Is 
broad, active comedy, rick In English and Cockney 
humor* 

ems 

characterisation. Motes to some of the plays, essays, 
and letters contain specific discussion of dialect. 
Inevitably, national personality Is colored through 
eaoh Individual character In an extremely engrossing, 
sometimes fascinating manner. 

FrenchI Mechanics. 

Broussard, Jacques P., Elements of French Pronunciation. 
Every aspect Is scrupulouslyfaotual and expertly 
organised. Material Is at once basic, intermediate, 
and advanced, with specific emphasis upon explanation 
of fundamental French sounds. 

Mitze, William A., Irnest H. Wllklns, and Clarence E. 
Parmeter, A Handbook of French Phonetlgg. 
Substantial phonological information Is explained In 
concise, Illustrative definitions. Preliminary dis-
cussions aid in clarification of more difficult 
passages, words are listed by sound and by spelling, 
and sentence and word stress is discussed. 

Robinson, Lawrence, "Teaching French Pronunciation to 
Beginners,* 
Documented discussion suggests several basic approaches, 
while pointing out inherent problems of French pronun-
ciation, intonation, and emphasis. 

French t Interpretation. 

Anoullh, Jean, Five Plays. Vol. X, 
Prevailing theme ofexistentlality permeates exciting 
comedies and dramas, giving insight into the modern 
intellectual trends and emotional reactions. 
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Daudet, Alphonse, Tartarin of Tarasoon. 
Nineteenth century n o v e l i s t createa a keenly enjoyable , 
realistic, and happy story told In bouyant phraseology. 
Characteristic combination of humor and pathos of the 
French people is sharply evident. 

Song of Roland {author not g iven) . 
Laoon f e m e d l e v a l poem, though h i s t o r i c a l l y inaccurate , 
narrates Roland «s lament during the reign of Charlemagne. 
Typical speech and action dominate contemplation. 

Gteraan̂ Sngllah: Mechanica. 

Hehlenbeck, Alfred F,, A® Iowa Low German D i a l e c t . 
Variat ion# from stand a r T p a f W i a s are oB'ierved, analyzed, 
and reported. Director# searching to approximate 
e s p e c i a l l y authent ic German-English w i l l f ind complete 
grammatical analysis and specific sound changes. 

Prokosch, Edward, gotroarative Germanic Grammar. 
S l i g h t l y more advanced than most bas ic t e x t s . Verb 
conjugations, noun and pronoun t r a i t s are explained, 
i l lus trat ing through examples of words and syntax. 
Includes b r i e f d i s cuss ions of forming cer ta in sounds 
common in the language. 

German «»gfigilaht In terore tatlon. 

Hauptraann, Gerhart, The Weavers. 
Exce l l en t use o f LdiaWct i l l u s t r a t e s lower and higher 
levels of social pronunciation. Few dramatic flaws 
interrupt sharp glimpses of emotional, moral, 
i n t e l l e c t u a l t r a i t s . 

Taylor, Bayard, Studies in German Literature. 
Careful , comparative error t has resu l ted in an accurate 
rendition through l i terature of a people«s character. 
Sometimes terse or vociferous, different discussions 
throughout indicate conclusions, vague meanings are 
c l a r i f i e d , and proper perspective is emphasized. 

Italian-English2 Mechanics. 

fel, Mario A., The Italian Language. 
o? 4 n . explained the i n t e r r e l a t i o n 
of the p e r s o n a l i t y of I t a l i a n s in such a v i v i d manner. 
oniTtL^^^SLS2"® in©^ded, complete, and suitable for 
one with some background from previous study of the 
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Pkelps, Rutk Skepard, An Italian Qrawaar. 
Coablnlng clarity of organization, thougkt, and ex-
pression provides as all-purpose, basic text ©specially 
suitable for beginners. 

I tal laa -land isk i Interore tat Ion. 

Daly, T. A., Selected Poems of T. A. Daly. 
Ligkt, humorous poems wTEk a T;©uok of p&tkos provide 
excellent representative dialect practice plus quick 
sketekes of Italian psycke, 

D'Aanunzlo, Gabrlele, fke Trlunpk of Deatk.. 
Retaining nuok exuberance *nd vitality ©f language 
through an excellent translation, extremis® la por-
trayed in a novel of niBsteeatk century patriotism. 

Irlsk-Engllski Meckarjica. 

Bills, Alexander G., nIrlsk Pronunciation of Engllsk." 
Knowledge of sound changes is expressed in pkonetlcs. 
Helpful, definitive discussions point out most often-
pronounced sounds, as well as note iatonational, 
rhythmical, and empkatioal differences. 

Irlsk-Knglisk* In terprotation. 

0'Casey, Sean, Juno and tke Paveook. 
Stark realTam in speeek and' action skows ckarac teris tic 
syntax, emotional reactions, and Irisk tender* Style 
is forceful, pace is fast. 

Synge, Joka M,, £ke Playboy of tiw Western World. 
Perkaps in ao oikerslmlTar materialare tke Oaelio 
rkytka of speeek and its peculiar intonation so strongly, 
consistently implicated by printed words. 

Russlan-Bnaliski Meckanloa. 

Boniar, Dion, Boadar*s Simplified Russian Metkod. 
Precise, sintple pkraslng kelps clarify alpkabet dif-
ferences, rules of grammar, and spoken language, 
suggesting a very good basic text. 
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Boyanua, S, Charlea, Manual of Ruaalaa Promina la t Ian. 
*?d clearly underataadable ekarta 

help create a surprisingly helpful reference without 
requiring previous knowledge ©f Hussiao or of phonetics. 

Troflmo^M.Jarowovitch, and Daniel Jones, The Pronunciation 

ygr"WTTr®otop with some prevloua knowledge of pko-
thorough analyses and discussions of sound 

?oJ letanSf 1 fi»a an ^valuable cheok-lXt 

Russian-Bnfll t«ht Interpretatiii». 

folstol, Leo, Anna Karenina. 

e.?"se0f
tl,L«iS"fi.«!i1rt??8d p r o B" e , B g i « i o d i : 

Soottlah-Bnp;TiWbf Meohaala*. 

**" * « p X a ? l * f F J r M 1 ^ ? ' " I S o © t o . a n d . 

S^biu.PUn0Ull0UW,e" Witfe some ofphoneUc 

Jarvle, James Hlool, Lallana. 

«^dan/Ing! 1 »h^oSte roar00n?,U"! to »>«"• 
proouaolatloS d i S / S S S f S Jidl^SSS?^?8 ar^t'8 

•oouMoy; He use of phone tla »j*b3I? ° 
Wftrr&ak, Alex&tid»x», A foots ptal.ot Dloti.̂ ., 

!>«» »1»i>.lve *DT^hHTSrnEh«5
25?fflk„I, _.ta.t oategorlsed word li«f . p̂ "oooxng material, 

of value to d°«o to«' B f t e r P » r t » «l>oald bi 
tlolty. w o w # seeking aore conventional authen< 
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See 111sh-Bngll»hI Interpreta tIon, 

Bums, Hobert, "Tara o^hanter.* 
Strikingly Intern#® In careful wit, unharnessed fantasy, 
Vivid, humorous in showing typical musical quality. 
{Any other poem by Burns la suggested for brilliant, 
lyrical Insights into dialect, character, personality.} 

Spanl ah-Bngl ish: Mechanics. 

Moreno, Jose, Elements of Spyalsh Pronunciation. 
The five vowel sounds, intonation, and stress are care-
fully dismissed, forming an unusually well-Integrated, 
definitive supplement for any director1® needs. 

Spanlgh-Bnglisht Interpretation. 

Chapman, Charles E., A History of Spain. 
Suggested companion for Ticknor because of common trait 
of concise literary egression. Though not necessary, 
each has a clarifying effect upon the other. 

de Vega, .Lop®, Ferlbanes. 
Extremely prolific playwright skillfully builds around 
a complex plot traditional theme of honor. Bland por-
trayal of characters emphasizes grand and noble idea. 

«PIcknor, George, History of Spanish Literature. 
as a d o cume n f tho rough 001101 se ^ceajpok 

manual. Extensive bibliography envelops most phases of 
culture, religion. Casual readlng probably not possible 
because of transcending literary excellence. 

Swedlsh-EnglIsh g Mechanics. 

Cawley, Prank Stanton, "The Saga of Hrafnkel Friest of Frey." 
Although lorweglan, flowing syntax and Viking-flavored 
fantasy also impart Swedish, Danish quality. Especially 
valuable is the captured music of the written words. 

Cooke, Marjorle B., An Hour with a Modern Martyr. 
Standard dialectal repre sen tation. Manages to illustrate 
intonation, pronunciation, and stress through phonetic 
spellings exemplary of dlaleot. 
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Ylad1ah-Bngl1ah t Mechanics . 

A r l t , Pkyllls S e t t s , "A Phonological Study of 19m E n g l i s h 
D i a l e c t ©f New York 01 t y Jews .* 
Survey results of numerous, sundry data are factually 
compi led , resulting c o n c l u s i o n s lndioating dominant 
vo i ce c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s . 

Y i d d i s h - E n g l i s h ; I n t e r p r e t a t i o n , 

G r o s s , M i l t , Punt Esk. 
Phonetioally-spelled d i a l e c t offers okanoe for practice. 
I n h e r e n t kuraor I s I n s t r u c t i o n a l of Jewish i n t e r e s t s , 
e n t e r t a i n i n g . 

P e r l , Arno ld , £h# World of Sholom Alelchem. 
Three v i g a e t t e s aep io t'"' n i ne t e e h t h « 6 e n t u r y E a s t e r n 
European Jewish l i f e w i t h s i n g l e , c r y p t i c fable, g e n t l y 
i r o n i c k u a o r , and f i r m r e s o l u t i o n , d e m i i n e l y e n t e r -
t a i n i n g . 

Rose, Leonard Q . , t h e Education of Herman Kaplan. 
Definitive plo£7 pkonetioaily-apelled dlalect to offer 
p r a c t i c e material, inslgkt i n t o c h a r a c t e r la t i c Jewish 
worldllness. 

Miace l i anaous Sources of l e l p f u l I n f o r m a t i o n . 

d r a y , d l l e s W., and Claude M. Wise, f k e Bases of Speech. 
I n c l u d e s s p e c i f i c , s i m p l i f i e d i n f o r m a t i o n , c a r e f u l l y 
p k r a s e i t o e x p l a i n t o b e g i n n e r s w i t h o u t i n s u l t i n g o t k e r s . 

J o n e s , D a n i e l , Ag English Pronouncing! Dictionary. 
Goraplete, accurate sound dictionary speolfloally i n tended 
for a c t o r s . Standard use of pkonetlo symbols. 

Kenyon, John S . , A P r o p o s i n g D i c t i o n a r y of AmerloaB B f i | l | f h . 
Complete, a c c u r a t e sound d i c t i o n a r y . Differs from Jones 
p r i m a r i l y i n I n c l u d i n g r e g i o n a l American d i a l e c t a l 
v a r i a t i o n s , e x c l u d i n g s t a g e d i a l e c t . S tandard use of 
p k o n e t l c symbols . 

Hegus, V. B , , f k e Mechanisms of the Larynx. 
Complete charts, discussion thoroughly e x p l a i n p u r p o s e s , 
i n t e r a c t i o n of l a r y n x w l t k o t k e r mechanisms. Extensive 
l i s t of k e l p f u l e x e r c i s e s . 
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Pel, Mario A., "World *s Thirteen LeadIng Languages," 
One of the world »s leading language authorities creates 
a fascinating article, Facts support startling con-
clusion*, noting 2,796 languages, exclusive of dialect. 

Pike, Kenneth, fhe Intonation of American English. 
Relatively simple phraseology explainstone, pitch, 
inflection. Fastidiously organized, accurately factual. 
Perceptive interpretation indicates particular value, 

Stetson, Ronald H., Bases of Phonology. 
Meted phonologlst obtains purposes, methods of study, 
and other fundamentals, offering firm basis for under* 
standing sound changes in dialect. 

Conspectus 

fhe foregoing bibliography completes the originally 

stated plan of this thesis, a verbal library survey oriented 

toward the relatively inexperienced director of dialect. In 

appropriate locations throughout the thesis, answers have 

been given to three questions, fhe questions which this 

study set out to answer are the following; 

1, What special meanings do the presented facts suggest? 

2, What are the central tendencies, agreements, and 
disagreements that are shown? 

3, ideas, If any, arise that would likely be 
overlooked by an informal reading of the same 
material?? 

fhe study was begun upon valid bases for surveying 

existing principles of teaching foreign language-English 

stage dialects, fhe necessity for teaching it in the first 

place is established on the basis of many plays* dependence 

upon dialect for effective production. Another basis results 

7Sattler, »fhe Library Survey,* p, 33, 
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from recent, high-quality American plays which require dialect 

for local color, Also, some play® specifically request In 

stage directions that a particular dialeot be used, Slnoe 

dialeot can aid Immeasurably to delineation or character or 

situation, serious studies of principles of teaching dialeot 

have been made. 

Part of the purpose of tills thesis is to report the 

levels of knowledge to which those studies of foreign language-

English dialects have led. Such reports have been made in 

preceding, appropriate discussions. Viewing these discussions 

in conspectus, a definite systematic approach emerges as a 

desirable plan for teaching dialect for m e stage. Ho pre-

cise reference to this plan occurs in any of the authoritative 

sources consulted} therefore, the following paragraphs ex-

plain the working organisation of a basic plan of teaching a 

stage dialeot to a student actor. 

The director in educational theatre should guide the 

student aotor*s study, but too many directors have not had 

adequate dialect training. A relatively inexperienced director 

of dialeot is lllcely to exhaust many sources, often falling 

to find necessary, adequate material. Sooner or later, how-

ever, he will probably suoceed if he works with perseverance. 

He will discover, as this thesis records, basic prin-

ciples necessary in teaching dialect. These six elements, 

pronunciation, stress, timbre, Intonation, rhythm, and syntax, 

are principles of any oral language but are of special 
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lraportanoe when studying dialect. The director should knew 

haw to conduct special exercises to increase awareness, 

flexibility, and control of physiological mechanisms involved 

in the six elements* 

After becoming thoroughly familiar with these mechanisms 

and their interrelation with each other, the director and his 

oast are prepared to begin work in studying a specific dialect. 

The aim of learning the dialeot is to create an appropriate 

characterisation which develops itself as an integral, com-

plementary part of the production. Throughout rehearsals, 

in order to assimilate intelligibility with characterization, 

the director should keep in mind baslo problems concerning 

authenticity and consistency. 

He should decide whether to aim for this assimilation 

by imitating authentic speakers of the dialect, by learning 

It from the printed page, or by combining the two approaches. 

As this thesis explains, most authors indicate preference 

for either (l) beginning with imitation of authentic dialect 

and using supplementary printed material to polish details, 

or (2) beginning with thorough study of printed material and 

listening to authentic speakers for additional flavor and 

color. How the director reaches this decision depends many 

times on particular circumstances of locale, availability of 

authentic speakers, and the like. But whichever approach 

he chooses to follow, he will find the six baslo elements 

of dialect speech recurrently important. 
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H© should work with only one element at a time, so that 

each can become a cognitive part of an effective whole, fhe 

director will find that most sources also discuss the elements 

ID this singular manner. 

The raowsBt the cast for a dialect play is chosen, the 

director should see that it begins an investigation, fhe 

research should be designed so that the actor can discover 

•very possible phase of existence of the people whose 

language he adopts. He should endeavor to find what they 

laugh at, what makes them cry, how they Ilka to dress,— 

on and on, as far as possible. 

Specific procedures for this investigation depend chiefly 

upon the director. Sometimes Ingenuity can help. Perhaps 

he can enlist the aid of local speakers of the dialect who 

would be happy to teach their native country's history, 

customs, rules, and the like, to the students. If this can-

not be done, perhaps filns, records, tape recordings, or any 

other of a multitude of methods will be done. The actor 

should do all he can to understand the relationship between 

dialect and his characterization, and the director should 

be prepared to help him. In this thesis, the survey's 

results concerning books of this nature Indicate a wide 

range of available material. But the course to choose remains 

the choice of the director, based upon his dictates of avail-

able time, Interests of the group, adequate facilities, or 
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many other Individual factors, The flexibility ©f this 

teaching method allows many variationa without destroying 

the overall pattern, 

As outlined in the foregoing paragraphs of this final 

discussIon# the fundamental teaching method represents the 

most significant single answer to both the first and third 

questions which this thesis set forth to answer. Mot only 

is this an idea which oould hardly have arisen from a casual 

reading of the same material, but it represents a special 

meaning inherent in a compilation of the authorities* 

opinions, this thesis reports the results of such compi-

lation. 



APPENDIX I 

STANDARD INTKBHATIONAL PHOHBTIQ 3XHB0LS 

ffffiD II THIS THESIS 

IPA ADS Spelling Spoken F e w 

M © 
EM] 

Es] 1 pity Epiti] 

M a rate [ret] 

M § wet [wet] 
[®] a bat [but] 
fa] a father [f<*8r] 
[•] A 

0 awful (ofel] 
Cot? 3 0 go E&otr] 

E*3 
w 
00 good Egtid] 

tu] 00 tooth [tut] 
E*J fur iter [ff>8«r| 
U 3 m 

*# custom [feast#®] 
l»] 

Eat] 

u custom [k&stgna] 
l»] 

Eat] T time [taim] 
[air] ou how Efcau] 
toxj oi toy [tor] 
Eju] yo© you IM 
tittl 

tp] 

u fuse [fiu*] 
tittl 

tp] p pity Epjti] 

1?7 
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I P A ADS S p e l l i n g S p o k e ® F o r m 

to b e e C M ] 

t t i t t o o t h C t u © | 

w d d i s h C d x S 3 

M k , c c u s t o m t k & s t s m ) 

Cg3 § g o ( g o v ] 

m f f u l l C f w l ] 

[ • i v v i s i o n C v * 3 « n 3 

m m t o o t h C t U 0 | 

m m f u r t h e r C f ^ S r ] 

E«3 s s a n g C a » « 3 

C a ] 2 u s i n g CJushq] 

C S1 a h d i s h tmi 
E s l zit v i a i o n [ v i 3 » n ] 

[*] b. h o w C h a w ] 

C t | 3 c h w a t o k , a h # s t | w a f c $ ] # t t s e s t ] 

C ^ 3 l J ® a g « , j a w C®&s3# C<i5©3 

M m c u s t o m C k & s t e m ] 

w 
T3BI k e e p - e m £ k t p $ 3 

E»3 n v i s i o n C v i 5 © n 3 

t » J 
w 
u » B<3e« £ i d * J 

CxiJ B g s a n g C s ® q ] 

C I ] 1 f u l l E m 3 

U 3 t l c r a d l e [ k r e d £ ] 

[ w j W w a t c h E w a t | 3 

M w h w h e r e [ * e r ] 
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XPA ADS S p e l l l a g Spokan Form 

C»1 V wkile U a i a l ] 

U3 J y«t t J e t} 

M r r a t# [ r e t ] 
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Glossary of forms 

Spseoh Process 

Art 1cula tIon.-«-Tbla is the use of the tooth, tongue, 

lip®, hard and soft palate, and jaw involved in forming 

speech from sound, 

Pronation.—This is the process of forming sound by 

foroing breath through the larynx while vibrating the vocal 

cords* 

Reaonatioa. —«TMa is the process of amplification and 

enrichment of sound through reverberation in the mouth, 

pharynx, bony parts ©f the body, and mouth. 

Respiration. —This term is used to indicate the process 

of breathing. It begins the speech process by movement of 

the diaphragm, causing movement of the lungs to foroe air 

out through the trachea, 

Swada Pa^uced bj t^e Speech Process 

Affrieativeg. »-*TliQ8e are sounds which emerge upon or 

after closure of one or more of the articulators, 

180 
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Fricatives.—These ar® produced by the friction of 

breath passing through a narrow, incomplete closure* The 

sounds are wf-v«thn (voiced and unvoiced), *s-«-sh-2!h.w 

Consonant sound. — A sound produced by partially or 

wholly obstructing the passage of breath. 

Vowel sound. •••Thes® sounds are produced when voiced 

breath flows freely and without obstruction through a mold 

of the articulators* 

Diphthong.—'When the single vowel sound Is not sustained 

throughout vocalisation a glide appears which 1® known as a 

vanishing sound. These vanishing sounds, or double-sound 

vowel®, ar® called diphthongs. 

-«A single, pure vowel sound. 

Triphthong.**When three monophthongs are sounded together 

with a peak of prominence on one of the three, the result Is 

Xiablals. —These ar# sounds which are articulated with 

the lips. 

I»aterals. —These are sounds f or me <3 by emitting voiced 

breath at the sides of the tongue. 

Plosives. «•-These ar© consonant stops, produced by an 

eisploslve use of the articulators. The plosives are 
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wp-b-t«ah-<a«*J-k-g.w The plosive action may be effected by 

tke lips, Mp»bf
w by tli# tonga© tip, "t-ck^d-j*1 or back of 

tke tongue f "log.w 

Vocal Mechanisms 

Diaphragm. —Tkla Is tke muscle below tke lung® wkiok 

controls moveraeot of the lungs. 

Hard pftlate. •-Tkis is tke roof of tko aoutk, bekind tke 

teetk to about mid«way toward tko throat. 

Larynx*••tfkis is oftan oalled tke "voice box," It is 

a complex triangular chamber wherein tke vooal cords are 

located, 

Mrs, — f keae flexible portions of tk# face ar© used 

as articulators. 

Lower Jaw. —This mechanism functions by moving pre-

dominantly downward and upward, tke re by enlarging or reducing 

tke size of tke mouth cavity, 

£ungs.-«tfke lungs are tke organs of tke body wkick tke 

diapkragm causes to expel or to inkale breath, 

JteB* ~ I c tk® mouth are contained tke articulators. 

the south serves as a resonator, 

ffagal cavities. ••'"These are two irregularly constructed 

passages separated by a bony partition just above tke kard 
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palate. They are the chief air passages for breathing and 

one of the resonators of sound. 

Ptorrflx. —The pharynx is that part of the throat between 

the larynx and the nasal cavities. 

Soft palate.—fha soft palata la the araa of the roof 

©f tka mouth directly behind the hard palate, from which 

projects the uvula. 

Teeth,—the teeth are articulators of sound. 

Tongue.--This flexible muscle is divided into four 

partsi the tip, the front, the middle, and the baok. It 

is the chief articulator. 

Trachea.—This Is sometimes called the ^windpipe.11 

It Is the air passage between the lungs and the larynx. 

Vvula. —This is t&e projection from the end ®f the 

soft palate. It serves as an articulator and as a valve 

to aid in closing the nasal passage. 
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